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EDITORIAL FOREWORD 
Since this Journal last went to Pressj the War has ended and relations have been 

resumed with many colleagues across the Channel In the previous volume it was 
possible, at the last moment, to squeeze in three lines of news from France, Unhappily, 

our self-congratulations were justified only in part, since our science has sustained in 

that country two grievous losses by death. In M. Charles Boreux, the Keeper of the 
Egj'^ptian Antiquities of the Louvre, all who knew' him admired not only a very able 

administrator but also a man of great distinction and outstanding courtesy. Under 

his regime study of the Paris collections was made both easy and pleasant, and the 

casual visitor unwittingly profited greatly by his splendid rearrangement of the down¬ 

stair rooms. His published works were not very numerous, but included an elaborate 

treatise on Old Kingdom ships, and an altogether excellent catalogue of the objects 
under his care. Our Society owed Boreux a special debt, for through his influence 

the Louvre for several years contributed handsomely to our Nubian excavations. The 
other French scholar w'hose death we have to mourn w'as one whose knowledge 

and versatilitv' were no less great than those of our late President, Stephen Gaselee. 

Seymour de Ricci gained an extraordinarj’ reputation in many different fields, as Latin 

epigraphist, bibliographer, papyroiogist, authority on old furniture and incunabula and 

much else besides. For a number of years he worked in close association w’ith that other 
great polymath Salomon Reinach. The present writer has special reason to remember 

de Ricci w'ith gratitude and affection, since both were much thrown together whilst in 

their teens, and the enthusiasm and amazing know'ledge of so precocious a youngster 

could not fail to act as a most stimulating example. As to the manner of his death no 

details have come to hand, but we leam with deep sorrow that it w'as tragic. 

The news from Brussels has been uniformly good, and not unexpectedly centres 

round the person of our extraordinarily active Honorary Vice-President, M. Jean 

Capart. Not only has he kept alive during the war his valuable Chronique d*BgypU^ 

but a great spate of well-printed books on art, medicine, etc., as well as essays and 

reports of lectures, has issued from the Fondation Reine Elisabeth, of which he is the 

Director. The number of new w'orks from the occupied countries which we must 

soon sit dow'n to study is very great, even alarmingly so. Holland has vied w'ith 

Belgium and France in this respect, and the Dutch Near Eastern Society has likewise 

produced its aimual reports without a break, not to speak of various monographs. 

Denmark also has been productive, and we are proud to have early received from the 

Professor of Egyptolog}' in Copenhagen the follow'ing telegram: AJter the deliverance 

of Denmark Danish Egyptologbts exteiid thankful greetings—C. E, Sander-Hansen, 

From the Hermitage Museum in Leningrad the Editor had a no less cordial letter 

from Professor Lourie, and this was accompanied by a large parcel of Egyptological 

books very tantalizing to those unable to read them. 



2 FOREWORD 

What, then, of the enemy countries? As regards the collections and libraries it 

has been impossible to obtain any information at all, and efforts to secure the war¬ 

time publications have thus far completely failed, Brussels has supplied us with the 

titles of many articles in periodicals, and most of the new German books have been 

review'cd in the Chrontque d’£gypte. Students may have much difhculty in acquiring 

such new works, since Leipzig, the great book-centre, was very heavily bombed. 

Far more serious would be losses of actual antiquities, especially if unpublished; 

some distressing rumours have reached us, but will not be here retailed, as they are 

quite unconfirmed. In England we have to deplore the destruction of the collection 

in the Liverpool Museum, a terrible blow. No student of hieroglyphics can fail to 

be anxious concerning the fate of the materials for the still far from complete Worter- 

buch der dgyptheben Sprache, the slips for which, numbering more than a million and 

a half, w’ere stored at the top of the Neues Museum in Berlin. Even if these have 

survived, it looks as though we must reconcile ourselves to a long further w'ait for 

the termination of an enterprise started fifty years ago. 

Dr, Bell has contributed the following: ‘The death of Ulrich Wilcken robs papyrology 

of its greatest figure. He belonged indeed to the race of giants; and his papyrological 

activity, begun almost at the birth of the science, was continued until his death, A great 

scholar himself, he w^as an ever ready helper to all workers in his field and as generous 

of encouragement as of assistance. His standards were high, none higher, but he 

was always ready to make allow'ances for the failures of a beginner. No better charac¬ 

terization of him could be given than a remark made by a French scholar to a British 

colleague. After observing what a happy family papyrologists (unlike some archaeo¬ 

logists) had always been, he added: “I put that down largely to Wilcken; he has always 
been such a perfect gentleman,” Amid the welter of war and national animosities 

which marks our unhappy century, that eulogj" of a German by a Frenchman deserves 
remembrance.^ 

Limitations of space prevent us from devoting more than a wholly inadequate 

mention to two very active researchers whose passing is deeply regretted. Dr. D. 

Randall-Maciver dug for our Society in r 900-1, and the volume on El-Amrafi and 

Abydos bears his name in company with that of A. C. Mace. His important subsequent 

excavations in Nubia were conducted on behalf of the Philadelphia Museum. Many 

Egyptologists, including the present writer and the late Professor Peet, owe a great 

debt to this most warm-hearted and generous scholar, whose earliest and latest work 

ranged over widely different fields. More recent is the death of Mr, A. Lucas, the 

distinguished chemist of the Cairo Museum. The present volume of the Journal 

contains, perhaps, the last of his writings. His book on Ancient Egyptian Materials 
and Industries stands alone in its important field. Of his personality all that can be 

here said is that it was impossible to know him without regarding him with admiration 
and friendship. 
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(3) 

THE SEMNAH DESPATCHES 

By PAUL C. SMITHER 

[By the death, on September 1943, of Paul Cecil Smither at the age of 19, British 

Egyptology' lost one of its brightest hopes. Attracted very early to the study of Egyptian, 
he later received every possible encouragement from Dr* Gardner, and in 1936 entered 

The Queen*^8 College, Oscford, becoming a pupil of the undersigned. He was already 

widely read in Egyptian texts, and during his undergraduate years showed a remarkable 

command of the literature, and fertility in ideas—^good ideas^ long before taking 

Schools he had begun to write for this Joumai a series of articles, communications, 

bibliographical contributions, and reviews which were of the happiest augury for the 

future of himself and his science.* Not long after obtaining First Class Honours in 

Egyptology in 1939 he entered a department of the Foreign Office, but throughout the 

ensuing years, until struck down in the summer of 1943 by a lengthy illness which was 

to prove fatal, he managed to make time for much Egyptological work, published and 

unpublished, in addition to the exemplary' discha^e of arduous and exacting official 

duties. When he fell ill he had several articles and larger projects on hand, and had 
been especially occupied with a set of photographs, handed to him by Dr. Gardiner, 
of one of the group of Middle Kingdom papyri found in the Ramesseum by QuibelF in 

1896 and containing also the ‘R’ MSS. of Sinuhe and The Eloquent Peasant, and an 

onnmasticon, the list of Nubian fortresses in which, published by Gardiner in JEA ni, 

will be cited several times below. On these prints—in war conditions it was impossible 

to consult the original—he continued to work throughout his illness, until almost the 
day of his death, doing his utmost to establish an accurate transcription of the very' 

cursive hieratic, and making notes with a view to gi\ing the text the fullest possible 

background of political and economic conditions in Middle-Kingdom Nubia. At his 

death he had got no farther than the transcription and a number of notes, largely 

bibliographical. The former is, however, such a brilliant feat of decipherment of a 

very difficult hand that it has been decided to publish it as both a valuable contribution 

to Egyptology and a memorial to its author, accompanying it w'ith the sort of transla¬ 

tion and additional notes that the present writer {with w'hom Smither discussed many 

difficult points during his illness) believes that he would have supplied. A commentary 

such as Smither intended to write cannot now be given; it must be poorly replaced by 
a few general remarks. 

The papyrus contains, on the recto, copies of a number of despatches sent from the 

* The fellowlnf are neferencta to these—s score tn all: vol. JOtv (1939), 34-7, 103, X04, lai, 144-5, ***» 
149. *57“6Si 166-9. *73-4. mi, 4<»3, *o+- **5-8,4to-ia, aio; vol, wvi (1940), *63-4; vol. jtxvii (1941), 74-6, 

158-9; voLxxvm (194a), 16-19. 
* Se« J. E. QuibeU, Tfte Rairuftemrt (London. 1898V. p. 3. 



PAUL C. SMITHER 4 

fortress of Semnah called ‘Kha^kawref {= Sesostris III) is might)-’ or from elsewhere. 

Unfortunately no one of these missives is preserved complete. The headings found 
ivith Nos. 3-5 allude to the person addressed simply by means of the pronoun of the 

third person; no doubt there was at the beginning of the papyrus an introductory 

heading that would have enlightened us as to hia identity-. At all events he was of high 

rank, since in No. 3 he is addressed with the periphrasis 'your scribe’. It is uncertain 

who was the author of the two-line annotation at the bottom of p. i; perhaps it was 

a mere postscript to the first letter. At the end of Despatch No. 6 six lines in red (5, 8- 

13) refer to a reply made to the foregoing letter and to a copy of this reply which w-as 

communicated to three officers in other fortresses. Nothing at all can be learnt about 

the writers in this correspondence. That the papyrus w*as found at Thebes indicates, 

perhaps, that the mysterious ‘be’ mentioned in 2, 7; 3, 7; 4, 6; 5, 8, was some high 

official resident at the capital; he will have received the despatches in ordinary letter- 

form, and then they will have been copied into a ‘journal’ or letter-book by way of 

permanent record. The verso of the papyrus is covered with magical texts, and it is 

doubtless for the sake of these alone that the papy-rus w-as preserved. 

The despatches deal with the comings and goings of Nubians w-ho came to 

Semnah to trade their wares, and MedJay-people, and mention more than once the 

steps taken to keep track of the movements of these southerners in the desert. It is 

surprising that it should have been thought necessary to report such trivial activities 
officially to higher authorities and to other fortresses. 

This curious document makes it clear that some, at least, of the Nubian fortresses 

had a dual function, seiving on the one hand as ramparts against possible military 

aggression and the constant pressure northwards of the population of the Sudan, and 

on the other as trading stations. In the Middle Kingdom Semnah w-as the frontier, as 
we know from the tw*o ‘Semnah stelae’ of Sesostris III, and it will be seen that those 

southerners who came to trade their wares were sent back to their homes w-hen the 

trading was completed (i, g . 13; 5, 10; 6, 4), and some Medjay-people who announced 

that they had come to w-ork for the Egy-ptian Government w-ere ‘dismissed to their 
desert’ (4, 10); it is thus clear that as a rule they were not allow-ed to pass the frontier. 

This agrees with the royal command of the smaller Semnah stela, Berlin 14753,' 

that only a Nubian who had come to trade at Yeken, farther north, or on special 

official business, might pass north of Hch, usually taken to be the Semnah district,^ 
and that no boats or herds or flocks of the Nubians might in any case pass the 

frontier.^ 

It is certainly significant that in addition to the regular epistolary- formulae of the 
Middle Kingdom several despatches contain the quite unusual assurance that 'all the 

* Published, c,g., Sefhe, 84* 19 ff. The moat precise indicadon of ih-e pkee where this atela and the 
lar^r one Berlin 1157 were found seems to be that m the’VVilkinsoTi MSS.* xl+ 97—'below fortress [of Semnah] 
to and are s tablets fallen among the stones'. 

* Gardiner, JEA ill, 190, n. 2; Gauthierp Dktr g/flgr.p sub voc. 
* Thus such Nubisns as were allowed to pass, together with their j^oods^ if ih^y were tnaders bound for 

Vctien (where perhaps E:£itflin special kinds of wares wctq trsdcd>p might make the rest of their journey only 
in hosts (hence the embargo on animals)> imd those EtTpdan ones. 
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affaini of the King's Domain (pr-nstv), Kp.h., are safe and sound’ (t, lo; 2, 6; 3, 5; 
5, 6),J preceding the usual assurance that ‘all the affairs of the Master, l.p*h., arc safe 
and sound’. The ‘King’s Domain’ seems to have included both crown lands and crown 
revenues derived from taxes and other contributions, monopolies, and so forth. It is 
probable from these despatches that the trading at the frontier was done on the 
Egyptian side by government officials; these, or some of them, will have be«i attached 
to the pr-nstCf and perhaps have been responsible also for the goods sent from Egypt 
for barter and for the despatch dowTi the river of the goods acquired from the Nubians, 
as property of the crown.^ 

Fortunately it seems possible to date the despatches fairly closely. The many dates 
mentioned, all in year 3 of a king not mentioned, afford no clue, but the Simontu 
referred to in 5, ii was identified by Smither, doubtless rightly, with the man of the 
same name and titles who has left on the rocks at Semnah records of himself dated to 
the 6th and 9th years of Ammenemes III (see n. to the passage), i.c. about 1844 and 
(841 B.c. Since this king reigned for about half a century, and since in the name of the 
Semnah fortress Sesostris HI, bis predecessor, is referred to as 'the late’ (m/r~krto), we 
may pretty safely ascribe the papyrus to his reign. 

A glance at the photographs (pis. II-VI I) will show how much the document has 
suffered. How'ever, in the original the whole length of the papyrus is continuous, so 
that the order of the pages is certain. The last incomplete puge has not been reproduced 
in photography, since it contains little that is new% and is unworthy of a plate to itself. 
An unknown number of lines (at least three, Smither estimated) is lost at the top of 
each page. The writing is that of a practised scribe, normal in general character, but 
presenting many difficulties, including some quite obscure passages; it resembles the 
writing of several of the El-Lahun business documents, with many of which it is 
contemporary. The orthography Is also on the whole normal for the period; the 
omission of the determinative Ji in the verbs j (as in Pap, Boulaq 18) and and 
the writing of iry^ are, however, somewhat archaic features. The hieratic form 
of determinative of Pi, sna, seems to be unique. Several headings are written in 
red in the original, as wdl as the six last lines of p. 5. Such red w riting is indicated 
in the transcriptions by an underline, and in the translations by the use of small 
capitals, 

Had Paul Smither been able to consult the original papyrus he would doubtless have 
succeeded in reading a number of groups that he was obliged to leave in doubt; the 
difficulty of w'orking from photographs only (excellent as these are) is known to all 
editors of papyri. Dr. Gardiner has recently contributed some new' readings. The 
plates of transcriptions have been made by Mrs. Smither,—Battiscombe Gunn.J 

* It is doubtless merely coincidence that the only other letters in which 1 find similar assurances are both 
addressed to viceroys of Xubla. namely Vrk. TV, Si, 3 (Dyn, Will), and Pleyte-Roaai, Papyrut de Turin, 

pi. 67. 14 = MOller, tfierai. Lererf. iiJ, p. 7, 14 (Dyn, XX), for both are royal missives, ond pr.nnr will has-e 
in them ita fi’cquent meaning of ‘'palace^ " royal househoLil* r 

- For some on octivltjes at the- Semnah fortr^s aee the article on Scal-imprt^ions 

found there in BuiL (Boston) xxviii, fL 
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[Desp^ith No. i, from Semn^t] 

If st€ pkn //, i/4] 
........... p (^+i) wrote lroop{P)^ ...*.. (^) found hia(?) . - . * had done (or made) 
it.... . Then .... in month 4 of [Proyet, day] . . . (3) . . . [caused P] food to go down to hiiti. * *. 

He wrote about it to this servant .... (4) this servant tvrote.the tracks which this servant 

, . . ed3 in [year 3, month 4 of Frdyet^ day] 7^ (5) [at] the tirnc of evening. Then * * . « . inform him. 

[They] reported [to this senantj (6) saying, 'We found the . . . Nubian [women had gonc{?) in] 

charge of(?)* tw-^o strong(?)® asses ..... ..(7) These Nubian women .... [the fortress :] '{The- 
]ate-)Kha^kawrE^-iS'mightJ^'7 [^(?)] Nubians [arTivcd(?) in year] 3,® (8) month 4 of Proyet, day 7,® 

[at] the time of ev[eningj to do trade. "What [they] had brought was traded . . . , (9) the trading 

thereof.^® (Th<^y) sailed up-stream*^* to the place whence they had come^ bread and beer having been 

given to them like.(10) in year 3, month 4 of Proyet^ day at the dme of morning. 

It is a communication about it. .411 the affairs of (11) the KJng^s DomainJ^ I.p.b.:,are safe and 

sound; all the affaif^ of the Master^*^ Lp.h.t are safe and sound. May the hearing of the Master, 
Lp.h.i be goodi 

* Probably the same word as in s* 12, partly rtstoted in 4, Wbr docs not know this word; it is perhaps 
a miswriting^ of iw^yt (TPjfr. t, 51, ii) Tnippe, besonders als Besaisarig im AuslandV which suits the 
sense in jp la. 

* Smither considered that the word "p here and in a, 3; 3, ]4p means 'trace*, rather than ^group* 

of pecipkp and b chcieforc identical n-ith the of P- Anaat. I. zop 6p Anast. Vp 20, 4 {bis)^ rendered 

by Gardiner in Egn, Mffratk T^xts, l, i, p. xz*, n. and ^FuBspur' in l, 159 {4); see also /?«. 
trav. sciiJs pJ. fadni^ p. 76^ XD, IIL 140. d.*, L 5p with JBA rv, 251: “nvountains which were far from men 
and r rf* fnidts (tr i/«cf any track that was trodden in the deserts** (For hird Jn asaociadon with i" sec perhaps 
3p 14 below.) 

^ Some verb of motion? 
* Or perhaps 'after“^ "to 9&ek\ (m] fy. 

* If the reading ^ is correct we have here a writing similar to "white-loaP (SiOt ConlractSp passim], 

with the determinative after an adjective^ 

* Smither thought that ^r-fy it *eo said they" ought to have occurried somewhere herep as it does after other 
reported speeches; cf. 2p 2, 13; 4* 2{?). 10; it is^ howev'er, omitted after the Medjay-woman^a short speech in 
4, lt-t2. 

^ This fortnras {also mentioned in t, li; 5j 9)j the name of which occurs in the vi'cll-knovm Nile-level 
inscription of Dyn. Kill at Semnah, Leps., DcnAm,, tip 151, c+ the Rarncsscum Onomasdeon (sec Gardiner in 
JEA lltp 185) and two acarab-seaJinqs found at the fort {see Reianer in Bid/A/.F-rlr (Boston) XK^lifp 51)> waashown 
by GardineTp in, 18S, xo be either the fortress of Semnah orthat of Semnatel-Gharb. Forthc identifieshon 
with the latter CSemna West*) see Reianer in EuE, xxvil^ 64; xxvjii, 51J in HiirMird Afti^aa Siudki 

549. he cakes the same %-ieWp but on p. 554 he states that it is Smnah East. The value of the first -element 
has been doubtful^ Gardiner, loc. dt., giving or t\rpf ReisneVp BulL M.F.A, x?cvilp 64 and Setbe, Erlaut. 

L^$e$f, p 167, and Gauthier, m^ 37, ‘kherp\ The sign has surefy the saitie valiit os in 11 

“(^), the pyramid town of Sesostris Ih written twice thus on a M.K. stela published by Petrie (who str^gely 

identifies it with the Semnah fortress 1) in Tombs of fht Ct?uTtieri, pi. 12, 7. [For this place in the M_K. papyri 

see the Brief Communicadon on pp. t-o6f. below J Now ^ j with the scroke occurs frequently with value cf. 

irt. P?p 243^4. neverp apparentlyp with value i^rp, ef, Wh, 111, 326-9; therefore ^ is doubdeas to be read 

in the names of both town and fortress. *Thc late* (wt/^-^fM) is of course no essential part of the fortress-name. 

' The hieradc trsCc suits 111 better than 

® = of = = is restoted from s. 9 hecauge this incident is evidently referred to thete. 

“ .,^1 older wTitJng of iry; hut '1 seems to occur in % 11+ 

Tw fiMf, ako in i, 13, perhaps 0 passive form; ef. tcU, 4p 9. 
** See p. 5 above. 

Sec the Brief Communication on pp. loyf. below. 
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(la) Six other Nubians arrived at the fortress '{The-!ate-)Rha'ckawrlK-iS'jTijghty* to do trade like 

this . , ^ (13) in^ month 4 of Pmyetj day 8^ ’What they had brought was traded, (They) sailed 

up-stream to the place whence they had come^ on this day.^ 

[Despafch No, 2]^ 

[Pag^ 3, see pis* ///, 71/^] 
(^+1)**, (ilieglbie traces)(a) on the track"—so [he(?)]® s^id ..... brought 

mth regard to{?) it. [This] sen^ant [wrote]*^ ..... (3) five guardsmen^ who(?) ..... the track. 
This servant placed them upon ..... (4) (when?) this serv^t writes ..... (when?) they come to 

report [to].(5) this servant because of regarding these .... as one fortress sending’ to 

another fortress.^® 
[It is a] communication [because of It]. (6) All the affairs of the King^s [Domain^ l.p.h.^ are 

safe] and sound; aU the affairs of the Master^ [l.prh.^ are safe and sound]. 

\Despuich No^ j,/mm Y^k^t {?)] 

(7) Another letter which was brought to boxg one brought from the lasnane^^ 

SEBK-WtR, WHO IS IN (8) AS ONE FORTRESS SENDING TO ANOTHER FORTRESS. 

(9) It is a communicstion to your scribe,^* I.p.h.> about the fact that tho^ two guardsmen and 
seventy(?) Aledjay-people (to) who went following that track in month 4 of Proyct. day 4^ came 

to report to me on thb*^ day (11) at the time of evenings having brought three Aledjay-men, 

* The ink trace on the left of the hole b Apparently a round spot, not the end of a horizan tal stroke. 
It ia noted to 1, xOp a in the irmnscriphon that ihia scribe ehewlijcrc; writes m jn ihi: old. full form at the 

beginning of a hne (and there only); some other scribes seem to follow the same practice w'ith ifi when It is 

the prepoaition. cf Kah. Pap., zz> 1; ^9. 34? 35- 4^- In the horizontal II. 1Z4-60 of Sh. S. the 
fuJl form la used ever^'w^bere for m prepoaidon tnd for that only, a diadnetion which breaks down in U. 
161^6. 

^ Meaning probablyp here and elsewhere in these despatches, ^on the same day', not 'to~day'. 
+ Brought with No. 3, see J. 7. ^ Or "[theyf^ 
* Or perhaps ^it was [written] to this sertMt". ^ A merely arbitrary translation. 

* Perhaps *to report [10 me;] this servant [wrote] because of it'p restoring n^f at the end of L 4. But So 
abrupc a change from the ist to the 3rd person is unlikclyH 

’ F*r 23 'sending' letters cf. Kah. Pap. 30, t; 3a. r ’ Gardiner & Serhe. Bgrir Letters to the Desdf, pi. 6, t. 
” Le. *333 an inter-fortress coirununicaticio^ in Smither's happy paraphrase. 

At first sight it might appear necessary tn take 2 “ relative form "which he brought', the more so- 

since the perf. pass, participle immediately following is written j p similarlyp but masc.^ below, 4^ b; 

fem. again 3, 7. Considtrarions of sensop how'ever, compel us to render ‘which was brought to hmv' perf. pass, 
participle -1- dative, smce there is urgent need for mention of the tedpient, and with the translation *which 
he brought’ there would be a strange and inexplicable insisicncr on the courierp who is unlikely to have been 

a person of any importance. As re^rds J ” a® equivalent of J “si ^ *11 that am be said is that this seems to be 
evidence of a tendency to omit y in the ending when a dative followed. For Ini of 'bringing' letters cf. Kah. 
Prtp. a0pa8; 31^ ag. 

It is difficult to find a tranalation for Jeiy-r hif. 
Smithcr thought that this might be the reading of the faint traces on the photojutaph; the last sign is 

certainly as in 3, 7. iz. i3p and the preceding group may well be (cf. in 4, ro, £ in i, g), but the 

trac« before this do not much resemble the ^ of e.g. 3, 10. 11. r^. For Tj^if, written in both the 

Ramesseum Onomasticon and the smaller Semnah Stela at Berlin, see Gardiner in til, tSg- f.; he Identifies 
it with either Miigisaah or Dflbnartip but Reisnerp in HanK 4/^' Stud, vn, 549^ with l^lalfah Westp south fort, 

** Forrif'k "your scribe' as a periphcKis for the recipient of a letter see Smither Ln xxvjrip rS (note c), 
also Scharff in ZAS LtKp 33 (top). 

** See n. 3 above. 
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... four (]2)&3ying, *We found them on the south of the desert-edge,* betow the 
inscription of Shomu,* (13) likewise three women (??)’4-^o s«d they. Then I questioned these 

Medjay-people, ssying, (t+) *\Mience have you come?’ Then they said, *We have come from the 
Well ot Yebheyet^ 

[Page 3, see pis. IV, IVa] 
^ . {^+1) the * + (2) JtiQiith 4 of Proyet^ day . , came to report [to] *. 

said regarding , (3) I went upon (or from?) the [track?) expJained(?)_the. 

brought him ....(+) the patrolf?},* Then I came.* [—so said he?J. I wrote about them*(5) 
to the fortresses to the North,® 

[M] the affairs of the King’s) Domain, J.p.h., are safe and sound] (6) all the affairs of your scribe, 
P.p.h., are safe and sound]. May the hearing of your scribe, l.[p.] h., be good? 

[Despatch No. 4, from an of^cer in Kbesef-Medja'ew^ 

{7) LETTEH which WAS BROUGHT TO HIM FROAf THE RETAINER Ameny, WHO IS IN (THE 
fortress) Khesef-Medja’eiiV,® as One fortress sending to another fortress. 

(8) It is a communication to the blaster, l.p.h., about the fact that 

the guardsman of Hieraconpolis(f),ifl SenEw’s son Herew’s son Reniyokre, and 
(9) the guardsman of Tjebew," Rensi'a son Senwewret’s son ditto, 

‘ AlrhouEh the signs ai ihe end of this line ate imdsmagcd, and dear on th* photogtaph, it has not been 
possible to do more than guess at some of them, SimiJar and equally obscure groups occur at the ends of 
3i n ; 7- The numeral 4 indicates that some kind of people is mentiemed. The sign before '4' resembles 
that transcribed p in Pap. 9, ao. si. sq; to, ib. 17. ao; 13, 17. iS. 

^ The same writing of (also 3, ts; 4. 4 below) in Sin. R, 34. 

' The reading can hoidly be questioned; some prorninent inscription or relief serving as a landmaHc seems 

to be referred to, but why should it be given the name of a season? Smither suggested that theA of Wb. 
ni. 3+4 might be connected. ' 

'• The transcription ^ guess, the less hkely since the sign is scarcely found as an ideognini in the 

M.K. ITic reading mitt is hardly in doubt. 

* The 0-K. HJ see Gauthier, Dint. g«jgr. t, 64, [ts position is unknown, but might be localited 

^thfi 8t™ composing the at present inaccessible sarcophagus of Merenrf*, which Weney telk us he obtained 
from /iifttl. were identified wuh certainty. The references to the place on the steb of Merymose, temp. 
AmenophM III, from Semnah {UiercgL Texti BM vut, pi. 20, II. 3. 8. to), show it to have biin a Nubian 
pnjv*inct of some size. 

* The word which occurs also in 3. tz and probably 4, 2 below, s«ma, like the verb -T 3. >3, 

fro^which It is eridently derived, to be unknown outside this papyrus. The two words strongly remind one 

of ji Ptr ‘to pass through', 'patrol’, and ii$ derivative pL ^ i . of persons irav>clling in the desert, 

Leps., Dkm. tj[, 140, b, 5, of persons sent forth by the Vieier, perhaps on business of the pr »«e, Urk. iv, 

lira, 6; also ^ ^ ^ etc,, 'the troops starioned at a frontier fortress', Gardiner, Notes on , . , Sinuhe, qi; 

but = is not a possible reading of the sign used here, which, as noted on the transcription, is identical with =■ 
as written in this papyrus. The reading, and therefore the phonetic value, are quite uncertain. 

4 Cf, 2, 5, » SHI- of Setim^; lit., ‘the northern fortTesses’. 
’ On this fortress, mentioned also in 1,13 below, see Gardiner in J£,rl iit, 190, who places it between Widy 

Hdfah and 'Anlbah; Gauthier, Diet, g/ogr. tv, 1S7 i ReUner, Harv. Afr, Stud, VI, 549, Note that the name is 
wjtneii here with the country, not its inhabitante. It U probable that such fortress-nanics as W-A/d>fi>W 
ifrf-Itmiyti;, Dr^Wtyte (?}, origiDally cioiitEmed thtir founders^ narncs e.e, 
repc1s.rhe-Medjay-falk‘, cf. Sethe, Urk. d. iS. Z>>w,, Druitrh, p, 92, nn. i, 3. 

The sign does not quite resemble the indubitable N^n in 5, ii. 
“ Almost eertainiy fflw el-Kabir, kcJEA XXVil, 44-5. 
'* Cf. Pap. j I, 25 : 14, 3, 53; 15, 15. 
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(10} came to report to this ser^'ant in year 3^ month 4 of Proyet^ day s, at the time of breakfastj {11J 

on biisiness of the citizen^ Khewsobk^s son Mentuhiotpe's son Khewsobkp , ^ . . , + , (1^) who 

represented the Beneficiary of the Ruler*$ Tabled in the troops of Meha’p^ sayingp 'The patroI(?J^ 

who went forth (13) to patroI(?)^ the desert-edge the fortress Khesef-Medja'ew in ym % 

month 3 of ProyetT last dayp (14) come to report to mCn sayings "We have found the track of 

ja men^ and three assesp (which?) they have trodden^ 

[Page 4, fee pis. P\ P^] 

- p ^« . . . ^ . (jT+i) - . , ^ (fracer) (a) ^ the patrol(?) . . . my places*—^so said(?) [he?] 

{3J ■ ^ ' order(f) of the troop (4) on the desert-edge* This ser\^ant wrote [about it 

to] [as one fortress sending to another] (5) fortress^ 

It is a communication [about] it. [All the affairs of the KLng*s Domain(?)J l.p.h.> are safe [and 
sound]-* 

[Despalck No. 5^ from Eleplmnime] 

(6) Copy of a document which was drought to himbeing one brought fhom the fohtress* ® 

[of] Elephantine^ as one fortress sending to anotjier FOarREss, 

(7) Beinformedj*^ if you pleasOp^^ of the fact that two Medjay-men^ three Medjay-womerij and two 

-(8) came down from the desert in 3^ month 3 of Proyet^ day 27they ^WV have come 

to serve (9) the Great House^ Lp.h.^ A question was put^+ regarding the condition of the desert* 
Then they^ said^ "We have heard nothing at all; (10) {but) the desert is dying of hunger'—$0 said 

they. Then this servant caused that (they) be dismissed to their desert (i 1) on this day. Then one of 

these Medjay-women saidp *0 let me be given (ta) my Medjay-man in this(l) . . . Then that 
Medjay-man [said]p *Does one who trades bring himself 

* not $0 ako Kah. pi. 5, 3^ with p. 107, 

^ This third of a line has defied interpretation. {J Js plausible but by no means certain (contrast ij ^ for 

fov 11 9)- After this a group whida seepis to occur also at the end of 2^ 11. The Anal sign somewhat resembles 

^ In 2p 14. 
* The reading of this w^ord (^f) is hardly in doubt* 
* See p. 6j n. 1 abov^^ 

* Believed to be either Abu Simhtl or near it; s« Gauthier, Dtet. gifagr. ijj, 17, 56 (add Weigall, Report 
on * * * Lower Nu^ia, 137, 142)- 

* See p. 3, 04 6 above. 

^ For the omission of the stroke in this word see Lefebvre, Grammaire, § 23 p para. 4. 
® It seems impossible to know whether And'ir-^ is form, beginning a new' sentence, or perfective 

relative form qualifying f", for wiiich collocation cf^ p, 6p n. 2 above^ end. 
* The condusian of the full formula^ namely ff/r nb (or rl'^) w. j.p as In ij u ; j, 6; Bw ?p cannot have 

stood here* 
For ^which was brought to hint\ not 'which he brought*; see p. 7^ n. 11 above. 

** The gap nmning down the middle of this page must have been 2-3 mm. wider than is shown in the 
photograph. 

Stitdf apparently imperadve herep though that would be highly abnomtaJ - or did a now effaced, stand 
at the end of the preceding line ? 

Snb ti ^mayest thou be well and ahvt" seema to be added to reinforce a request^ it is found in the 
2nd and 3rd persons, cT KaJt. Fap. 27, 6; 31, 7; 35, 14. 17; 37, So alao^ in the and person, ns a greeting^ 
with the same seemingly illogical order of the %^erbs^ lH lalmdta, m letters of the First Dynasty of 
Babylon, passim. 

For passive with omission of gramtnaticaj subject ch Card., Egn. Gr,, f| 422, i* end, 4S6* Similarly 
in for hd tm'sn in the neit Mne. 

is One thinks of m n tn 'at once' (cf. Urk. ll, 141, i, and m it a, Wb. l^ 1 (17), with Kah. Pap. ii, 19), but 
this does not seetn a possible reading. 

** Quite obscure m the absence of the words which followed- Perhaps » he who has brought himself 
w'ho trades - - .% whates'cr that might mean* 

C 
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[Despatch No. 6, from near Semnah] 

Jp ree pis, VI, V'Ia\ 

..2) . . . . {iihgibie signs}-- . 

(3) [It is a coimnunicadon to the Master.] Lp.h.. [about the fact that] the first {or chief?) [of the] 

..... reported.(4) in [year 3. month 4* of] Proyet. day 8, at the time [of] mommg. 

saying, ..(5).is (or are) going to £« me. I found . . . . , 

(6) It is a communication about it. All the affairs of the King's Domain* [l.p.h., are safe and sound], 

(7) all the affairs of the Mastet:^ Lp. h., are SpeSc andsound. May the heafingof [the M aster, Lpn h.,] be good 1 

(8) An acjenowledcement* of this leiter has been made in a letter which has been sent to 

HIM* ABOUT THE_♦ NUBIANS (9) WHO ARRlV'ED AT THE FORTRESS ‘(THE-LATE-)KHA<EAWB£<-iS- 

\UOHTV' IN MONTH 4 OF PrOTBT, DAY 7, AT THE TIME OF EVENING, (lO) AND WERE SENT BACE [TO] 

THE PLACE WHENCE THEY HAD COME IN MONTH 4 OF PrCYET, DAT 8, AT THE TIME OF MORNING. 

(ll) CoPiED* IN A LETTER WHICH HAS BEEN SENT TO! 

The Judge, Mouth of Hieraconpolis, Simontu,^ who is [in YErNjEW?^ 

(li) THE ClTT-ADMLSrSTRATOH* AmENY, WHO IS IN .... - S 

(13) THE High steward Se.NiMERi, [who is in]. 

[Despatch No, y^from Semnalt] 

[f 6j transcription ottfy, pi. F//] 

.(jc+ i)_(rrartJ)_(2). . . came inf?).. (3) [at the time] of morning 

_(4) they tnided(?), [What they had brought was traded. (They) sailed up-stream to the 

place whence they had come,] (s) and beer having been given to them (like ...... on this day].® 

[.All the affairs of the King's Domain, Lp.h.,] (6) are safe and sound; [aU the affairs of the Master, 

Lp.h., are safe and sound.]...... (7) MinamCn.*“ the citizen Rensi(?). 

[Despatch No. 8, from Semnah] 

(8) Copy of a writing which has been sfjjt toi . 

(9) It is a communication to the Master, l.[p.h., about the fact that] (10) in year 3, month 

4 of Proyet, [day ...»at the time of].(* t) WTiat they had brought was traded.   [in 

month 4 of Proyet, (12) day] 7, at the time of ev[enmg]'*.(13) This servant has sent. 

* The low dsy-ntimber fixes the monlh'nurfibtrr 
i So Smilher, cidng B ^04; perhaps better "answer’, as m spell B6, 4, and ao also Wb, i\\ laS (ty)* 

» Or ‘whieh he sent'* The incident rfientioned here was rtponed in 1^ 7 

* A nUiTieral perhaps stood here. 
s The letter was of interest to thiee other fortresses, and was therefore cirttilaled among thcirifc 
^ Doubtless Identicii] with ’ the judge* Mouth of Hieraconpolis* Srmontju' mentioned in three rock-insenptioos 

of y-ears 6 and g of Ammencmes 11! at Semnahp see Leps., lu 139* M.F.A, (Boston) hP-74- 

T Of the aigna that mmam seem quite probable; what follovps this is obseum^ and does not suit 

p^t* On the fortress Trme Kummah or Setniaat esh-Shar^ (Bemriah East), see Gardiner, JEA tll^ 188; 

Rcisnerp fiijrv, 4/^. Stud. VI, 549. , e uaf x 
■ The title tr<rtw tf/wf is not ctairmion, and Is tiiiltnown to cf.,howevcti Laiige-&ohajer* OL.G^, 20x30, 

^ L iraitscripfion. As they amv-ed in the morning, they probably departed on the s^e day. 

The omission of ^ at the end of this name is (if these groups have been correctly read) curious; for the 

name in the MM- see Raiike^ 151» 15. The name which follow may be either Rml or (less 

likely) or ^ ^ ^ i 
Smither notes 'cf. the formula in the UhOn day-book', referring probably to Scharff s remarlE on Ft] 

if r. . . in ZAS Li3£* +7- Bs. < ■ 
It seems hupossibie to read the sign after sa an>'thing but J.e. the begmnmg of ml™ (for the 

first sign of see i* 10; 4. 10; 6, 3). and since it seems unlikely that the traders would have been sent 
home at the end of the day, one is reluctant to restore the long lacuna with iw [mt etc. as m t* 13. 
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REGNAL YEARS AND CIVIL CALENDAR IN 
PHARAONIC EGYPT 

Bj ALAN' H. CARDIKER 

By' way of preparation for further historical studies I have been seeking to enlighten my 

unmathematical mind as regards the methods employed by the Egyptians for reckoning 

the reigns of their kings. Since no adequate treatment of the topic exists in English 1 
will attempt to set forth the main results of my investigation. For the greater part of 

Pharaonic history events were dated partly by consecutively numbered regnal years 

and partly by reference to the months, seasons, and days of the civil calendar. What, 
then, is the meaning of such a date as Year 4, jrd month of Summer, day aj? If every 

king had accommodatingly died on the last day of the year, so that his successor could 

have started his reign on the morrow, the answer to my question would be simple ^ 

the date quoted would necessarily have signified that the king had completed tliree 

years, ten months, and twenty-two days of his reign and had one month and thirteen 
days more to live before his fourth year came to an end. However, most kings naturally 

concluded their reigns on dates less conveniently placed in the civil calendar. Hence 

arose the problem by what method regnal years and civil calendar could best be used 

in combination, and we shall see that none of the solutions successively put to the test 

by the Egyptians was wholly satisfactory. 

1 
In the earliest dynasties the problem did not arise, since so far as our information 

goes, the regnal years were then not counted at all. Each year of the civil calendar 

included some event of sufficient moment to be considered characteristic of it, and that 

event gave the year a special name by which it was known and remembered. Certain 
tablets and vases of the earliest dynasties illustrate this state of affairs, but our main 

authority is the so-called Palermo Stone, the celebrated Fifth Dynasty fragment of 

early annals preserved in the Museum of the Sicilian capital. This tabular record 

shows a large number of year-compartments each signalized as such by the symbol 

for year f forming its right-hand boundary; a comprehensive heading gives the name 

of the reigning king, but in place of a numbering of the regnal years we find hieroglyphs 

describing some outstanding occurrence, or in the Fourth and Fifth Dynasties a whole 

series of such occurrences. Four entries in the said lamentably damaged document 

exhibit the transition from one reign to another, and since they all differ somewhat in 

form and content (see Fig. 1} there has been much dispute about their interpretation. 

There can, how'ever, be no doubt that in 1917 Borchardt produced the right con¬ 
clusions.' Relegating my remarks on the other three to a footnote, I will here deal 

only with c in the figure, which indeed provides the clue to the rest. In c is recorded 

* L, Borchiidt. Du AnmUen uod dw zeitlidu dci alltn ReUhtt dtr dgyptiithen GathifAu, Bertio. 

1917, PP- 1 ff- 
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the end of the reign of a king whose name is lost, and the beginning of the reign of 

King Shepseskaf, one of the last kings of the Fourth Djitasty. Both stretches of time are 
comprised within a single year^compart- 

ment, a vertical line indicating the change of 

reign. To the right of this line we read— 

Borchardt's restorations are guaranteed by 

the space available—4 mmtiiSi 24 days\ to 

the left is written 7 monthSt ii days. These 

two stretches of time together make exactly 
one year, for the Egyptian civil year con¬ 

sisted of 12 months of 30 days, plus 5 ‘added’ 

or ‘epagomenal days’. The entry' thus de¬ 

clares that the civil year in question belonged 

tothe unnamed king as to its earlier 4 m. 24d., 

and to Shepseskaf as to its later 7 m. 11 d. 

Further hieroglyphs to the left name this 

year Rising of the King of Upper Egypt, Rising 

of the King ofLonDer Egypt, Union of the Tuo 

Lands, etc., a name for the accession year of 
any Old Kingdom reign which is conhrmed, 

not only by a, b and d in Fig. 1, but also by 

several monumental Inscriptions.^ 

H. Schafer, to whom w'cowe the standard 

edition of the Palermo Stone,^ was the first 

to point out that its years were named and 

not numbered; he quoted as a parallel the 

Babyloniait name of the second year of the 

third king of the Third Djmasty of Ur, to 

* Moat carLftr mt^rpretationSp includinn thosn of E. Meyer and Scthcp \whll$r regarding the belonging 
to the old reign as indicating a apace of time, understood those connetrted with the new reign as a Apart 
from other objections^ it would be contrary to all EgyptiMi practice to have cKpresacd the tith day of the 7th 
month (sec c in the hgune) otherwise than aa mowfh j 0/ day Ji. The two scholam above mentioned 
were misled by where the two stretidica of lime do not add up to a yaiFp as Dorehardt aubaequcntly ahow'ed 
to be the case fore and d. In a the two spaced of time are in diffeient y ear-compartments; Bdrchardt hesitatingly 
euggeata that there was a niJerlesa incerregnurn after the fitst 6 m. 7 d. of the year In w^hidh the old king died 
until before the last 4 m. 13 d. of the following yeerr a space of 13 m. zo d. Entry b can be undeRtood in the 
same Way as c, Only the second set of figures has been suppressedj. probably for lack of room; this second 3ct 
is ready quite unnecessary^ since the space of time in question can at once be asceitamcd by subtracting the 
first set from i year. Entry d is vety difiUcult to ^ee owing to the w'om condition of the stone at this pointy 
howeverp there is good reason to accept Borchardt^s readings of g m. 28 d. ind z m. y d. nespectii cljs again 
adding up tq exactly one year; Sethe accepied these fixtures Urk. 1+ 246. In d the year-compartment with the 
figiuLres for the last year of Sahut€^ have hccri crowded in at the bottom of the >'ear-oompartmcnt of the pen- 
uldrciate ytar^ which was called (see below) iht year o/fer fjlh 0/ fie esutti. 

^ Urk. 10 (twice); ^99; 307; S. Hassan, at C^2a P- \ in five cases in 

the short form f | ~ ymt of £iu Union 0/ iAe Ttpo Landt. Sethc haSp moreov'cr^ recognized {Urk. 1, 111) that 

the scene w'tth h^ng Merentc^ standing on ^ accompanying hIs inscription on the Aswan^Philae road muat be 

a graphic way of dating the text in his yr+ t, 
^ Ein BmchtUlth Annaien, in Abh^ 1902- The later discovered similar fragments, now 

n ^ A Cm: 
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wit Year in athkh King Bur-fin destroyed the town Ur~BUlum. It is important to 

observe that the years of the PaJermo Stone are dehnitely civil, not regnal, years, a new 

year-compartment being begun, as we have seen, regardless of the beginning or end of 

a reign. The names of the years, on the other hand, were inevitably brought into 
relation with the activities of the king, so that here already we can perceive the germ of 
the regnal year. The events which furnished the names were such things as royal 

progresses by river," religious ceremonies, the creation of divine or other statues,® the 

founding of palaces or temples, and military campaigns. The first step towards a 
numbering of regnal years is seen in the First oemsion of the Djet-festwul 

(P.S. rt. 3, ii) in the reign of a First Dynasty king, for this occasion must have been, 

not the original Inauguration, but the first of that particular reign. Obviously to obtain 

the equivalent of a numbering of regnal years it required only the repetition of some 
such event at regular intervals and tire giving of a serial number to each occurrence. 

This stage was reached by the reign of King Netjrimu or perhaps better NInutjer 

(Gunn) of the Third Dynasty, where we find in alternate years the record of a ‘counting’ 

or ‘reckoning’, e.g. zp4inwt ’fourth occasion of the count’ (P.S. rf. 4,3). From 

the fourth to the tenth occasions are here mentioned, and since we must assume that 

the first of them occurred in the first completed year of the reign, Lc. the second year 

if the odd number of montlis and days called the Union of the Two Lands be taken as 

the first, it is evident that this reign extended at least into its tw'entieth year. As yet we 
are not told what it was that was counted, but later entries of the Palermo Stone reveal 

that it was some kind of material wealth, the counting up of which was doubtless 

undertaken for a fiscal purpose. Farther on, in the same dynasty (P.S. rt. 5, 3. 5) we 

find the count to have been one of gold and offields {r=i^). The reign of Snofm, first 

King of the Fourth Dynasty, w-itnessed a step in the wrong direction, since here we 
meet with a year without any count (P.S. rf. 6, z) followed by two consecutive years 

in the Caim Miiaetim and at Univer&fty Cdlege, London^ are v^ry illegible end thjtiw no fresh light on the 
prableDii here dealt with. 

■ The ftwi fir which^ aecDrdlng to the Palermo Stone, u^&uQlly occurred m altematc years, is now no longer 
regarded as a religious festival (IVmfiip of Horus), but in the way mentioned In the test. For the reasonst see 
Borchardt, op. cit,, p- 33, n- J. So too Kecs, Ztim Urrprung Htmisdierj^ in GQitiftgen, 1927, 206 f* 

^ Two quite certain nnentioiis of rbe making of statues are found in Faletmo Stontp rf. 5, 4 [copper statue of 

King Kha^sckhcniwcy, aec i, 233 C); rj. 4, 3 (gold statue of ihe gtxi Ihy). In both cases tbe word J}!* 

mit, literally "birtb^ is used for the ^crealion' or Tasliioning" of the siatuCn a usage cumrnoTi laterp see SVh. 11, 
138, l2r ff. The same word h found in these annals in connexiDn with various gods^ e.g. Anubis, rf. Sp i. to; 
Min, Ti, 2, 9; 5, to; Mafdet, ri. 3, 13. In such cases it seems to have been universally assumed that a feast 
was meant, sec {e-g.) Breasted, Ree. r, p. 57, n. It is true that the word mit 'birth' was used of certain 
festivals of the gods, e.g. 'Birth of Osiris', 'Birth of l$h\ the names given to the first and fourth epagomcnaL 
da>'H. But such 'births’ w^ere birthdaySp and occurred annually, I see no reason w hy the 'Birth of Anubis' 
and the 'Birth of Min’ should not be interpreted as the creation of statues of those deities; the fact tliat these 
occtirrericcs are mentioned twice each is hardly an objection, since more than one statue, or different tj-pcs of 
statue, may ha^-e been made. The only case on the Palermo Slone which is at all likely to have had a difFeient 
sense is of the Cods’ in vSr 4, 3, appanrnlly a reference to the epagcmenal da^ (references for m£f nirv? 
see SethCp ZeitnxhwuKg in AWir. Goflingrn, 1919^ 304^ n, 1), but difficult (o cKplain in the context tliere. If 
my theory' is correct, w-e have here fresh ctndence of the vast Importance which avos attached, in the early 
d>Tiiistic9, to such artistic creations; this was the age in which the traditiunal attiludes and attributes received 
their 6tcrcot5T>cd fotms. However, it must be rememl^ercd that from ihc Egyptian point of view such events 
will have been regarded less as artistic achievemerLta than as acts of piet>'. 
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containing the seventh and eighth counts; in the circumstances it is impossible to 

calculate how many years Snofru had already occupied the throne. This, from the 

historian’s point of view, retrograde step was corrected shortly afterwards, exactly in 

which reign it is hard to say. Under Useckaf, the first king of the Fifth Dynasty, we 

learn that the count—it was the third occasion (P.S. vs. 3, z)—was a count of oxen 

““ ^)* as it appears to have been ever afterwards (see below), and in the reign of 

Sahuret (P.S. vs. 3, i) the fact that the count was biennial is marked by the year follow¬ 
ing it being called fthe year after the second occasion of the cmmt, i.e. the fi^ 

year of the reign, cfralso P.S. us. 4, i the year after the seventh occasion of the count, i.e. 

the fifteenth year. 
The chronological system revealed by the Palermo Stone was subjected to a thorough 

examination by Kurt Sethe in 1905.' He also collected a vast mass of illustrative 

material from other monuments, and this enabled him to show that the method of 
numbering regnal years employed until far down into the Roman period w'as developed 

out of this dating by the years of a count of cattle and those after such a count. Sethe’s 

brilliant essay proved that the hieroglyphic group f© or fo regularly used tojntro- 

duce numbered regnal years did not represent ^e common word for year f7 
Coptic pojutne, as had previously been supposed, but was to be read liter¬ 

ally Front (-^) of the occasion Q), after which followed a numeral with ordinal 

meaning, cf. Coptic first year, once only, Dan. i. 21 ^lost scholars had 

taken the o in {S to be the sun 0, which in later periods sen-ed as a generic determin¬ 

ative of time; Sethe demonstrated through his lai^e collection of instances that this o 
was really the sign for a threshing-floor 0, the principal sign in the word ^ zp ‘occa¬ 

sion’. The occasion in question was, of course, that of the above-mentioned count of 

cattle, which at some historic moment not easy to determine had become a yearly, not 

a biennial, event—^so at least according to Sethe. Thus f q" h^t-sp 30 ceased to mean 

Front of the 30ih occasion of the cattle-count, and became the normal expression for 

year 3o of a given reign. Much still remains obscure concerning the details of the 

development, but the general lines are beyond dispute. The last four decades have 

added a good deal more material, but without substantially modifying Sethe’s deduc¬ 

tions. A particularly interesting example of dating was ^scovered only in 1937 by 
Reisner in the tomb at Gizah of the king’s daughter Meres<onekh (III), the niece of 

Chephren’s wife; here we are told {Ball MFA [Boston], xx^ 77, Fig. 18 ^ Urk. i, 

156 f.) that ‘her spirit went to test', Le. she died, on {the sist day of the 
first month of Summer in the year of the first occasion, i.e. year 2;^ another inscription 

on the opposite side of the doonvay informs us that she was taken to her beautiful tomb 
on (*3’|On“oci= f/w iph day of the second month of Winter in the year after the 

» Dif EjitiKicktuiig dtr yahresdiiliefung b«i den idten Agyptem. m Ualertu^ungm til (Leipzig, 1903), par- 

ticularly 71 ff. 
“ Ndtber Bnigsch, who first called artcnaon to this Coptic cxpreaaionp nor Sethe» who utilized it so bril- 

Handy^ alluded to the um of cn- m 5a’Tdic and Fayyumk for ^year' in the dating of documents, see Cmmi 

Coptic Dicttimary^ 1490- 
» Not year l as Reisner stated in his report. For the w-ay in which year i was expressed at this penod s« 

above^ p. iZj n. li 
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Jirst ot€^2Siotlf l.e. year 3, There is no other monument of the Old Kingdom, so far as I 

ain aware, on w'hich dated events belonging to two consecutive years are recorded. 
Another interesting point about these two lines of inscription is that they attest the 

omission of the word ‘count' at a moment earlier than that of any of the texts 

quoted by Sethe, for we must suppose that the burial of the princess Merestonekh took 
place before the close of the Fourth Dynasty.' Hence it would seem that already before 

the beginning of the Fifth Dynasty fo meant any even regnal year, and f‘3’ any odd 
regnal year except the first, and that these expressions would have continued to have 
the same meaning even if for some reason no actual count of cattle had taken place. 

We do not know' when, or even if ever, these counts were discontinued, but it is certain 

that the custom persisted into the reign of Phiops II well on in the Sixth Dynasty, 

since we then find the fullest of all additions to the dating formula; this rea^ 

foi —front (i.e. year) of the seeond oceasjan of the count of oxen 
and of all small cattle of Lott-er and Uppef f^ypt.^ For our purpose all that needs to 

be noted is that fo was by this time well on the way towards becoming a term for 
‘regnal year' apart from any event characterizing it. 

This evolution was finally achieved only w'hen the count of cattle cither became 

annual instead of biennial or else dropped out altogether, so that fo could be used for 
the odd regnal years as well as for the even ones. I submit the latter possibility, not 

envisaged by Sethe, since we have no positive testimony that the count of cattle ever 

took place annually. Sethc^ considered that the celebrated inscription of Weni bears 
witness to such a counting in two consecutive years at a date early in the reign of 

Merenret. I believe this interpretation to be mistaken. The passage runs:* '1 ° 

—^ reckoned all things that are 
reckoned unto (i.e. declared payable to) the Residence in this (land of) Upper Egypt 
twice (over), and all services that are reckoned unto the Residence in this {land of) Upper 

Egypt twice {over); in my view’ Weni probably intended to say that he squeezed out of 

the unfortunate inhabitants of Upper Egypt twice as much in the way of taxes and w'ork 

as his predecessors. Sethe's other arguments in favour of an annual count under 

Merenre* are likewise unconvincing, and since his memoir was published there have 

come to light several inscriptions of Phiops II w'here a year after the .vth occasion is 
mentioned, wLere accordingly the count, real or fictitious, wras still biennial. Seeing 

that Manetho gives Phiops II a reign of 93 years and that more than 90 arc accorded 

to him by the Turin Canon of Kings, there is no difficulty in accounting for the datings 

we now' possess from the years after the nth,* the sand,* and the 3ist^ occasion, as 

w'ell as one of the r4th® occasion; these datings doubtless refer to the a3rd, the 45th, 

the 63rd, and the 28th regnal years respectively. On the other hand, it seems impossible 

^ May$tiie has quoted (BuIL hiti. /r. a numbet of masops' Ofl blocks in the two 

pyrnmidd of Spofm which siiTLilflrty omit the word for *count^ Tbesc gi+iffiti require fiirthcr consideination. 
* CaLFdiner d; i*cet, Intcripiiom iif Simtif Pt. I, pL 9, no^ 17 = OrA, 11 a. 
^ Sethe, op. ctt. £5 jf. * Weni, L 36 = Urk. i, iq6. " Urk. aSo^ 14+ 
* Op. dt. U aS+K 4. The aifina arc damagred and are quoted by Sethe from Gunn'a coUndou^ 
^ Anthes, Die Feljemmchrifieti nm //dfwiift, pi. la, Gr. 7. Possibly pi. 13, Cr. 9 dated in the year of the 

31 St occasion may also belong to this ^ Op. dt., pi. zo^ Gr^ 3, 
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to cope with a dating b the year of the soth occasion,’ for surely no one will be ready to 
accept the existence of a looth regnal year, and we seem precluded by the already 
mentioned datings vfith'after from mterpreting this monument as belonging to the 

50th regnal year. Two ways out of the dilemma are conceivable, but neither can be 

regarded as certab: the one is that in this reign a system of dating by annual occasions 

coexisted with one by biennial occasions; the other is to regard the figure 50 as a mis^e 

due to either the ancient sculptor or the modern copyist.* With Phiops II the datings 

with At or m-ht ‘after’ come to an end, and we have henceforth no ground for 

interpretbg writbgs like foJJJJjj. otherwise than at their face value, i.e. than 

as year 42 and year 33. An unpublished inscription of Tuthmosis III at Karnak^ is 
dated in ^iegnal year after 23, but this can only be an artificial 

device for referring to year 24 invented by a scribe who knew something about Old 

Kingdom habits, but not enough to imitate them quite correctly. 

II 

Apart from the Palermo Stone we have only one scrap of evidence (see below, p. zi) 

to prove definitely that the kings of the earlier periods commenced their regnal years 

with New Year’s Day of the civil calendar, day 1 of the first month of the Inundation 

season. Indeed, from the Sixth Dynasty onward our information becomes so scanty that 

it will be advisable now to make a great jump forward to Saite times and later. This 
seems the more advisable sbee we have definite grounds for thinking that the mode of 

calculating regnal years then employed was an archaistic revival, which may or may not 

have been an exact replica of Middle Kingdom custom,-* For the Greek papyri of 

Ptolemaic and Roman times Wilcken* gives as the rule that the New Year’s Day follow¬ 

ing the accession to the throne w as counted as the beginning of the second year of the 

new king. He tells us, however, that after the time of Philopator there existed side by 

side with these regnal years a financial year of a different character. Since the facts 

belonging to the Ptolemaic and Roman ages lie beyond my ken, as well as beyond the 

scope of the present essay, 1 applied to Dr, Mibe for an opinion, and he kindly allow's 

me to quote his answ'er: 

The question of regnal years of the Ptolemies is very vexetL, and the conclusion 1 drew from 

Edgar's papers w'as that the dating was fluid: it seems to me that there were two or three systems in 

vogue, and you gel the same sort of confusion in Ptolemaic documents as you do in English medieval 

documents, where civil and ecclesiastical and regnal years are all used. Under the Romans things 

got more into order, and there is no doubt that Wjlcken’s account is correct. The first year of an 

emperor consisted of a fraction of a year only, from the day of his elevation to the end of the Mesorc*^ 

following: his last year would also be a fraction only, from ist Thoth to the day when he faded out. 

There are instances where an emperor—Hadrian for example—succeeded in August and had only 

' L'ffr, I, *77, 9 — Refsner, Mycerinut, pi. A. 
^ In the last-named publication, the final a U hatched, and may wnceivobly therefore be miaxicsd out of II, 

which woiild yield the B+th year. 
> Photographs of this lonj! and innportnnt. but very fragmentary, inscription were siven to me by Legrain 

mxny ycniB ^ 
^ Not of Old KingilflRi custom h since yMrs the xth. occasion 'w-eit not used under the Saites. 
* Gmndi^e und Chrmtimnihii dtpr Papyruskundf, i, t^ p. Ivii. 
* l^ast month of the follo'^cd by Thoth in the New Year, 
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a few days in his first year, with the result that no documents or coins dated 13 of Hadrian are known: 

and in course of the year beginning on ist Thoth A.D. 68 you get datings of 2 Galba, i Otho, 

' Vespasian. Thtae datings are, of course, purely for Egy'ptian use, and the unlucky 
officials of the nonies frequently got muddled over them—no wonder! 

It thus appears that a Roman emperor might have had documents dated in his 
second year and yet have reigned in all only a fortnight, a week before New Year’s 

Day and a week after. On the other hand, if he had ascended the throne in the early 
days of Thoth in his first year and had died on the last day of Mesore in his second, 

with the same dating of his documents he would have occupied the throne for very 

nearly two years. A system of regnal years which admitted so great a latitude in inter¬ 
pretation can hardly be called satisfactoiy; none the less we shall see that it was this 
system and no other which was used during the great renaissance of the I'wentv-slvth 
Saite Dynasty (664 or 663 to 525 b.c.). 

The material for the chronology of the Twenty-sixth Dynasty is very full and 

decisive, and has, on the whole, been satisfactorily set forth and utilized from that angle 

by Petrie,' Borchardt,^ and Vandier.* It is less easy, however, to extract thence a formal 

proof that the Egyptians of the period employed the same system of reckoning regnal 

years as the early Ptolemies and the Roman emperors. None the less the attempt 

shall be made, and I take as my point of departure the statements made on a stela from 

the Serapeum concerning the Apis bull which died in the reign of Necho II, yr. i6, 
m. ii, d. 6.* The date of birth is given as Psammetichus I, yr. 53, m. vi, d. 19, and the 

length of the bull’s life as 16 yrs., 7 ms., 17 ds. From these data it is deduced that 

Psamm. I reigned 53 years and iz months, or 54 years exactly on the very reasonable, 

indeed certain, assumption that the scribe overlooked the 5 epagomenal days. From a 
series of other stelae it is similarly deduced that all the remaining kings of the dynasty 

except x^masis, for whom no material of the kind is available, reigned an exact number 

of years or alternatively that the sum of several reigns amounted to an exact number of 

years, with no odd surplus of months and days,* The deduction is perfectly sound, but 

yields a result which cannot have corresponded to the actual facts. Let us see how the 
figures have been obtained. 

The ailment is conducted in some such way as follows.* Life in Necho IPs reign 
* History of Egypt, iii^, p. 339, However, on p. 325 Petrie wrongly assigns 16 years instead of 15 to Necho ll, 

and s years instead of 6 to Psammctichus II; this i$ because he overiqokcd the stria dealt with below in the 
Icxt to p. i9i n. ]. 

= Dh Mitid SPT zdtlkhm Fe^thgsing ton Punkt^n der dgypihihen G^i^kichtt (Cairo^ 1935)^ 64 L Th* years 
of the dynasty arc all rightly detenniDed eiccept thmc for Paammetichus III^ for which see n. 3 below. 

^ Les Peupiiti de tOritnt midUfrran/j^; II, (in the seri^ Cih), 592 f, Vandicr makes the alight 
error (see below, p. 20) of not allowing 1 yr. to Paammci^ichijs 111. 

* Dyn, XXVI, Apis III, according to the nomenclature of Porter it Moss, BMography, til, an, where a 
list of the publieadons will be found. 

* That Netho II, Psammetichus II, and Apries together reigned exactly 40 years h deduced from each of 
three sources, namely ij, Leyden atclae V i§ Sf 19 Boeser* Bti^hrdhufigj vii^ pi. Nos, 14. 155 see, too 
since the tenet is now rather illegible, Leemans^ Lerir< ^ A/. Frattfms Saivolini, pL 151 b, Flomnce stela 2551 « 
Roscllini, A/icm. St&r^ *52 =i:± Schiaparelli, CaL gen. i, 376, No. 1640; f* a Cairo stela quoted Petrie, loe. di* 
but still unpublished^ ' 

* Careful readers of the present article wiU lind that the similar caniputation in Breasted, Anc^ Rec, iv* 
S 1036 is expressed in a numnier which leaves much to be desired. 

D 
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15 yrs., I m., 5 ds.; deducting this from the age of the bull at death we find it Uved 
1 yr., 6 ms., 12 ds. under Psammetichus I, Necho iLs predecessor. But the date of 

birth seems to say that Psamm. I had reigned 52 yrs., 5 ms., and 18 ds. before the Apis 

was bom. Adding to this the i yr., 6 ms., 12 ds. Uved in the same reign, we obtain 

for Psamm. I a length of reign of 54 years exactly, if we admit that the 5 epagomenal 

dates have fallen by the wayside. Now in this argument there are mo assumptions 

which will prove unjustified in actual fact. When it is said that the Apis was bom in 

Psamm. I, yr. 53, m. vi, d. 19 and died in Necho II, yr. 16, m. ii, d. 6, it is assumed that 

all the regnal years here in question were of the equal length of 365 days, and when it is 

argued that Psamm. I had reigned 52 yrs., 5 ms., 18 ds. before the Apis was bom and 

Necho II 15 yrs., i m., 5 ds. before it died, it is assumed that both Psamm. I and 
Necho 11 ascended the thmne on New Year’s Day of the civil calendar. But tWs is 

extremely unlikely, and the unlikelihood b greatly increased when, on the basis of 

other documents, the latter assumption has to be extended to other kings as well. 

We do not know the actual accession days of either Psamm. I or Necho II, but in order 

to test this matter further let us suppose that Psamm, I ascended the throne on m. vi, 
d. to, and Necho II on m. xii, d. 4—dates as likely as any others if, as doubtless normally 

was the case, the accession day followed immediately upon the death of the old monarch. 

If regnal year i started on the accession day and continued until the beginning of year a 
on the corresponding date in the next civil year, our Apis would have lived 15 yrs., 

2 ms,, 7 ds. under Necho II* and consequently 1 yr,, 5 ms., 10 ds, under Psamm. I. 
Since Psamm. I had already reigned (on our new supposition) 52 jts., o ms., 9 ds. 

before the birth of the bull, the total length of his reign will have been 53 yrs., 5 ms., 

19 ds., not an exact number of years at all. An exact number of years could have 

resulted only if the accession days of Psamm. I and of Necho II had fallen on the same 

date in the civil calendar, and any other date for both accession days is ever>^ bit as 

unlikely as New Year's Day, 
How comes it, then, that Egyptologists, faithfuUy following the indications of the 

ancient scribes, always arrive at an exact number of years, with no ragged remainder 

of extra months and days, for the length of the Saite reigns? We have seen (pp. 16 f.) 

that in Ptolemaic and Roman times aU regnal years except the first began on New Year’s 

Day of the civil calendar, but that the first regnal year was a short one dating from the 
day after the death or deposition of the predec^sor and ending on the last day of the 

calendar year; the last year of the reign was likewise short, because the king hardly 

ever lived it out until the fifth of the epagomenal days. A new king thus shared with 

his predecessor the dvdl year in which the first regnal year fell. Now the hieroglyphic 

scribes habitually dbguised the fact that the first regnal year was a short one by 

employing the group f q for it no less than for all the following years. It might seem that 

they ought to have employed different groups for f |i year i and for f year 50, and 

the same reproach might be addressed to the Greek clerks who similarly used the word 

cTowy or the symbol L. However, such a pedantic cridcbm would not have appealed 

T Fiftttn compbtc ycp« up to and bicludmg the m of KU abeteenth accrfision day + ^7 daya in the last 
moniK of that civil ycAr + the 5 epagomenal days + i m, 5 di* in the civil year in which the Apia died. 
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to the parties In question; their object in using these words or signs was simply to 
assign to some occurrence its place in the reign of a particular ruler; in rnost cases it 

would not have mattered greatly if all the years had been of different length; the only 

thing of importance was that they should be numbered in orderly consecutive fashion. 

Accordingly these ancients referred to year t m it were prolonged back to the 

New Year’s Day of the last year of the predecessor, each king annexing and adding to 

his first year the odd months and days that in reality had belonged to the king he 
succeeded. Since each regnal year, now including the first, extends from New Year’s 

Day to New Year’s Day, it is inevitable that Egyptologists should find the reigns thus 

reckoned consisting always of an exact number of years, and since In any chronological 

calculation evety' civil year is fully accounted for, the fiction underlying the calculation 

does no harm at alU Harm is done, indeed, only when the true length of any reign is 
in debate; to ascertain such length it is necessary to know the precise dates of accession 

and demise. The ancient scribe probably found the fiction in question a positive help 
in determining the length of life of a man or a sacred animal, for if the dates of birth 

and death were given, together with the number of the last year of every predecessor 

of the reigning king who was involved, be had in his possession all the factors that were 

needed; it was unnecessary for him to know the easily forgotten actual dates of these 

kings’ accessions. Since each king was regarded as taking over the odd months and 

days of his predecessor, the scribe had to subtract i from the highest year-date in each 
case. That done, it was easy for him to reckon the length of life, this being accomplished 

along much the same lines as those followed above in determining the supposed length 

of reign of Psamm. I. 
Nevertheless, there is still a possibility which has not been envisaged.. Is it so certain 

that in Pharaonic times it was the designation year 2 which was given to the civil year 

following the actual date of accession, and not the designation yerzr 1} In other words, 

may not a king have surrendered to his predecessor the months and days before the 

first New Year’s Day of his actual reign, instead of robbing that predecessor—at least 

through the habits of his scribe—of the little he possessed of his last year ? That these 

questions are not futile will be seen later from the sole piece of clear Twelfth Dynasty 

evidence that w'e possess. Happily we are in a position to prove that the procedure of 
the Saites was the same as that of the Ptolemies and the Romans. Psammetichus II is 

the only king of the Twenty-sixth Dynasty the precise date of whose death is knowm. 

On the stela recording the outstanding events of the career of his daughter ^Ankhnas- 

nefribre'^ this date is given as Year 7, ist month of the Inundatitm season, day 23.' But 

what is the meaning of a dating in the 7th year of a Saite king ? On the one hypothesis— 

that on which the year follo^ving the actual date of accession w^as year i—it means that 

the length of reign has exceeded 6 completed years plus the span of time elapsing between 

the accession day and the following New Year’s Day. On the other hypothesis—that on 

which the year following the accession date was year 2—it means that the length of reign 

has exceeded 3 completed years plus the same span. It is clear that a period of 5 years x 

months and y days lived before the end of the reign of such a king can never, on the former 

^ Vj 85. 
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hypothesis, have fallen before the actual beginning of that reign; on the latter hypothesis 
it Is very well possible that it may have done so. Now in connexion w'ith Apis IV of 

the Twenty-sixth Dynasty we leam^ that it was born in Necho II, yr. i6, m. ii, d. 7; 

Inducted as incarnate Apis Psamm. II, yr, i, m. xi, d. 9;^ died Apries, yr, 12, m. viii, 

d. 12 and lived ly yns., 6 ms., 5 ds. Subtracting 11 yrs., 7 tns,, 11 ds.—this is the length 

of life under Apries signified by the date of death—from the lifetime of the Apis, we 

obtain 5 yrs., 10 ms., 24 ds. lived under Apries' predecessor or predecessors. But if 

(see above) the reign of Psamm. II exceeded 6 entire years, it is evident that the birth 

of the bull must have fallen within his reign. However, the stela explicitly informs us 

that the birth occurred under Necho II. Consequently the scribes w'ho dated the death 

of Psamm. II in yr. 7, m. i, d. 23 were including in the first regnal year of that king an 

indeterminate amount of time that really belonged to the last regnal year of Necho II. 

In other words, the civil year that contained all that there was of Necho II's sixteenth 

and last regnal year also contained all that there w'as of Psamm. II's first regnal year, 

and this first regnal year was a short year consisting only of the months and days inter¬ 

vening between the actual accession day and the beginning of yeor 2 on the following 
New' Year’s Day.^ 

Having discussed in text and footnotes the length of four of the Saite reigns, it seems 

opportune to polish of! the rest of the djTiasty. The highest date recorded for Amasis 
is year 44,^ and Plerodotus (in, 10) gives him the same number of years; if we accept 
yr. 44 as the last regnal year we shall count chronologically 43, see above, p, 19. To his 

successor Psammetichus HI the same ancient historian (in, 14) allows only six months, 

which is the length of reign recorded also by Manetho. The existence of a demotic 

papjTus dated in yr. 2, m. 5,* as has often been pointed out.*^ does not contradict the state¬ 
ment of the two historians; only 1 do not understand ivhy Breasted,? Borchardt,* and 

Vandier^(though not Petrie''')depart from the established rule and attribute to Psamm. Ill 
oyrs. instead of I vT. (2-1 ^ i). Adding the total of 138 yrs. (54-+-15 4-6-1-19-i-43{?) + i) 

to 525 B.c. accepted for Cambyses’ conquest of Egypt," we oWin 663 b.c. for the acces¬ 

sion of Psamm. I, which is the date given by Breasted, Borchardt, Vandier, and £, Meyer," 
white Petrie, allowing 44 to Amasis (as is perhaps right), reaches 664 B.c. 

' For tht publit^ariom sec Porter Sc .Mo«3. op, cit., tii, 311 f, 

I.e., as we shall see, 9 ms., z ds. after birth. Similarly Apis HI inducted 8 ma., 28 ds. after birth, 
i For cbronolosica] purposes we obtain 6 yra. for Psamm. II and i; for Necho tl. Since these two reign* 

plus the reign of Apries amounted to 40 yra. (see above, p. 17, n. s) the number of years to be amibiited to 
Apries is 15. The Manetbonian figures as given by Africanus agree as regaids Psamm. It and Apries. but 
allot only 6 yrs. to Necho IL Herodotus {ll, 159) is nearer the mark with t6 >-6815 for Necho 11, is right as 
regards Psamm. II (it, 161}, but gives 35 yra. to Apries (ibid.). On account of this statement some scholars have 
Supposed a co-regency' of Apries and Amasis, but the sole piece of evidence which might hatv lent colour to 
this hypothesis (rightly rejected by Piehl, ZJlS xxviii, 9 ff.) obtained plausibility only from a cartouche w'fongly 
copied by Chatnpollion. but rightly read by Young, see Porter & Mess, op. dt., IV, 73, 

' Couyat 3: Montec, Jmer. du Otiddi Htnimdiml, No. 1^7 — Pt, ^3. 

' At Strasbourg and published by Spiegeibeifg. The beat authorities Consider the attribution to Psamm. Ill 
certain; for refcmioes see Gauthier, Lwrf dtt nil, iv, 131. 

* E.g.p Posener, Premiire daimnatioH Petst, 6, n. i. 

T Breasted, op. dt. i, § 7. He, like Petrie, wTongly gives [6 yrs. to Necho H and only 5 to Psamm II 
■ See abovx, p. 17, n. z. * Vandier. op. dt., 602. pcirfe, op. cit. ii|i 
" Meyer, Geieldthte. ill*, 190. « Qp 

325. 
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For the periods preceding the Eighteenth Dynastj the Turin Canon of Kings deserves 
more attention than it has received. Sethe' was mistaken in affirming that this papyrus 

"continually varies the writing with the more correct (T or L indications 
rancerning thejen^h of reign of the individual kings'. On the coWary, the formula 

yeZ, through which these indications are explicitly 
or implicitly^ made, employs f©, so far as I can see, without exception, but uses or 

f^i in the obscure opening section treating of the divine dynasties, in at least one total 
(fr, 72a), and if Farina’s reading and restoration in col, a, 1. 17 are correct,J in at least 

one statement of length of life. Consequently, the proper translation of the formula is 
ke spent in the kingship X regnal years {not simply Y months, and Z days. This 
formulation would be accurate and self-sufficing if the system of dating was the same 

as in the very latest times. It would take into account the fact that the first regnal year 

was a short one, and it would also reveal how much of the highest regnal year had 

elapsed before the reign came to an end; the statement with regard to the predecessor 
would make it easy to calculate the precise length of the first regnal year. 

But was the dating system all through the Middle Kingdom that employed in the 

Saite period? As I have hinted on previous occasions there is only one clear and 
unambiguous piece of evidence, at all events if we steer clear of the supposed testimony 

to be derived by calculation from moon-years and the like.+ This is a papyrus in the 
Berlin Museum emanating from the unfortunately in large part still unpublished 

Illahun find. The passage in question records a number of deliveries of fowl of different 

species made to the god Anubis in the pyramid-town of Sekhem-Senwosret^ at stated 

intervals, and here we pass directly from Year ig, [fourth rmnth of summer], day 21 to 

Year [i, first month of] Inundation, day j {or 2).‘ In spite of the lacunae, the dates are 

absolutely certain, being corroborated by adjacent entries before and after. The reign 

to which this year 19 belongs was without question that of Sesostris II, his rivo next 

successors having reigned more than 30 and 40 years respectively, and his predecessor 

34 or 35 years. Now Borchardt, to whom we owe all the relevant information that we 
possess emanating from the said find, tells us^ that 'in various documents the 

Ascent-to-Heaz^en^ fesiwal (sic) is placed on the 14th day of the 4th month of Winter' 

^ Uniersuehungent lll^ S^. 

^ The three first words, as well aa tbd imd hm, arc often reprinted only by dots. 
* li papiro da re, p. sz. 

+ Borchardt. MilUi, etc. (see p. n. has sought to prove that the royal accession daj-s were 
fixed on the day of the full moon. The LfiscriptioDol evidence for this theory i& of the aconticst, and its found a- 
tion IS a wholly fantastic interpretation of the Ebers calendar, op, cil, 19 ff. While I am fimily cortvinoed of the 
unsoundnesa of Borchardt's outlook on this topic, I must confess to not possessing the abiJit>% not to speak of 
the time aod the patience^ to follow up Borchsrdt's speculations and combinatiotis in derail. It is much to he 
hopedp however, that his treatise will be dosely examined by some scholar competent in such matters, since 
obdously the speculations of so learned and ingenious an investigaiar deserve a better fate than to be dismissed 
with a summary contradiction. 

* Sec Gunn below% pp. 106 f. 

* Berlin 10055^ rl.; I possess photographs, as wdl as on admirable transcription by the late P. C- Smither. 
These show that Borchardt's publication ^ ZAS Xxxvii, 91 f„ ia fairJy accurate, though not entirely free from 
mistakes^ which have here been tacitly corrected. 

^ Li€>c. cit. 9r* 

* As an expression for the death of a king or deified animal see tf'd. 520, 16-17+ 
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and he adds, probably rightly, that this can only refer to the day of Sesostris II’s d^th. 

The prima fade view resulting from the above indications is that the first year of the 

new reign was dated from the New Year's Day following the actual accession-day, and 

consequently that the new king, Sesostris III, was conceding to his predecessor the few 
months and days from the date of his accession until the following New Year’s Day. 

On this \iew the dating system of the Middle Kingdom would differ from that of the 

Saite Dynasty, but would conform to the alternative hypothesis discussed above on 

pp. 19 f. Had the Saite system been followed, not only would the New Year’s Day here 

recorded have had to be that of year 2, not of year i, but also all the dates preceding, 

in so far as they w'ere subsequent to the date of Sesostris II’s death,^ would have been 

allotted to his successor’s year i. 
From this conclusion, however, there is one way of escape, one way in which the 

Illahun document can still be brought into unison with the Saite system. The theory 
it involves is a daring one, but nevertheless we shall see that it serves to explain a fact 

that must otherwise remain unexplained. What if Sesostris II associated Sesostris III 

with himself on New Year’s Day of his 20th year, and proceeded to die in the course of 
that same year? Now everything is in order: Sesostris III starts dating his documents 

from his actual accession on New Year’s Day, leaving his predecessor in undisputed 

possession of the whole of year 19. Borchaidt, in placing the death-day of Sesostris II 
on the 14th day of the 8th month, never asserted that the year was year 19, and this 

date—if indeed it refers to Sest^tris II at all—may equally well have belonged to his 
year 20, The great advantage of this new theory is that it accounts for the indication 

of the Turin Canon of Kings, where w'hat we find for Sesostris II is f So! i ...... M 
ig regnal years, [A" months, and Y On either hypothesis envisaged on p. 19, the 

number of regnal years to be assigned is always t less than the highest year-date. 

Unless, therefore, Sesostris II lived on into his 20th year, we ought to find for him in 

the Canon 18 years, not 19, just as Ammenemes I, the date of whose death we know 

from the Story of Sinuhe to have been Year jo, grd Trtonth of Inundation, day 7, receives 

in the Turin papyrus the indication j .% [2]9 [regnal years, X months, 

and Y di^'s]. 

I believe, therefore, that there is no absolute necessity to assume for the Twelfth 

Dynasty a system different from that of the Saites, and In view of the conservatism of 

the Egyptians, it is convenient to be able to dispense with the alternative hypothesis 

that has been examined. In any case, there is a little more evidence to confirm the fact 

that regnal years normally changed on New Y^r’s Day. Another Illahun papyrus 

likew'ise published by Borchardt—indeed on the very next page—records deliveries in a 

number of lunar months the calendar dates of which are stated.^ One of these lunar 

* There is in the papyma only one dflte earlier than ilie prefiumed day of death, nomely one on 4th mmih <?/ 

Winttr^ day 6. Tliis woidd. on wny view^ have to beloni; to year 

* P. Berlin toos^AH. pj., we ZAS xxxvil, 92 L The pbotogniph in my possession shoe's that even the revised 
for the Ikin^r montha given by Borchardt, ZAS LXX, 99 anc not quite correct. Those mten^ted ahould 

note that the fourth entry on this page ahould certatnly tead: 25, —Jahr jr, r, B", = jq conse¬ 

quently the fifth cntiy'^ic would have been better if Borchardt had bracketed the alternate months restored 
by him—should read: po. r,—rp, j, W. « jo Tag^/. The totai of 355 days for the lunar year ceiiuiina thesome. 
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months extends from 4tk month of Summer^ day 2$, in year 30, to Year jr, jst month of 

Inundation^ day ig\ a change of regnal year thus occurred between those dates, 

III 

The testimony which I have succeeded in mustering for the Middle Kingdom is 

decidedly meagre, but we are better situated in respect of the New Kingdom, to w*hich 

I now turn. Here the system of regnal years differs so completely from that w'hich both 

preceded and followed it that my description of the Saite method as an archaistic 
revival (above, p. 16) is fully justified. The innovation of the Eighteenth Dynasty lay 

in its reckoning each regnal year from accession day to accession day, no attempt being 

made to bring regnal and civil year into harmony with one another. The consequence 

of such procedure was remarkable: if, for example, an accession fell on 25, iii {35th day 
of the 3rd month of Inundation), then in the reign in question Year 6, 3rd month of 

htundation, day 23 would fall 361 days later than Year 6, 3rd inonth of Inundationt 

day 27. This paradoxical state of affairs could not fail to be awkward for a scribe 

seeking to place in proper sequence a series of dated documents, and is equally awkward 
for the modern historian attempting to reconstruct the events of a given year.* It is, 

accordingly, practically desirable to determine the exact accession days of each separate 

New Kingdom king, as, after some preliminary remarks, 1 shall essay to do for the 

Eighteenth Dynasty, leaving the Nineteenth and Twentieth for a later occasion. 

There are two principal ways in which these accession days can be ascertained. 

Sometimes our texts actually name the date, or inform us of the day when the pre¬ 

decessor died, which appears normally to have amounted to the same thing. There 

is reason to think that the accession to the throne was announced by proclamation; 

under Tuthmosis I we have w'ritten examples of such an official act,^ and at the end of 

the Twentieth Dynasty^ we find an allusion to it, the same verb xr being used 

as was employed for the proclamation of the Sed- or Jubilee festival.^ We shall find 

that the accession day was subsequently celebrated as an annual feast, in the case of 

specially celebrated or beloved kings even for centuries after their deaths, so that later 

anniversaries can serve our purpose just as w'ell as the naming of the actual day. Some¬ 

times, however, an accession day has to be deduced from the presence of a year-date 
unexpectedly inserted in a document recording a whole sequence of dated events. 

Ostraca and papyri often present us with accounts or diaries in which items were 

entered, if not on every consecutive day, at least at relatively short interv'als. As a 

general rule, the scribe contents himself with indicating month, season, and day; if, 

ffierefore, he suddenly inserts a year-date, we may usuafiy conclude that a new' regnal 

year has been started, and this, in the case of a journal naming every consecutive day, 

gives us the precise date of the accession, while in less favourable circumstances we 

obtain two limits between w'hich that event must have fallen. There are pitfalls in 

connexion with both methods of discovering accession days above outlined, as wdll be 

* Tliifl vi'ill be shown in a srdcle in mnnexion wiik Ramesses IL 
^ See below^ p. 25, n. it* ^ 7^^ xxvi, pJ. 54^ z. 
+ iv^ 4; cx* Mmd k Myerz, Temples qJ Armani, pi. 93, 1. 
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amply illustrated in the notes below. Here it suffices to dwell on the doubts that may 

arise from the word which the Egyptians employed to refer to a royal accession. 

That word is the abstract noun Ai'Wj meaning literally a 'rising in glory*, a 

metaphor taken from the sun. On the Palermo Stone we have already encountered 

nihi't Rising of the King {of Upper Egypt)* prefixed to the other words giving 
the nameof the first regnal year,^ In the Eighteenth Dynasty are found fuller designations 

IJ® « Ana? 'Festival of Arising’,^ hb hrw nsta ‘Festival 
of the King’s Arising',^ while Ramesside writers prefer shorter sty les like 
hf WsrmfrtTr-stpnrr ‘Arising of Usimatrec-setpenref' or fj {| 

mzv "Imnhtp ‘Arising of King Amenophls*. Borchardt, who prod uced a h igh ly uncritiwl, 
but nevertheless by no means useless, list of accession days + unfortunately referred to 

them as Coronation Days (Kfonmgstage), This is a complete misnomer, since it is 

clear that, apart from exceptional cases such as a co-regency or an interregnum_we 

should be hard put to it to quote certain examples—the ‘King's Arising’ followed 

immediately on the death of the predecessor, as it did in the earlier and later methods 

of regnal dating,^ The whole subject of the royal coronation needs careful reinvestiga¬ 

tion and above all more and clearer evidence; here all that need be said Is that a 

coronation ceremony would necessarily require much time for its preparation, and 
could not possibly take place on the morrow of a king's death. If we must paraphrase 

the Egyptian expression 'King's Arising’ at all, the proper paraphrase can only be 
‘accession day'. 

Unfortunately the verb hr has a wider use, being employed also of any formal 
appearance of the king or of a god;* so wide Indeed did the meaning become that the 

noun hry in its Coptic descendant ■‘’lyiw “lUiki, becomes the commonest and most general 

word for 'festivar. This ambiguity may mislead us into interpreting as accessional 
dates datings that are nothing of the kind. It must here suffice to refer the reader to 

my remarks below under the headings of Amenophis I, Tuthmosis 11, and Ameno- 
phis 111. 

Perhaps the first scholar expressly to enunciate the nature of the New Kingdom 

system of regnal dating was Daressy,^ though others had undoubtedly been sub¬ 

consciously aware of it before him. To Daressy’s evidence I added a little in 191 g* 

and Sethe a good deal more in 1923 « Since then many new contributions to the topic 

have been made, particularly by Peet and Cemy. The work of the latter scholars has, 

however, centred around the Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties, consideration of 
which I must defer for a later article, 

* Sec p, 12; also Wh. Ill, 241, 15, 1 Ujk. iv, 81, 

» Op. cii, IV, 648: cf. also op. cit. iv, 177, Another eiaittple, where, however, the iniinftjvc hn rcpisces the 
ab^rrset sec beJow imdcr Amenophis IL 

< Mittel, 68 ff. In this work is uAfolded the theory that Irt ‘Ariaing’ {infinitive) signified the MKmonv bv 
which the king was introduced into hia high office, and that this always wok place on the day of the full mL ■ 
sec p. n- 4 above. moon; 

* The best example, probably, is the acceujon of Rames*« fV, which, « we ahalj see ,‘n . 
occumd on Uic same day that hia father Rameaftes 11] died. ' 

itl, ajo ff. 
■ jEA V, i^qL 

trav. KSXIV Ci 
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Eighteenth Dynasty, Amenophis I: 29-50, i, or 11-13, xl 

At the outset we are confronted by puzzling alternative dates. As is well known, Amenophis I 

became in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties the tutelary deity of the Theban Necropolis,* 

and there is nothing surprising in the fact that festivals in his honour took place on mdety separated 

occasions throughout the calendar year.* Undoubtedly the greatest of all these festivals was that 
which gave its name to what in late times was the seventh month, the hieratic 

Pn-’lmnhtp, Gk, Copt, It being certain that such fi^i^Js did not always 
fall at the beginning of the months named after them, there is nothing to prevent our identifying this 

one ^sith that occupying four days round about 29, vii, and called the Great festival (pi hh r>) of King 

Amenophis, the lord of the Totett; during these days, as the OStracon which records them* tells us, there 

was much drinking, in which the workmen's wives and childFen participated along with themselves. 
Perhaps it was the king'a marriage that w-as thus commemorated, since a Turin papyrus^ assigns to 

which may well mean the spreading {of the bed)fotKij^ 

Amemphis', but, as against this, the determinative J perhaps suggests rather an impending funeral, 

and it is a curious coincidence that the successor of Amenophis I, namely Tuthmosis I, dated his 

succession, as we shall see, on zt, vii. There was another, doubtless smaller, fejiiW (hb) 0/A7#^ 

Amenophis on 27, i^.* However, the two festivals of the same king which alone really concern us 

here are both called nw ’Imnhtp 'The Arising of King'Amenophis' 

with unimportant variants; each of these is knonm from two distinct sources, and the dates are 29, i 

30, t,* and II, 5d;» 13, 5ti'« respectively. A king can hardly have tivo accession days, and herein 

lies the puzzle. It will not help matters to recall that there w'ere three kings of the name of .Ameno¬ 
phis, not to speak of that one who, in the eyes of the Egyptians, disgraced himself by adopting a 

heretical faith; for, apart from the fact that we possess the accession-date for Amenophis II and 

possibly also that for Amenophis III (see helow'J, these kings, if their accessions were still celebrated 

in the Twentieth Dynasty, would doubtless then have been designated by their distincti ve prenomens. 

Tuthmosis I; 21, vii. 
The date is categorically stated in the proclamation sent to the Viceroy of Nubia, of w hich we 

possess tWQ copies. 

Tuthmosis II: 8, ii, 

•A stela** cut m the rock on the road from Aswan to Philac and dated in 8, i of year i commences 

with the words _Arising by the Ms^esty of the Horus . . . Tuth- 

^ See the article by Cem^, EuiL msL fr^ xxviip 159 ff. 

* Op. cit,, tSi ff.: Borehardt, op. cit, iS. ^ Set oow Cem^. Ann. Sen?. XLlll, 173 ffl 
* O. C^iro 25234 r published Partssy; Oi/faeSp p. 58 and pi. 46; a more correct tcflii^ription, by Cfimvp 

Buif. imLft. xsvir^ 183 f.; however., I think Daresay Avas right in reading pn^mr in the concluding 
eentenoe^ which may be undemood to mean thf wAofe town ouf^ lit^ imMt 0/ ffte fotvw ihe mifstde^ 

* PIcyte Roa$i, Fapr Turin, pL 98^ it, 5; I qmte from my own tranaeription; Cem^ wrongly gave the date 
as 35+ vii. The maun hercp probably n and not quoted by JTft., $ecms likely to be a deriAitive 
of If 'spread' (a bed, [Vh. ill. 482P 19. 

* Botti & Peetp // Giornaie ddia Necropoli di pi. 53,1. sy. 

^ O. Caifti 2527Sp in Damssy. op. cit.. p. 70, corrected by Cemy, op, cit.p 1S2. 

* O. Cairo 25276, in Daresay^ op. p. 70 f.; a corrected transcription, Cemyp op, cit., 184. 
* Botti 18: Peetp op. cit., pL 58* U i. 

O. Brit Mus. 5^37 — iff the Hifrat. and Dfmot. Charaefrr, pi. 15 ■ transcribed and translated by 
Blackmanp JfEA Xll* 183, with pi. 37; he renders here aa procmion, but this seems hardly possible on 
account of the preceding j#f, which seema to suggest a prolonged apace of time. 

” l/rjlr. iv, 79 C 

Op.ck.fV, i37i 9tc,f»o^ the photograph of this group of inscripoons in de Morgan^ 1, pL before p. 

E 
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mosis (II) tipm the Horus-throne of the Iwing^ etc. Immediately after this exordium, in which the 

accession day seems clearly referred to.* com® the reference to the holding of a Court (Lo, flis 
Mtfesty tpas in his whereupon there is brought to the King the unwelcome neivs of a 

Nubian rebellion. A similar casCp from, the very same place, is that of Amenophis III; but there 

are reasons which make the latter more doubtful 

Hashepsowe: she falsely claimed to have been associated by her father Tuthmosis I 

with himself at a ceremony stated to have taken place on New Yearns Day (l, i,)^ 

The stateinent occurs among the seen® at Der d-Bahri recording the legend of the childhood 
and accession of the ambitious woman-king. Of Tuthmosis I it is here said that he kneve the tTrrue 

0/ a New Yenr^s Day accession 4 ^f)-^ ^ pointed out many years ago that at 
least considerable parts of this inscription were borrowed from one naming Sesostris III of v^hich 

fragments are preserved Jn the Berlin Museum and indeed, as we have seen, the choice of Netv 

Year's Day as the beginning of regnal years belonged to the Middle Kingdom rather than to 
the Eighteenth Dynasty, This is not the place to raise anew the vexed question of the Tuthmosid 

success! PH but it seems agreed by the majority of scholars that Hashepsow'e herself elsewhere 

dated her regnal years from the accession of her consort Tuthmosis 111+ From Hashepsowe^s 

obelisk inscriptioD we Jeam that the work upon it continued from Year JJ, 2nd month of Winter^ day I 

until Year j6^ ^ih month of Summer^ last day^ making 7 months from the order in the mountain{ -^any).^ 

Consequently, the change of regnal year and the accession day corrsponding thereto fell betw^cen 

the 6th and the 12th monthp arid this agrees with the date of the accession of TuthmoaU 111, which 

1 shall now proceed to discuss. 

Tuthmosis 111: 4, ix. 

This is indicated as the accession-day In no less than three inscriptions: one text* speaks of the 

day itself {Year ist month of Summer^ day 4^ there occurred the Arising (here infinitivei not abstract 

noun) of the King^s Son , , . Tuthmosis)-, another, where we find the Festival of the King's Arising of 

King MeTihheperrer^ may he live for eper^ names it generallvi without attaching it to any particular 

year;^ and the third,® in an early portion of the Annals, mentions the anniversary of the 23 rd year 

( Year 23, ist month of Summer^ day 4, day of the Festival 0/ the King's Arising) as the date of Tuth- 

mosjs II Ts arrival at Gas^a in his first campaign of victory'. These three slightly differing employ¬ 

ments display the new system of dating more completely than it is displayed anytvhere else. Further 

evidence for the reign is really superfluous, but an argument based by Sethe® on the datings in the 
great papyrus of accounts P. Louvre 3326^^^ b worth quoting to exhibit a method by which, as already 

noted, an accession date can often be fixed, if not exactly, at least approximately; the text records a 
large number of receipts and deliveries of dates at irregular intervals spread over yrs, 28 to 34, and 

despite some irregularities a change of year-dating is usually marked between a day late in the 
8th month and one early in the 9lh; the latest date in the 8th month immediately after tvhJch a new 

year indication occurs is the 24th day,“ and the earliest day in the 9th month upon which the change 

< So, too, understood by Bfieastcd, Anc Rec. u, 4S, n. c; Sethe, Hatschepstti-problem imAbL Berlin, 1^32)^ 

I ^4; Burehatdt, Mitteh 70. 
^ Urk. IV, 261, S, cf. abo 262, 7+ 

^ BcrLin, Afg. imehr. 1, 1301 see Breasted, op. ck. il, p. gs* n. e. 

^ 'Die (flit writer cm this topic agrees with Sethe^ op. cst., § 18 aa regards tfie fakity of j^ashepaowe's 

daim; see Edgerton, The Thutmosid successwn (Chicago, 1933)^ 31. 

J Urk. IV, 367, 3-s: see Sethe, ^AS l.vir^ 39* * Urk. iv, iSo, 15 ff, 

^ Op. dt. rv, 177. * Op. dt. rv, 64B* 9 ff. « nviii. 40 f. 
Published, but not veiy acmrately, Bmgsch, Thesauruj, 1079 ff. ! have used my owm carefully collated 

copy. CoL 12,1. 6 of Bmgsch'a numbering. 
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k made La the 5tli day;* the anniversan’^ of the accession, therefore, took place between 24^ vni and 
5, is, which agrees admirably with the accession-day being 4, L\, 

Amenophis II: explicitly stated to be i, iv. 

An unpublished stela discovered by Reisncr at Semnah and now' in the Boston Museum of Fine 

Arts (No, 35^632.)* atarts with the words fioirrims ^ Wat33, 4rh rfionih of ihs Inundation 

season, day J, day af the Festwat of the King^s Arisif^J No king^$ name follows^ but in 1. 5 we find a 

reference to rft^f []^ Awenophis dealer of Hehopalis, and aince the concluding epithet, alternating 

for Amenophis II with Ruler of Thebes^ never occurs with Amenophis IIL who affects only 

that last epithet, there can be little doubt that Amenophis II w^as intended, and that it is to his 
reign that the stela belonga^ With this inference the date Year 2j is in no disharmony, for a date 

in year 26 has been found, though some have cast doubt upon it. More convincing is the fact that 

on the stela two Syrian place-names are found which are known to have played a part in the cam¬ 

paigns of Amenophis 11* namely I # Ja Alalakh. A viceroy of Xubia 

w-aa shown in the scene above, but his name has been intentionally erased; Reisner asserted that this 

was Wesersatet, tvhose tenure of office fell in the reign of Amenophis 11,^ though Gauthier^ thought 
it might have extended into the short reign of I'uthmosb IV, For my part 1 feel reasonably certain 

that the Semnah stela belongs to the reign of Amenophis IL A difficulty arises, how'ever, from the 
fact that the well-known biography of Amcnemhab {Urh, iv, S95* ib) places the death of Tuth- 

mosi$ HI in his 541 h year on the last day of the 7th month, and affirms that Amenophis IL, his 
son and successor, was already establUhed on the throne the next morning. There are two ways of 

reconciling these discrepant data. One is 10 assume that the name of the season in one or olher of 

the t^vo inacriptioris is mistaken ; if Tuthmoais III had died on the bst day of the jrd month, it 
w ould be quite natural to find his successor's accession day on the 1st day of the 4th month, whether 

the season in question wss in both cases the Inundation season, or in both cases the season of 

Winter* But another possibility-—it even amounts lo a probability—is that Amenophis II bad 
been associated on the throne wdth Tuthmosis III for exactly four months before the btter's death. 

A brief CO-regency has sometimes^ been $iipposed for these two kings, their nam^ being several 

times placed opposite one another on the same lintel,^ as was (e.g+) tlie case with Hashepsowe and 

Tuthmosis III, whose co-regency is disputed by none. On this alternative view the dates of both 
documents can be accepted as true and as not demanding emendation. 

Amenophis III: probably 2, iiL 

The evidence regarding this accession-day is very similar to that for Tuthmosis ll, being a roct- 

* Col. iz, I. 7, imd col. 55, L 7. 
^ 1 owe to the authorities of the Museum an adm Enable photograph and to my friend Dowa Dunham some 

valuable information. 
^ For the uracus as determinative of this expression, see Urk, IV, Si, 4, but there the abstract is used, 

not as here th* LnUmtivc 
* VI, jz. f ittff* iratL* xxxix, tgt f. 
* So besides Wiedeniann and Maspero (Gauthier, Lwre des rmi. It, Z79, n. z) see Petrie, Hiiiory, 

Sethe, UntiTsuchungenf I, 5s, § 7z; Brezsled, Records, lE, 74, n. Against this view, Meyer, Geschtchfe, 
II, I, 147. n. I* 

’ Besides the rwiq doorway's at .Amada, there is a similar one in Thebes* Tomb 41; see Da^^es, Tfm Tbiflfij of 
Menkheperrasonb, Amenmose and Another, pi 391: the prtnomen is there damaged, but op. dt* 
p. 34 Davies produced grounds for the beUef that the name was that of Amenophis H, rather ihim of Tuth- 
mosis T or 1[. But by far the most LmporEant evidence is that in the Theban tomb of Dedi (No- aoo), where 
the two kings were shown enthroned and inspecting a military display together; see Porter fit Moss, BibUography\ 

li iS3> (3X4)^ 
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cut stela on the same road, that from Aswan to Philae.* The above date is followed by ^ ^ ' 

Arising hy the Migesiy of. and hkew'lse leads up to the report of a rebellion in Nubia. But 

here OR the //ortif-tAroiie of the Uvmg is absent, and the year being year 5, not year i, the dating could 

at best be that of an anniversary, not of the actual acoession-day. That is why I regard the date as 
probable only, not altogether certain. 

IV 

The discussion of the few certain or probable accession-days of the Eighteenth 

Dynasty has sufficiently illustrated the system of dating then employed, and thus the 

purpose with which I set out has been fulfilled. Looking back, we see that the earliest 
dynasties simply gave a name to each mdividual ci^dl year, fitting into this framework any 

occurrences connected with the throne which it was desired to record. The civil year 

was paramount, the regnal year as yet non-existent. But a mere naming of years 

must necessarily impose an intolerable burden upon the users’ memories, particularly 

through its failure to proWde any clue to the sequence of the years so named. No 

practical s^tera of dating can dispense with numbers, and had it been desired to adhere 
solely to the civil year, the inauguration of some era would have been the only solution. 

That the Egyptians at least once in their history dimly conceived of dating by an era 
b shown by the famous stela of Year 4.00 of Set-Nubti,^ However, the act^ develop¬ 

ment followed a different course. It is useless to reiterate the way in which the Middle 

Kingdom system of regnal years evolved; all that need here be noted is that this was 
only a dbguised adaptation of the dating by civil years—regnal year and civil year 

coinciding except as regards the first and last years of a reign, where the harmonization 

of the tw'o methods could be effected only by the fiction that the first regnal year of a 

king was a complete one and that, from the standpoint of the successors, hb last year 

did not exist. The self-glorious kings of the Eighteenth Dynasty, impatient of this com- 

prombe, threw it overboard in favour O'f an uncompromising system of regnal years dated 

from accession day to accession day; but since the civil c^endar continued to be used 

for the business of daily life one could never be quite sure that or that day of a 

given month really preceded that which its number seemed to demand should im¬ 

mediately foDow it. The Suite Pharaohs wisely reverted to the practice of the Middle 

Kingdom, which, in spite of its artificiality, provided the only reconciliation of civil and 
regnal year that was feasible. 

• Dfnhm, iiij Si* g; de Rougip Im€T. pL 154^ 
* On tjiia Sethe in ZAS lxv, 85 and my fkirtlier comments in JEA xiXp 134, 
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THE WILL OF NAUNAKHTE AND THE RELATED 
DOCUMENTS 
By JAROSLAV CERNt 

It often happens that documents which have come down to us from Pharaonic Egypt 

mention the same persons. Nor are these always persons of high rank, but may be 

quite unimportant people. Above ail, the workmen and scribes employed in the work 
on the Royal Tombs of the New Kingdom at Thebes and members of their families 

are mentioned again and again alike in hieroglyphic inscriptions and in hieratic 

documents, so that it is frequently possible for us to obtain a glimpse of their lives and 

to become acquainted with details of their personal aftairs. Cases are, how^ever, 
relatively few where a given concern is referred to in several documents,' and the 

dealings with regard to the property of the lady Naunakhte, which form the subject 

of the present article, are probably unique in this respect. Of the four papyri here 

published for the first time three certainly, and the fourth hardly less so, deal w'ith 

one and the same question of inheritance. Two of the documents came to light in the 

French Institute’s excavations at Der el-Medihah in the spring of 1928; the two others 

appeared on the market several years later and were acquired by Dr, Gardiner, in 

whose possession they now are. It seems that, though coming from the same place, 

the purchased documents were not found at the same time as the other two, but 

subsequently In the course of one of those illicit digs so often indulged in by the 

modem inhabitants of the Thetan Necropolis. Dr, Gardiner and the Director of 
Excavations of the French Institute, M. Bernard Bruy^re, have kindly entrusted the 

present writer with the publication of the documents in their respective charge, and 

the Director of the Institute, M. Charles Kuentz, has consented to let me edit the 

Institute’s two documents here in advance of the full official publication of the 

Institute's papyrus finds, so that they may serve as illustrative material to the main 

papyrus, namely Naunakhte's last will. The latter will be referred to in this article 
as document No. I, the two small sheets found in the excavations as Nos. II and III, 
and the second papyrus belonging to Dr. Gardiner as No. IV,^ 

A. Document I. The Last Will of Naunakhte (Pis. VIII, VlllA, IX) 

When acquired this papyrus was in two rolls, and only after being unrolled by 

Dr. Ibscher did it turn out to be a single papyrus that had been cut into two approxi- 

' Such a cast i# that of P, Berlin 104^ and Ostr. Brit. Mus. 5624, as was recognized by Ennan, Zstei AkUn- 
ftSfke aut dtr thi^uthen GtSberttndt in SiUuTt^. Berlin, i^to. 330-47. To these two documenti a third, 
an unpublished hieratic ostracon at FloreinDe, sho^uJd be added. 

I Sm under a obligation to bolh Dr^ Gai'diner and Prof. Gunn for reading the present article in 
manu3aipc> and for contributing many remarks and criddsms which often led cither to a better understanding 
of the documents or to clearer fomiulation of my eommentSp 
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mately equal smaller rolls. Such a division is not infrequent when a large roll falls 
into the hands of two natives; each hopes to sell his part separately and so to get for 
it more than he would from a half share of the intact roll.^ In one case this maltreatment 
has resulted in the two parts of a papyrus being now preserved in two different collec¬ 
tions thousands of miles apart,^ in other cases one part has been subsequently lost 
so that only the upper^ or Iower+ half is known to us. The two halves of No, I were 
fortunately secured before they had time to part company, and now form a splendid 
document 43 cm.® in height and 192 cm. in length, complete and undamaged except for 
a few holes hardly affecting the written text. Eight Joins show the places where 
separate sheets of papyrus had been gummed together, each right-hand sheet over- 
lying that to its left; these Joins occur at fairly regular intervals of 25*5 cm., leaving 
short strips of 4 cm, at the beginning and 11 cm. at the end. The scribe or rather 
scribes, as we shall see presently, proceeded W'ith lavish disregard of space, see pi. VIll, 
top. He first left uninscribed a large portion of about 54 cm. wide before writing 
his first column of 12 lines, placing the short lines 13 to ig to the left of the equally 
short lines 6-12. The average length of col. i is 22 cm.; line 3, however, extends to 
30 cm. The scribe could, therefore, start his col, 2 only to the left of this tong line, so 
that a rather large space had to be left blank between cols, t and 2. Coh 2 contains 
only 7 lines, no less than 15 cm. remaining empty at the bottom. Cols. 3 and 4 contain 
11 and 12 lines respectively, several of them very short. Col, 5 starts with 2 lines at the 
top, then a space equal to 2 lines is left blank, after which 6 more lines were added. 
It was here that the original text ended, for the next line starts with a new date and 
lines 9-12 of this column as well as the 5 short lines of ool, 6 are written in a different 
hand. The new scribe, after finishing line 12 of col. 5, found himself at the end of the 
roll; since the remainder of his text was quite brief, he crowded it into 5 short lines, 
forming col. 6 at the top and end of the document. The difference in handwxiting of 
the two parts of the text is obvious and can easily be demonstrated by comparison of 
signs and groups occurring in both parts, e.g. f© in i, i and 5, 9; ^ in 1, i and in 

^ The saiYie fate befell P. Abbott; the cut can be ekaxly aecn m the facaicruie Papyri, , - /taim ihc 
Cclltetiom 0/ iht BritUh ll, pls^ 

^ The two pAm called tcipeciively Amherst {in New York) and P, Lipoid 11 (In Brussels). See their 
thrilLing history aa recounted by J. Capan, ffjjfcnVe papyrm^ in Flambeau, March, 1935 (rrprcHiuocd 
JEA !CEii| 169^0) and the final publication of the whole document J. Capart & A. H, Gardiner, Le papyrus 
Leopold JI . . . . ci lepapyrui Amhrrit, lOjg. 

^ E.g. the P^ AJmens^ pubL Gardinerp RamestiAe Administrative DoeumenUf pp. 1-13, and partly in photo- 

praph ph vir. 
^ E.f* the so-ciiJIed P. Lee in Newberry, The Amhern pis, a-3+ 
^ The normal h^i^ht of the papyrus roll in the New Kingdom, m it reached the market from the factory 

(MOUer, Hierat. Pat. ii^ p. 5; Cem^, Late Ramesside Leilm, p. rv'iii) was 41-4 cm. Papj^ti of this original 
full height were not uncommonly med for husinefia and legal documents; the most important instances are: 
P, Brit. Mus. 10054 (height 4t Harris (42 cm.), according to the statement^ j6i In., made in the ofTicinI 
publication^ Faesimiie of an Egyptian Hieratic Papyrus^ Introduction; the Tneasuiements on the facsimile give 
anything from 4:* to 43 cm.), Wiibour (42 cm.)* Brit. M143* 10053 (*c. 4^ cm.)* Abbott (41-5 cm,), Mayer A 
(42-5 cm.)* Brit. Mus. 10068 (44 crn.h Brit, Mtia. 10403 {45 cm.)* Turin Compirecy Papyrus (c 42 citi,). 
Rolls of such height were hardly ever used for literary teits^ hall-bcight rolk (ao-3 cm.) being mostly taken for 
that purpose; tw^o literary papyri exceeding this height are the Chester Beatty Dream-book (35 cm.) and the 
Leyden hymn to AmQn (38 cm.). 
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5, 9; in I, 5 and 5, 9; hrdin 3, 10; 4, r and 5,10; in 3,8; 4, a, 8.12; 5, 2. 6 

and 5, 11 > The first part of the text is said in 5, 8 to be 'written by the scribe 

of the King’s Tomb Amennakht’, and we shall not go far wrong in attributing the 

second part to 'the scribe of the King’s Tomb Harshire’ named among witnesses 

in 6, 5. 
No infonnation is available about the way in which the papyrus w'as found rolled, 

but it b certain that the inscribed face, on the horizontal fibres, lay inside. The 

papyrus was probably rolled around the left-hand border, so that the right-hand edge 
was exposed. Along the latter, on the vertical fibres, i.e. on the verso of the papyrus, 

and visible when the papyrus was rolled, runs a single-line docket (transcription on 
pL IX), rather damaged In the middle and stating the nature of the document.* The 

rest of the verso is blank. 

Translation 

Year 3, fourth tnuath of the Inundation season, day 5 under (His) Majesty the King of Upper 
and Lower Egypt, the Lord of the Two Lands, Usima'rS^-skhepertnriPt, the son of RE<, the Lord 

of Diadems like AtQm, Kafmesse-Amenhikhopshcf-mlamun, given life to all eternity. 

On this day a declaration' concerning her property was made (1, 5) by the citoyenne Naunsdehte 

before the following court: 

The chief workman Nekhemmut, the draughtsman PentwEre, 

the chief workman AnherkhEw, the workman UsihE, 
the scribe of the King’s Tomb Amennakht, (t, 15) the workman Nebnufe, 
the scribe Harshire, the w'orktnan Amenpehafpi, 

(1, 10) the draughtsman Amenhotp, the district officer Amennakht, 
the workman Telmont, the district officer Ratmose, 

the workman To, the workman Nebnufe, son of Khons. 

(a, 1) She said; As for me, 1 am a free woman* of the land of Pharaoh. ! brought up' these eight 
servants of yours' and gave them an outfit' of everything (such) as is usually made-* for those in 

their station. But see, I am grovm old, (2, 5) and see, they are not looking after* me in my turn.* 
Whoever of them has aided me,* to him I will give (of) my property/ (but) he who has not given 

to me, to him I will not give of my property.. 
(3, i) List of the workmen and women to whom she gave*; 

the workman Maaynakhtef, 
the workman Renhikhopshef. She said: I have given to him as a special reward (?y a washing- 

bowl of bronze over and above his fellows"—10 sacks of emmer," 

(3> 5) workman Amennakht, 
the citoyenne Wosnakhte, 
the citoyenne Mamenakhie. As for the citoyenne Mantenakhte, she said concerning her; 

She shall have her share* in the division of all my property' except for the aipe of emmer which my 

three (3,10) male^ children and also the ritoyenne Wosnakhle have given* me and (except for) my 

hit! of fat which they have given me in the same manner.' 
(4, i) List of her children of whom she said: They shall not participate* in the division O'f my 

one-third,* hut in the two-thirds of their father they shall participate': 

the workman Neferhotp, 

(4, 5) the citoyenne Man'enakhte, 

the citoyenne ITenshEne, 

* See fl aimilar docket Jn P, Brit. Mus, 10054, Peer, Tomb Robbtriet, pp, 52-3. 
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the dtoyenne Kha^nub. As for these four childrtn of minep' thej' shall <not)^ participate ki 

the division of any of my property. And as for any property of the scribe I^enhikhopshef^ my 

husbandt (4^ 10) and also his landed property and this store-room of my father and also this oipe of 

emmer which 1 collected' in company with my husband, they shall not share them, (5,1) And as 

for these eight children of mine they shall participate in the <U%iaion of the propertj' of their father 

in one single division. 

And as for my cauldron^ which 1 gave him to purchase' bread for himself and the A/-100I" of 

seven d^bem {5, 5) and the of seven debens and the pick“ of six debens^ that is fort)' debens 

(in aU)p they shall serve him^ as a portion* He shall not participate in any further copper,*^ k 

shall belong to his brothers (and sisters}.^ 

Written by Amennakht, the scribe of the King’s Tomb of forbidden entiy*« 

(In anoiher hand:) 

Year 4, third month of the Inundation season^ day 17, On this day the workman Khafemnun 

(5j 10) and his children again presented themselves at the court saying: *As for the writings which 

the citoyenne Naiinathte has made concerning her propertyp they shall be (carried out) ejcactly a$ 
prescribed.^ The workman Neferhotp shall not share^' in it.* He made an oath by the Lord 

saying: 'Iff reverse my undertaking so as to contest it again\—(that then) he^ ’would be liable to 
one hundred blows and be deprived of his property^ 

(6p 1) Before the chief workman Khew*** 
the chief workman Nekhemmut. 

the scribe of the King's Tomb Hanshlre, 
the district officer Rarmose, 
the district officer (6, 5) Pentwere, son of Nakhtmin. 

(dockfu on otrrsiDE) Declamtory deed'* w[hich the citoyenne Naujnakhte [made] of (?) their (riV I) 

property. 

Notes on the Translation 

a (1, 4)* docket on the verso must be a technical term 

denoting the written record of a legal act performed on a cejtain day'; in the docket it 

qualifies the word ^^^7" ^ ^ — ‘statement' in P, Brit. Mus* 10053, 4 5 
‘name-list’ in Pie5te and Rossi, Pap. Turin 49, z, and ‘receipts of 

com’, op. cit, 65c, 3. The word, occurring also in Amenemopez 1,9 (see Griffith’s note on 

the passage, JEA xii, 218, n. 3), is undoubtedly identical with Wb. it, 500, 26, 

and probably also with the feminine 47^* which see P. Berlin 

10496, cj. I, publ. Erman, Sit^sungsb, Beriirit 1910,333. Gardiner suggests that the wwd 
is a derivative ofhnc ‘day’, w'hence its primary meaning ‘joumar, then ‘Journal-entry'. 

The word survives well into Dyn. XXV, In the abnormal hieratic P. Louvre 3228, 8‘ a 

man and his sister, referring to their preceding statement concerning the sale of a slave, 

say in an oath: ** be able to withdraw 
the declaration which is (found) above'. Gunn makes the plausible suggestion that the 

word occurs as early as Dyn. XII in the famous text P. Berlin 10012, a temple journal 

containing a copy of the letter announcing the heliacal rise of Sotfus.^ In J. zi we should 

i Dalcil in ycu- 3 of Taturlia. Published in f»c9iniil« by Revillout, Qutl^ff tfxtei d^moti^et arthdiqatt, 
pL 11 Mfitents in Griffitli, RyL ill, 15* 

* Publiahcd in imi»cription by Borchardr^ ZAS xxxvil, and in facsiniUe by MdU^rp HieraL 
1. 
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according to Gunn read letter to be 

entered (lit. made) in the journal of the temple'. The determinative read by Eorchardt 

as —. has in Mbller's facsimile the form ^ and closely resembles the ^ of the preceding 
Sri except for the lack of the second end of the string which may, however, be so faint 
on the original as to be easily overlooked. 

b {2, i). Ir ink, ink nmh. For this beginning of depositions before the court, see 

examples Ann. Serv. XLt, 338. In nmh, x, of course is meant by not a a, as the word 

does not seem to possess a special feminine form. The most recent discussion of the 
word is by Gardiner, xix, 21; see also op. cit. xxvi, 26. 

c (2, 2). Iry'i shpr instead of a simple sdm-f-iotia of the verb, since the latter is 
4 lit.—For plural strokes with infinitives see Set he, Verbum, ii, §§ 602-3. 

(/{z, 2). Tti-my is the classical trin-imy {Card., Egn. Gr., § 113, 3). The construc¬ 

tion is rare in Late Eg^.'ptian; for two more examples, see my Late Raniesside Letters, 
50a. n, i3\ 

e{2, 3). Foe grg-pr, see Gardiner, JEA xxii, 180, 

/(2, 3). Ir-J, namely the ‘outfit’, grg~pr being masc. sing. 

^ (2, 5). Irt Art with suffix or datival w 'to look after’, see Gardiner and Sethe, Egyptian 

Letters to the Dead, n. on VIH, 28 (CommentarVi p. 34). Further in the deposition of 
the shoemaker Penone, on his hieratic stela in Cairo, No. 1. 2: ‘He said: 

As for me, the citoyenne Shedese, a senant of mine, came to me saving: ^ e 

Loj*^ ^ ‘Look after me while I am alive and you shall control' this arable 
land of mine. Do not let me give it to another who is a stranger. .And she gave me I of 

sikhel of land.’ 

h (2, 5), Gr ink, see Erman, Neadg. Gr., § 682. Further examples in positive sen¬ 

tences are P. Mayer B, 6; P. Bril. Mu$. 10052, 3,8 (= Peet, Tomb Robberies, pi. xxvin). 

i (2,6). Lit. 'Whoever has laid his hand into my hand among them.' The e.\pression 

fcAi drt + suff. hr drt + suff. seems not to be attested elsewhere, but the meaning 
is clear from the context. 

} (2, 6). Read (m) iht-i as in the following line 2, 7. Note that iht is among the sub¬ 

stantives which still take a sufiiv in Late Egyptian, Erman, Neudg. Gr., § 169. 

^(3*0* here and ^4-3 e in 3, 9 are the older writings of the Late Eg^'^ptian 

relative forrn, later usually ([ i writing of the 'prothetic aleph' with ■= see 
Erman, Neudg. Gr,, § 392. 

/ (3,4). Further examples arc needed to determine the exact meaning of mtwn, 
which occurs in Document No. IV and probably also here with omission of the 

preposition m before another m, as often. The article and the determinative in No, IV 

and in the present passage forbid us to take the word as part of the adverbial 

m <hm 'continually', which is invariably determined by a, see the examples quoted by 
Gardiner, JEA xxii, 175-6. The passage in Document IV, 8 shows that we have to do 

with a masculine substantive, so that its relationship with tarn iVb. v, 360, i and Gar¬ 
diner, Hierat. Pap. B.M., iii. Text, p. 32, n. 13 {but not with the feminine mtmet Wb. 

* For tihis itic^in^ oigmy see JFft. i6Sp ^3, and conipftfe Coptic 
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n, 170, 14) becomes plausible. Perhaps also with tvmis Wk v, 360, 3, as there seems 

no reason to regard ir panw in No. 39 of the Rhind Mathematical papyrus (ed. Peet, 

p. 77) as a special mathematical term, as is done by Peet and Wh, 
m (3, 4). The reason w'hy irytc, not smc, is used is because smc would have implied 

all the brothers and sisters, while iryw refers only to the other four good children, 

Kenhithopshef’s co-heirs. 
n (3,4). bdt ktT TO. The connexion of these words with the preceding is not clear. 

They w^ere crowded in at the end of the line after the next column had been written. 

Gardiner wonders if it is not the estimate of the value of the washing-bowl which 

Naunakhte made at the time and which \vsi& later said by Kha^^emnun to weigh 13 

debens, see IV, 3 and n. c on the passage. 
0 (3, S), Hiy hr, lit. ‘fall into a division^, hr possibly standing for r, as sometimes 

in the construction its/ hr sdm, where ho'f r sdm is certainly meant; so also in 3, 9 

hri hr instead of hri r. The confusion between the prepositions hr and r obtaining 

from the N.K. on is due to their frequent disappearance in pronunciation. For Jny r 

with slightly different meaning, sttJEA xin, 34, n. 13. 

p (3, 10). For fkmiy ‘male’, see JEA xiii, 34, n. 9. 

q (3, 9}. see n. A on 3, 1 above. 
r {3, 11). Mpty shr, lit, 'in this manner*. The kin of fat had been given to her both 

by the three male children and by Wosnakhte. 
s (4, 2). rk r, here and below 4, 3. 8 and 5, i. 7 is practically synonymous with 

hty hr in 3, 8. 
/ (4, 2). On the sign for ^ see Gardiner, JEA xxi, 144, where the present papyrus 

has been utilized. 
u (4, 3). lir-w rk is used here to stress the adverbial phrase r pt lit. ‘it Is in their 

father's § that they shall participate*, though this translation does not suit w^ell in English, 

where the mere inversion of adverbial phrase and verb is more idiomatic. The construc¬ 

tion ilr-Jsdm, the true nature of which has been dkeovered by Polotsky {^tndes de syntaxe 

copte, ^ ff.), admits theoreticaUy of present, past, or future interpretation, but examples 
quoted by Polotsky {loc. cit. 76-8} of its use with reference to present or future are 
neither numerous nor quite unequivocal. In the present passage, however, future 

meaning seems to be most natural; to translate ‘though they did (or do) participate* 

W'Ould contradict I, 5, i, where the reference to the participation in the father*s 

propert)^ is definitely in the future tense. In view of the paucity of clearly future 

examples of Ur f sdm a certain though damaged example may be added here from 

Wenamun 3, 13; there the king of Byblos sends a message to Wenamiin saying 'Get 

thee out of my harbour’, to which Wenamun’s reply is: 

‘Where shall l\Bo]r 
V (4, 8). The use of ink (instead of the possessive pronoun pfyi) shows that pi\y] 4 

krd is to be read, as the construction with ink is employed "where a possessive pronoun 

cannot be used, namely when the substantive is preceded by the indefinite article or a 

demonstrative; see alsopJ^^ 8 krd ink below in 5, i. 

^ (4j 8)- .J. certainly been omitted before ita-w r Hus is an extreme e.xample 
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of the caTclcssness of the Eg}ptian scribe, who in a vital passage has omitted the 
essential word 'not', thus expressing the exact opposite of w'hat the lady intended. 

X (4,11). In ■ ^again serves to indicate the ‘prothetic aleph’ of the 
relative form Imvy-i, For the verb see Gardiner, ilfer, m 4®» xxii, lyg-So. 

y iSr 3)- is group-writing for Wb. v, 67,4, not recorded in Bur- 
chard t, Die alihatjaanGiscken Fretndiccrte. The word occurs in the same spelling in 
the unpublished O. Nash, No. 2, vs, 10; O, Der el-Medmah No. 239, rt. I, 6 (my 
Catalogue des ostraca hieraiiqties non litteraires de Deir et-Medinek, iji, pL 23) and is 
probably identical with {Wb. v, 66, 15, from P. Mayer B, 11), the final n 

having been dropped in the latter as in ®rit. Mus. 5631, 5 instead of 
the usual krdti (HTi. v, 66, 7) and in (Burchardt, op. cit., No. 1039) instead 
of */«(Burchardt, op. cit,. No, 1044; Wb. v, 148,12-17). J'rorn the total below in 5, 6 It 
results that the khn weighed 20 debens\ the k/jn of O. Nash No. 2 weighed 28 debens. 

(5, 3), For hjy {with reflexive dative) ‘to buy’ see Peet in Gri^fh Studies, 123, and 
JEA xin, 34, n. 16. 

aa (5, 4). For h {Wb. nr, 222,15) see Ann. Serv. xxvri, 194, and Gardiner in JEA 

XXII, 177, 
bb{^, 5). To the examples of irr recorded by Wb. I, 116, 2 add O. Cairo {Cat. gen., 

Daressy) 25242, vs. 2 (=.fiii//. imt.fr. XXt'll, 180, with n, 9); O, Cairo {Cat, g^., 

Cemy) 25677, 14. 
*^^ {5t ^)- hieratic sign here was originally a finger — (from rut ‘nail, 

claw*) but has later become the adze The writing here is due to this sign being 
often employed for an initial nre, ^. For oil 'pick' see D6vaud, Rec. trav. xxxix, 165. 

dd{^, 6). nf, lit. ‘they shall be to him’, as independent hef wdth adverbial 

predicate refers to the future, so too below 5, 7, ri; O. Der el-Medinah 108, 5. 6; 
vs. 3. See also my examples with « and m-bfh in Grijfith Studies, p. 50, where the future 
meaning of isc f was not yet recognized. 

ee {5,7). For this use of gr in negative sentences—diflferent from that discussed above, 
n. h and not recorded by Erman, Neudg. Gr,—sec btepa-t ptr gr *I have not seen (any¬ 
thing) more’, P, Brit. Mus. 10052,4, i; 7, 14; P. Maj-er A 6, 25^ btvpte i ptr ntt-nb gr, 

P. Brit. Mus. 10052, 5, 8. 16; 6,13' 8, 16; 10403, 3, 21; bnifod ditskf'k gr ‘I will not 
let you cultix'ate (it) further’, P. Berlin 8523, 6, publ. Moller, Hierat, Lesestiicke, iii, 12, 
Somewhat similarly in Coptic, see Crum, Coptic Dictionary, 802b, sub ii, where the 
meanings ‘again’, ‘once more' are illustrated in both negative and affirmative clause. 

ff (St ?)• The plural sMa? may mean either (1) ‘broihets’ or (2) 'brothers and sisters’. 
The Commentart' will show that ‘brothers and sisters’ was here meant. 

ib. 6, 18, seems to be a mere abbreviation or mistake. The expression kn kni has been 
a source of embarrassment to translators of Abbott. Peet {Tomb Roid>€r!es, Text, pp. 40 
and 41) leaves it untranslated ('the Necropobsof Khen-Kheni) and unexplored, Gardiner 
{JEA XXII, 189) translates in Abbott 6, 18 ‘the tomb of the inner part’, which is nearly 
correct, but his explanation, loc. cit., n. lo, is improbable. That the w^ords_ 
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could be omitted is proved by the fact that the scribe Amennaldit, called 
‘scribe u pi hr hnV In the present passage, is referred to above i, 8 as ‘scribe of the 
King’s Tomb’ only. On the other hand, that ^ a mistake 
for pi hr n hn hni Is suggested by a letter found by the French Institute at Der el- 
Medinahin 1940 and addressed to 
three chiefs of the King’s Tomb hni on the west side of Thebes*. Hence it becomes clear 
that the King’s Tomb might be called (a) simply pi Ar, (b) pi hr hni, or else (c) pt hr n 
hnvi ktti. Now the verb hni (old hnr, Wb, III, 296) means 'to close in order to 
hinder access' and Arr(w’) Is the well-known w'ord for ‘interior’. The King’s 
Tomb therefore was called ‘closed’, ‘prohibited’ or ‘of closed interior’, which is quite 
natural, as the tomb once hni shed was certainly blocked with stones and provisionally 
closed either for religious reasons or to avoid any damage being done to the reliefs and 
inscriptions, until the day of the burial of the king, when it was finally closed and sealed. 

hh (5, ii). Lit. 'they shall be thus exactly, exactly.’ For m-w m mitt with future 
meaning see above, n. dd on /oi-etf n f, 

ii (5, ii). Understand bn iw N <■==■) pS, though one would expect ^ instead of j]^ 
before a nominal subject, see Gardiner, JEA xvi 220-8. 

2/(5, 12). For this formula of oath see O. Brit, Mus. 5625, vs. 10 (publ. Blackman, 
JEA XII, pi. xxxvi); P. Cairo J. 65739, ^9 {publ, Gardiner, JEA xxi, pi, xv). The 
curious substitution here and in other instances of the 3rd person for the ist in the 
second part of the oath resulted in a strange confusion of oratio recta and oratio 
obUqua', doubtless this arose from the scribe’s superstitious reluctance to write the 
terms of the sanction as though they referred to himself. 

AA (6, i). Khew as an abbreviation of Anherkhew also P. Berlin 10496, vs. 14 
{Stizur^sb. Beriin, 1910, 335), and my Ostraca hieratiques. Cat. gin.. Index, p. 116, 

ll (Docket). For rwiy ‘roll’ see Gardiner, JEA xxii, i82“3. 

B, Documents II-IIl. The Division of Naunakhte’s Property (Pis. X, XI, XI A) 

Documents 11 and IH are two small sheets of papyrus found in the necropolis of 
Der el-Medihah in the spring of 1928 together with a large number of fragments, 
some of which it was possible to join together, yielding a certain number of letters, 
complete and fragmentary, as well as a considerable portion of the literary text known 
as the Maximes d'Ani. 

Sheets n and III are approximately of the same size, II measuring 21 cm. in height 
and 12 cm, in breadth,* while III is 23-3 cm. high and 9 cm. broad. Both are inscribed 
alike on redo and v£rso\ the side inscribed first is in both cases the side on which the 
fibres run horizontally. In quality of papyrus they differ considerably; HI, which 
alone of the tw'O is reproduced in facsimile, is thin and of light reddish-yellow colour, 
while II is coarse, thick, and blackened by numerous traces of earlier wTiting which has 
been washed off incompletely. Ill is also palimpsest; the former writing was upside 
dowTi relatively to the later text. II shows a join just to the left of the recto, on the edge 
of the sheet, II bears 13 lines on the recto and the same number on the ‘verso \ MI has 

‘ More pTiccisety cm, along the top, 11-5 on. along the bottom. 
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20 and 17 respectively. The texts are certainly not due to the same hand; the 
^vriting of 11 is large, thick, and clumsy in its forms* while that of III is smaller and 
neater. In both the top of the verso stands immediately behind the bottorn of the recio^ 
because the \vriting of the verso was continued after turning the papyrus vertically. 

TrANSLvVTION 

The contents of the iteo documents are ideniteal save for a fe^c vanants, so that the 

translation is here given in parallel columns. 

Ih 
List of the division of the property 

- . fof our mdther; 

^ ^ Igiven (to) Amennakht, i millstone, 

given (to) Wosnakhtq, i milistone, 
given (to) Man^enakhte, 1 

(s) given (to) Kenhikhopsheh i Ihr^ 
given (to) Maa(y)nakhtef, i box. 

given (to) Man^enakhte^ i mortar, 

given (to) Amennahht, i mortar, (to) 
given (to) Ij[en(hi)khopshef, 1 mortar, 

(10) given (to) Kebnakht, i mortar, 

given (to) Maa(y)nakhtef, 1 wooden^/lr-box. 

given to Amennakht, 1 cage (?), (i 5) 

given to Mantenakhtep i tp, 
(t?j. i) given (to) ^en(hi)khopsheh legs (of a) mist, 

given (to) Maa[y)nakhtef, 1 krtj 
given (to) Wosnakhte, i 

given (to) Manrenakhte, 1 measure, 

{vs. 5) given to Amennakht, i measure, 

given to Wosnakhte^ i measure, 
given (to) Ren(hi)khopshef, 1 sledge, 

given (to) Maa(y)n3khtef, i sledge. 

given (to) I^en(hi)khophefj 1 (?), 

[vs. iq) given (to) Amennakht, i Aipof wood, 
given (to) Nebnakht, i A/^and 1 mortar, 

given (to) Man^nakhte, i kd, 
given (to) Maa(y)nakhtef, t git-box of stone (?). 

111. 
List of the di vision of the property 
of our mother: 
given to Amennakht, i millstone, 

given to Wosnakhte, i millstone, 
(5) given to Mamenakhtc, 1 /jfer, 

given to Ken(bi)khopghef, i ikr, 
given to Maa(y)nakhtef, i box. 
Again, another division: 

given to Man^enakhte, i mortar, 

given to Amennakht^ i mortar, 
given to lten{hi)khop5hef, i mortar^ 

given to MaE(y)nakhtefp i ^/fi?r-box(?)* 

given to Wosnakhte, J mortar. 
Again, another dmsion-: 

given to Amennakhtp i cage (f)* 
given to Man^nakhte, r tp, 
given to IJen(hi)khopshef, legs of a mist, 
given to Maa(y)nakhtef, 1 krt, 
given to Wo^akhte, 1 db. 
Again^ another division: 

(vs. 1) given to Man^enakhtOi I measure, 

given to Amennakht, i measure, 

given to Wosnakhte. 1 measure, 
given to lien(hi)khopshef, 1 sledge, 

{vs. 5) given to Maa(y)nakhtef, 1 sledge. 
Again, another division: 

given to Ken(hi)khopshef, 1 mtst of fb (?)^ 

given to Amennakht, 1 leg(of?) A^/>(?), 

given to Wosnakhte, 1 A^pand 1 mortar, 
{vs. 10) given to Man*eriakhte» 1 Ad, 

given to Maa(y)nakhtef, i gitr. 
Again, another division: 

given to Amennakht, i 

given to Iyen(hi)khopshef, i foot-rest (?)p 
{vs. i5)giventoMaa(y)nakhtefp 1 foot-rest {)), 

given to Man^enakhte, i foot-rest (?h 
gi%'en to Wosfiakhte, 1 foot-rest (?). 

(20) 
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Notes on the Translation 

As to the grammar one point only worth mentioning: the of II, 2 and in III, 2 
standing for the suilix ist pi. -n. ” are found occasionally in this function in Late 
Eg>'ptian after a preceding t. Erman, Xeuag. Gr., § 576 quotes conjunctive 
for mtw'n from Horus and Seth 8, to.; 13,3-4, but a rapid search in the Tomb Robberies 
papyri where according to Pcet (Tcmb HobberieSt Text* 168, n. 101) for should 
often occur, revealed only t«’o examples: P, Brit. Mus. 10054, 4 
‘until we come* and ib. 2,12w 'which we find*. There are a few more 
in my Late Ramesside Letters: 10, 9 44* ^5 ^ 

'wc say’; 23, 12 'm which we are* and 6g, 13 ‘and 
w'e shall come’. More difficult, however, is the lexicographical side of these nvo 
monotonous lists, for of the many objects mentioned in them most are practically 
unknown. The w'ords the meaning of which is assured are only four in number: 

‘millstone*, Wb. i, 458, 13; 
^^0(1 a Ayrton-Currelly-Weigall, Abydos, iri, pi. Liv (now- 

O. Cairo, Co/, Cemy, 25670), Col. ii, 6, which has been identified by De\'aud, 
Rec. trav, xxxix, 171-2, with ‘mortar*, Coptic i±-xjsg^T. D^vaud's identification is con¬ 
firmed by O. Der el-Medmah 69, 5, where we have ‘pestle in 
mortar*. Our new examples settle the true reading ?ndht of the word, while Wh. ii, 
193, 2 has rnddht; 

iptf wooden recipient and oom-measure of the form from w'hich l]°yai, 
a measure of capacity of 40 bin, had its name. 

is apparently the word for a sledge with the head of a wolf or jackal tonS 

Wb, 1, 325, 2; apart from the mention in the very late Sign-list there quoted, 
the only known examples are, firstly on a stela of Dyn. XII from a quarry in the 
Eastern Desert w'here such sledges were used, Serv, xxxix, i8g, and secondly in 
a Dyn. XX list of objects, Pieyte and Rossi, Pap. Turm, 106, 4, 9. 

Among the remaining names of objects two are completely unknown, krt 

and M occurring only in our lists and nowhere else. 
Others again appear elsew'here, though mostly in lists which give no clue as to their 

exact nature; 
ikr^ Wb. 1, 138, 6; O. Der el-Medinah 239, ii, 6 and iii, i; 

7)* (II, 6; read perhaps identical with 

49®p 5- 
_ ti) reminds one of 153,9, 

a kind of box (with lid). The two words are possibly identical, since not too much 
weight is to be attached to the presence of or r. In II, us. 13 g/t seems to be made 
of stone. 

(III. 15), IS probably Wb. v, 494, 10 (where <=1 
comes from dbt ‘brick’), a Late-Egj'ptian writing of dfc'r, Wb, v, 561, some kind 
of chest. Can it here mean ‘cage’? For this there existed an Old Egyptian word dbi, 

ITi, V, 561,14, and for a part thereof another dbi, Wb, v, 555,4. 
(III, 19), (II, '*3. 3) differing only by its determinative from the 
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preceding word and otherwise unknown in this form^ could be another ‘cage\ this 
time not of wood, but—judging from its determinative—of some wicker-work. 

unknown to Wb., but see^*^e*l*l ^ {Cat. gin, Cemy) 25624. L 15- 
(II, vs. t-2; III, iy;vs.7), (IL ^-s. 9) fri/st(i), equaUy unknown; 

there is, ho-wever, a Graeco-Roman m/itt, tVb. it, 32, 14, denoting a part of ship. In 
one of the two entries read rd the word preceding m^sti; in the other, mss/(i) 

is preceded by rdttfi ^legs of’. 
■^To ? 9) unknown in this form, but JVb. lit, 196, 5 

quotes ■^“□(1(1.^ Aipy (from Ayrton-Currelly-Weigall, Abydcs, ill, pi. xiv, col. ii, 4). It 
may be, after all, the same thing as the receptacle t^b. ill, 195, 12, only made 
of a different material. Or should we understand *A(p for legs (rda^)*? It would be 
then a case similar to hr rdtci, see below. 

vs. 13) Wb. IV, 550, I, probably identical with sgr, Wb. iv, 
550, 10. For instances see Burchardt, Die oltkanaan. Fremdicorie, Nos. 883 and 890; 
add'for O, Cairo {Cat, gen. Cerny) 25693, 4; for igr O. Liverpool 13626 M; 
O. Cairo {op. cit.) 25655, vs. 2-4; with det. ft 25800, I, 5, 

rai^T^iiin *4-*7) br-rdtd is unattested else^vhere. Judging from the 
analog}' with well-known word for 'foot¬ 
rest’, and (0- Cairo, Cat. gin. Cernj^ 25612, 3, together with 
hdtit rdici) which must be an object of similar nature, hr-rdtel should be a tliird term for 
‘foot-rest’, and itself perhaps identical with the above mentioned. 
It is not even quite impossible that this itr may be the same as ^1=^ An, a box of the 
form of its determinative." Such an interchange of n and r may seem strange, but its 
possibility is shown by a curious and certain example quoted here. In O. Der el- 
Medinah No. 239, col. iii, 2-3 (publ. in my Catahgue des ostraca non h'tiiraires ii, 
ph 23) in a list of objects occur zain ViLin* Now a stone object 
of feminine gender in Egyptian having a ‘son’ can only be ^io<f c=^i.h.o 
S/ s (P. Harris, 65a, 9) of which Wb. I, 458, 14 gives the correct explanation: it is the 
‘upper millstone with its son*, i.e. ‘the nether millstone*.^ But for the example in P. 
Harris nobody would have dreamt of the identity of btmt and 

C. Document IV. The two Depositions of Khafemnun (PL XI!) 

The fourth document, the last to emerge, was bought by Dr. Gardiner and is now* 
like^vise in his possession. It forms a single sheet of papyrus, 20 to 21 cm. in height 
and 43 cm. in breadth. The text of nine lines is inscribed over earlier w-riting erased 
w'ith considerable care. It runs across the vertical fibres and this indicates that the 
document as we now' have it represents a small section cut from a roll of the full height 

< Ic shiOiilcl be borne in mind ihpt A£i'nrt(*fl) and gf{t3Qt) were both terms for not mere stools: in the 

casic of is well kno^Tip for see O. Dcr cl'Medlnah lo^i pQ 

*ftd7n(to) full of iKread'p It is intesr?irin(f to note, as Gunn pointed out to me, that the Hebrew Dil? 'footstool' 

with Er. hdm has been compAted, never occurs unices joined with 'fw' (Geseriiai^Robinson, 

A Hfbrfw awd Eagitih [1506], p. ^13). 
3 For this to us so strange metaphor of filial relstionslup cf. *Do ye deaire that the kio^s-hould fevouryou ^ . 

then shall you place for me this lid of this cofhn upon its iPotherT !, X05.—A-H.G* 
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(see p. 30, n. 5). The verso is blank. To judge from the existence of eight narrow 
horizontal breaks, the papyrus must have been found rolled along its longer side, 
probably from bottom to top, so that the top edge was outside the roll and suffered 
some slight damage. The left-hand edge is irregular and the papyrus is somewhat 
shorter where the first two lines end, but this seems to be ancient and nothing is lost. 
The papyrus was slighdy damaged in consequence of an air-raid, after which water 
seeped into the safe-deposit where it was stored. As a result the two top lines adhere 
irremovably to the original protecting glass; the rest has been safely remounted bctw'een 
new sheets of glass. 

The text is in two hands. The first part, lines shows a bold writing with good 
forms and orthography; the second portion from line 4 on, however, is written care¬ 
lessly and abounds in mistakes of all kinds. 

Translation 

Statement made" by the workman Kha'enmQri before the w'orkman Anynakht, the workman 

Kedakhtef, the w'orkman I:!ar[iufe, the w'Orkman Neferhotp, the workman Amennakht, the work¬ 

man Maa(y)nakhtef, and the workman Khons: ‘Look, I will give* this washing-bowj weighing^ 

13 deb&of of copper. It shall belong to^ Kenhikhopshef (and) no son or daughter shall contest it, 
nor shall hia deposition be heard', it not (being included in) any division,' 

Year 3, third month of the Inundation season, day 10. On this day the workman Kha<emnun 

stated: ‘As for the wasWng-bowJ which I have given (to) the workman Kenhikhopshef, (5) his 
{ikf} son, it shall belong to him. Neither any son or daughter nor the wife of Ken^^shall contest it, 
nor shall his deposidon be heard In future\ 

Handing over on this day (?)* before the workman Anynakht, the workman Kedakhtef, the work¬ 

man Nebnakht, the workman Khons, the workman Neferhotp, the workman Ameruiakht (and) the 

workman Kha<(em)nun himself, the workman Kenhikhopshef having declared: ‘I will give him 

aj k/utr', and then having sworn* an rath by the Lord saying; 'As Amun endures, and as the Ruler 
endures! If I take this income in grain*' from my father they shall take awayJ this reward (?)* of 

mine, and I will (give {?))> one pair of sandals to the workman Amennakht and i (?) will givc^ one 

box (to)- the workman Maa(y)nakhtef in order to" pay for the writings which they have made 
concerning the deposition of their father/ 

Notes on the Translation 

*3 (i), ^ stands for the usual 'statement', lit. ‘that which N, said.' 
^ (®)' '’’’here the dot is to be interpreted as the suffix ^ of the rst pers. 

sing,, is a special sdm-f-form with future meaning used in promises and oaths and 
showing a ‘prothetic aleph’ Mrith 2-lit. and Illae inf. verbs, see my remarks xxiii, 
188, n. 7, and Gardiner, op. cit., xxj, 141. The negative counterpart is An sdm'f 

occurring in i« mdfrf, 1. 3 of the present text, whereas the negation of the ordinary past 
sdjTj'f is impvi-f sdm. 

^ (3)* 'while it makes' is certainly an indication of weight, not of 
price, the latter being regularly expressed by means of older _irw n. Since 
however, the work expended on the bowl would be cheap, there cannot have been a 
great difference between weight and price. 

d (3). For ivs'f n see note dd on I, 5, 6, 
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e (3). In Fdm r/here and below, 1. 5, ydm is not the endingJesa passive, which hardly 
existed in Late Egyptian and was, at any case, not used after btt with future meaning. 
Probably emend as suggested by the abnonnal hieratic P. louvre 
3^28 C, 24 (Revillout, Quelqaes text^s ddfftotfqaes arckatqueif unnumbered, pi. 4); 

® practically identical sentence to be 
quoted immediately. The sense is not that no explanatory deposition shall be required 
from Kenhikhopshef in future, but that no declaration of any descendant of Kha<em- 
nun will be listened to by any court. The latter interpretation is guaranteed by the 
passage in the unpubl. abnormal bieratic P, Louvre 3228 E, 11. (9) 

‘As for him who will contest (it) his 
deposition shall not be listened to in any ofHce/ 

/(s)* ® proper name, Ranke, Die dg. Persoaettnatnert, 334, No. 17; the 
role of a Ssife of Ken’ here is, however, a puxzle; could Ken be short for Kenhikhopshef? 

^ (5)* quite clearly written and, wholly abnormal as is the corruption, _ (or 
01^ must undoubtedly be understood, 

h (7). 7t(f irt. This construction occurs elsewhere, see Gardiner, PSBA xxxi, 

13. n. 3, and again JEA xix, 27, n. 15, but the exact grammatical meaning is not quite 
clear here, 

^ (®)' Ai/f! ’income in grain’ also O. Der el-Medtnah Cat. 108, 7, where I have 
mistranscribed the word. The passage should read: . 3^. 

'And the income in grain which Ese , , , has provided for me (shall 
belong, sc. iw'f) to Mekhayeb.’ 

J (8). Interpreting as cf. above p. 33, n. k, though a future use of 
iirj sdm without a stressed adverbial predicate (see above p, 34, n, u) can hardly be 
paralleled. The alternative, always assuming the text to be correct, would be to take 
^ ^ as the Infinitive, strange as the form would then be. In that case irt could not be an 

auxiliary, for auxiliaries were never used in the infinitive, the reason being that all 
verbs had infinitives of their own, while the auxiliary iri replaced only those verbal 
forms which had been lost. Therefore nhm, which would be the object of irt, could not be 
an infinitive, but w'ould have to be another nominal form, presumably a participle. The 
translation thus obtained 'in order to act as one who has taken away this reward (?) of 
mine’ would certainly be in the highest degree forced. Moreover, it would imply 
that Kha^emnun accepted the possibility of Kenhikhopshef taking away his grain- 
ration and that In that case he demanded no compensation for himself—all that Kenhi¬ 
khopshef would have to do being to indemnify his tw'o brothers for all the trouble they 
had had in causing to be drawm up in favour of their father a document to which Kenhi¬ 
khopshef had not given effect. The fact that the washing-bovvl is termed mltcn in 
I, 3, 4 makes it certain that it is the same object as was meant hymtieri here, and this 
could be taken away from Kenhikhopshef only if he failed to pay the grain-ration. 

k (8). The word wi/rm has been discussed above in n. / on I, 3,4. Ink again shows 
that ‘this’ should be understood as in 1,4,8. 

1(8). A verb must have been omitted after Hv-f Ar; probably supply After a 
protasis with future meaning is required in the apodosis. The 

G 
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is therefore to be understood as for r (dit}. The latter is usually written only 
in texts of this kind, but is often supplied wrongly in constructions where 

it has never been, though—it must be pointed out—this faulty substitution is again 
restricted to literary texts. So also probably in the next line, with the change 
of person, common in oaths (see ii.jj on I, 5, 12). 

m (9), Read, of course, («) rmt~ist and <r) dbh 

D, Commentary 

The business connected wth Naunakhte carries us back to the reign of Ramesses 
Skheperenre*,* a little-know'n king of the XXth Dynasty, who is believed to have 
been the second successor of Ramesses III and w'hom we consequently count as 
Ramesses V. He reigned scarcely more than 4 years- and his memory' was not respected 
by his successor, Ramesses (VI) Nebma*re<, who usurped his tomb in t he Valley of Kings, 
obliterating his name everyT\'here (Leps., Denkm.^ Text, ui, 201-3), 

Document I forms a most w'ekome addition to oor stock of documents relating to 
testaments. Only two other testaments^ dating from the New Kingdom have been 
known so far,^ The present one—unlike modern testaments written or at least signed 
by the testator—follows the pattern of all Egyptian legal documents; like them it 
consists of an oral deposition made by the party before the court or witnesses and 
written down by a professional scribe. Thus it was not the w'ritten -word alone, but 
the spoken word subsequently recorded as an actual event on a papyrus or ostracon 
that conferred upon the document its l^al validity.® 

The court before which the testamentary^ deposition was made consisted of 14 
persons, all of them employed on the work at the King’s Tomb. There were two chief 
workmen, 2 scribes, 2 draughtsmen, 6 ordinary tvorkmen, and 2 district officers. 
It was only a small court, probably corresponding to the private character of the 
business. Matters of public importance, like the slander spread by 3 workmen and a 
woman to the effect that the chief workman Hay had uttered abuse of King Sethos II, 
came before a larger court; in the slander case here alluded to the court consisted of 
the second chief workman Peneb, 11 ordinary' workmen cited by name, and £|“ J1 
^ *the body of workmen in its entirety’.* 

^ On him PceujEA xrVp 5^ ff. Ekiciimencai beR.irlng his name are listed in Gauthier^ Le Livre tbs rail Jiip 
191-4; add to these O. Cairo ge"n., Cem#) 155981. vs. A, 3 ; ancorniuin on the vs. of P+ ChcsTcr Beatty I* 
sect. B (Gardiner^ Tfv Ch^sitr Beesily Papyri, No. J, pis. xf3C“XKi); A of the great Wilbour pap^Tus- 

^ Year 4 h the highest attested for his reign by Turin (R & R.) L!V^ 13-14 (see Peet^ JEA ac, 119 on this) 

and O* Turin published by Masperoy trav. tl (1880), 117. In O. Cairo Cat. i559Bp vs. z-4 ^ 1^ 

is immedirtcly fallowed by (4> showins thot the 

jntert'Bl bett^'een yeur 3 (or 4 of Ramesses V and year i of Ronnesses VI could not havp been %’cry long. 
* Stela of Senimo&c Urk rv^ 1065-70 (temp. Tuthmoais 111}and O. Der el-Medlnoii Cat. to8(from the reign 

of Sethos I). 
* From the Old Kingdom wc hsvc the lest^cnt of Wepemnofret, Selim Hasssn, Excavaiiorts a£ Gtza 

pL facing p. 190 and pIS- 74-6; from the Middle Kingdom the well-known Psp, Kakunf pis. 11-13. 
* On these features sec Spiegelbet^r, Der Ursprung awd das Wesm der Fonneirpraehe der demeth^hm 

Urkunden Ln ^gypfategische Miiitiiungeft [Sit^ngsb, Mt^nchen, i9Z5> 25^35). 
* Cairn Cat 25556 (formerly J.49887> discussed in Arm. Sm. xxti'Jr. 200-5; op. cit.* 204 sets forth the 

composition of the on three other occasions. 
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The two chief workmen named in the will of Naunakhte occur together in I, 20 of 
the unpublished continuation of Pleyte and Rossi, Pap, 7V/ra, pL 33, dated in year 6 
of Ramesses IV. To Anherkhew belongs the beautiful tomb No. 339 at Der el-Medinah 
famous in the early days of Egyptology for its representation of a series of kings, 
then lost sight of and re-eJtcavatcd by the 1-Vench Institute in 1930.* Anherkhew had 
held the office since the latter part of the reign of Ramcsscs IIH and was succeeded 
by his son Harmose, possibly in the early years of Raniesses IX. His colleague in the 
office, Nekhemmut, whom we know to have been a son of the chief w^orkman Khons, 
was probably younger, though named first in the list of the members of the court; 
this is presumably because he was the chief W'orkman in charge of the ‘right side’ of 
the body of Royal workmen, while the 'left side’ was under the command of Anher- 
khew; the Tight side’ seems to have taken precedence in such matters. In year 24 of 
Ramesses If I, when Anherkhew was already in office, the other chief workman was 
still Khons, Nekhemmut*s father. But Nekhemmut was still at the head of his Tight 
side’ years after Anherkhew’s death, and was there still in the year 16 of Ramesses IX 
so famous for the robberies in the Royal I'ombs and the subsequent trials of the 
thieves (P. .'\bbott 6, 5), 

The two scribes, Amennakht and yarshirc, father and son, belonged to a well- 
knowm family of scribes of the King’s Tomb and are met with in many papyri and 
ostraca.* Amennakht was appointed scribe of the King’s Tomb in year 16 of Rames¬ 
ses III, but the exact date of his death is unknown; it w'as Harshlre who, together wnth 
another scribe, in year 16 of Ramcsscs IX denounced to the Mayor of Thebes the 
thefts committed in the Royal Necropolis. 

The draughtsman Amenhotp had advanced to the rank of a ‘chief draughtsman’ by 
year 17 of Ramesses IX+; the workmen Telmom, To, Amenpeha<pi and Nebniife, 
son of Khons, occur in various documents of the first half of the XXth Dynastythe 
other Nebnufe (mentioned I, 1, 15) cannot be identified in view of the extreme fre¬ 
quency of the name at this period. 

The ‘district officers’ (tcfriio) seem to have been always two in number,* but it' ts 
not known wherein their activity consisted and the two named in Document I 
apparently do not occur elsewhere in published texts. 

* Rappori ntr /«fotiillet dt Deir el-M/dinfh JJ ff, 
^ S« some refermora for this and the foUawlng in Rev. £g, 11 ^ 203, njin 1+ s. 
^ See the suinmary of my Brussels lecture in Chran. d"£g. xi (1936)^ view of the present document 

it is neo^mry to cormet my contention that Harshlie Vr-ss only a 'dmughtsnian^ during the lifcdme of bi4 
fachcr. 

■* Eloni & Peei, Gjorwa/i?, 10, aj also already in year loc. ciL, 2% 5. Without date O. Cairo Cat. 25607^ i 
(still only 'draughtsman'}. 

* Two of them occur in the Hit of workmen from the end of the reign of 11 [ and the beginning 
of the tcign of Ramesses IV compiled in ZAS LXSlf, 11There we hud To (No^ zj} und OaibC {No, 15)* 
For Telmont see e,g, Ceimy, Osfrsca FiHraiia^s,. Cai. IndeXp p. [19: Schiaparelli^ tuj favari 
detla if. m Egitto, J, 431, i (yejar 24 of Ramesses III}; for Amenpeb^^pi, Cemjf, op, cit.p 
NebnCkfe, son of Khons, is found again (e-g,) in II. 7-S of an unpublrshed s^eount discovered at the same rime 
as Documenta Nos, II and Ill. 

* Houses of another couple of 'district officers'^ Auynakht and Amenkh£w^ ot a later period arc mentiuned 
in P. Bdt. Mus, 1006S, 3p 8. 9. 
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To turn now to the chief party of the document, the lady NaunakhteJ She bears 
the simple title of ‘citoyenne’ j? which at this time was given to all free women 
who w'ere not in service and were consequently not hmt ‘slaves’.^ In her opening 
words she stated that she was a nmh ‘free-woman’; this was probably of importance 
as giving her the right of disposal over her property'. 

it would be utterly impossible to understand her testamentary dispositions without 
realizing from the start that she was married twice and that the children with whom 
her will is concerned were not those of her first husband, the scribe Ken^iikhopshef, 
but iiad been borne by her to her second husband, the workman Khafemnun. This 
state of affairs is not very clearly expressed in the will itself, but indeed it did not 
need to be, since the local court before which Naunakhtc made her legal declaration 
was fully acquainted with her family relationships. 

That the scribe Kenhikhopshef was Naunakhte’s husband appears from her own 
words (I, 4, 9), He can be none other than the scribe of that name who was concerned 
with the w'ork on the King's Tomb in the second half of the reign of Ramesses II, 
again under Meneptah, and also in the short reigns of the latter's successors.’ Whether, 
and if so how long, he lived on into the reign of Ramcsscs III we are unable to tell, 
but a man of his importance, if still alive, could not have failed to appear in the 
numerous documents we possess from the end of the reign of Ramesses 111 and 
onwards. Since, however, he is totally absent there, we may safely assume that he 
was already dead by the last years of Ramesses IIL 

Naunakhte herself must have been old at that time. As such she was entitled to 
expect some support from her children, of whom she had eight and whom she, accord¬ 
ing to her words, not only had brought up, but to whom when they were leaving their 
parents’ house to get married and to found {grg) homes {pr) of their own, she had given 
the necessary equipment {grg-pr). The statement of Herodotus that sons were free to 
support their aged parents if they wished, but that for daughters it was obligatory,'^ 
may possibly be inexact or may not have come into force as early as the Ramesside 
period. However this may be, Naunakhte’s will shows that children’s behaviour 
towards their parents was permitted to influence the attitude of the latter when dis¬ 
posing of their property. It possibly points in the same direction that the children in 

^ Tht niine mcBiw ‘Tbtbw is victorious’. The word jdmt stood there in its constnict form whiidi prob¬ 

ably sounded naw-, see Ennon, ZAS xxxvili, 130, n. 4, where it was ptHnted out that in the Nauerstis stels O 

serves to wiicc Miv- in the name of that town. 
* Wives of workmen of the King'a Tomb are called rft^^n-nhel in P- Salt* (JEA Jtv* pL 43): Pap. 

Boulaq tO> 3. 6; cj. g (tran^stription in SpiegelbcTig, Studim and Mat. sum Rfchtsaesen. 16-20)] P, Brit, Mtis- 
10053^ 3* ifi; 5p 10. in the last-named papyrus the only other feminine title that wxuts is ^mt ‘skve' Cs^ gj 
6, g] 7i 4); other women are all Their husbands arc cither not specified <2, ig^ 4i ta; 6, 3, 4)* or 
are a scribe {i, washerman (5^ 15)1 pri^^E {6, 6), carpenter (7, 3), or an employee of Pr-d^^-ji/r of AmOn 
(4» 20). Only one is said to be ^in the hand* of a workman of the Kin|^*« Tomb (3* 15)* the refore 
prcsuioably not frccp unle$3 m-dri here, as oficrip ataods for mdl *wilh\ Ln which case it would simply mean 
that the woman in question was the w'otkjnan*® wife and li^'ed ‘'with' him. 

J See on him my Ostraca Cau Index, p. i l3; Spiegelbei^, ThebanHcke Index, 
No. 397 (po$$ibly identical with Not. 396 and 398), 

^ Hdl, 11, 35; *sans need not tuppon iheir parents unlrta they cbootc, but daughters mustp whether they 

choose or not/ 
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the Adoption papyrus {JEA xxvi, 23 fF.) are said to have behaved well to their adoptive 

mother. 
It is strange that Naunakhte, though a free woman, presents her children to the 

court as ‘these eight servants of yours'- In so doing she uses a word (6^A) which denotes 
a dependent person or even a slave.' One would expect the children of a free woman 
to be free likewise. But perhaps Naunakhte meant no more than to describe her 
children as the obedient servants of the authorities sitting in the court, just as the 
phrase bfk im ‘the servant there’ was employed to designate the writer of a letter. 
Among her eight children there were four sons, Maaynakhtef, Kenhikhopshef, Amen- 
nakht, and Neferliotp, and four daughters, Wosnakhte, Manrenakhtc, Henshene, and 

Kha<nub. 
So far, everything seems plain and clear. A difficulty arises suddenly when, after 

Naunakhte’s declaration, I, 4, 3 that the bad children are to inherit from the two-thirds 
of ‘their father’, we read only a few lines farther on (I, 4, 9-12) that they are not to 
inherit from the scribe Kenhikhopshef. From this it follows necessarily, if the text k 

correct, that the scribe Kenhikhopshef was not their father. This position is confirmed 
by the passage I, 5,9 ff., where the children who, at a later date, again approached the 
court, are said to be the children of Khafemnun. It must, therefore, be Kha<eninun 
who is referred to as ‘their father’ ako in I, 4, 3, the g -H J arrangement there being 
that of Naunakhte’s second marriage. 

The facts as here stated, being revealed only by close study of the papyrus, would 
still be suspect, were they not confirmed independently by two documents of an 

entirely different character. 
The first of these documents is the Brit, Mus. stela 278 (see the fig. p. 46)^ There the 

goddess y athor represented in the rounded top is adored below by a kneeling man facing 
left. All around him is a long inscription in vertical lines which names him {II. 10 ff.): 

(12) f J^.1 I * 2.^1° I* IUI 111 excellent and correct, who 
fashioned the images (read ms s^m) of all gods, the servant in the Place of Truth 
Kenhikhopshef, justified for eternity; (his) father, servant in the Place of Truth, 
khaf(em)nun; his sister, mistress of the house, Tnofre; his son Amcnnakht, justified ; 
his son . . . Ka(em)piptah, justified.’ The horizontal strip between the top and the 
body of the stela adds two other children: 
Nehsote, justified; his son Amencmliab, justified.* And before the figure of Kenhi¬ 
khopshef in a vertical line is mentioned ®,^1 ‘her (w) daughter Naunakhte, 
justified’. The name of Kenhikhopshef’s mother, for which there was no room in the 

* See Adopdon papym^, vs. 5-7. 
* Published in E. HAwkina, Tabtets awd OlbfT Egypiwn fr€an ikf Colk^fton 0/ ihr Earl of Btlmort 

(Loridon, xS+ih pi- 4- The publieatinn beinff rather mre, ita plate is here reproduced without any chsn^. 
The phoioijF^ph in Bruy^re, Mert Stger d Dm d p. ^5, is indiatinclp and hk Unc-diawine (loc, 
cii-, p* 2,3]) was not made; fmm the oiiginaJ, but is a mere inEerpretation of the photogtuph. Here some use 
has b«n made of a collatjoni^ but Jt scemtd unnecessary to reproduce in t)iTic all the iiregulanticfr of the 

original. 
J Read Ftjr a demonstmliOA of identity of the ‘scrii^anti m the Placr of Truth' with the 'men of the 

gang of the King'a Tomb*, see fes. sftc. lip 300-9+ 
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vertical lines in the body of the stela, was added in the rounded top to the right of the 
goddess and her epithets: ‘his mother, the songstress of Amun, 
Natinakhte'. 

The other document is the Theban graffito No. 803, corroborated by three others of 
nearly identical wording (Nos. 830, 868, 869b),’ which reads; 

(I) 
(^) 

(3) 

(4) 
tw 

(5) 
lltf _ 

(6) 

^(i) Thi; of Amon-riKi the ma^t^r 

of good encounter, Kenhikhopshef, justified; 
(^) bi$ Amcnniklitt juattfted^ (3} his sun 

Kaempjptahp justified; (4) his son Nebsoic, 
jii^Ufied; (5) his son Ptahpeha^pip justified; 

(6) (his) father, the servant in the Place of 
Tmthj Kha^(erTi)nunj justified.’ 

That the Kenhikhopshef of the Brit. Mtis. stela 27S is Identical with the man of 
the same name in the graffiti above mentioned is guaranteed by the names of the sons 
Amennakht, Kaempiptah and Nebsote occurring both on the stela and in the graffiti, 
while Ptahpeha'pi occurs only in graffiti, and Amenemhah, as well as a daughter 
Naunaklite, only on the stela. According to all these documents Kenhikhopshef was 
a son of Kha'emnun and the Brit. Mus. stela names Naunakhte as his mother. Since 
in the testament too Kenhikhopshef is one of Naunakhte’s children, the only possible 
deduction is that Kha^'emnun must have been Naunakhte’s husband. .4s she herself, 
however, names the scribe Kenhikhopshef as her husband (I, 4, 9), Kha^emnun must 
have been her second one, a circumstano; which she supposed was known to everj'one, 
including the members of the court, and ivhich she consequently did not consider worth 
mentioning. It is not a serious difficulty that Kenhikhopshef of the graffiti is not called 
a ‘workman^, but a ‘tc^^-priesi', since to be a 'workman’ did not exclude a man from 
being ‘wciri'priest’ at the same time. The title of 'ft'^fi-prlcst’ is often applied to laymen 
who, having undergone purification, assumed a temporary priestly function, usually 
as carriers of the bark of a god during festivals. 

It is piquant to observe that the hieroglyphic graffito No. 803 of Kenhikhopshef, 
son of Kha^emnun, as Spiegclberg’s facsimile clearly shows, is incised over an earlier 
one in hieratic written by (t) ‘scribe in the 
Place of Truth Kcn(lji)khopshef, (his) father Pnakhte’, The scribe here named was 
certainly identic^ with the scribe Kenhikhopshef, Naunakhte’s first husband. Nor 
can it have been unintentional that Naunakhte’s son by the second marriage should 
thus have obliterated the name of his stepfather, though this is not necessarily a sign 
of ill-feeling tow'ards him. it is surely a proof of the kindly recollection of himself 
which the scribe Kenhikhopshef left in the family that Naunakhte’s favourite son bore 
the name of her first husband. This identity of name cannot be adduced as evidence 
that Kenhikhopshef was a son by the first marriage, since children were seldom called 

' All published in Spi«gelbcis, Agyptitche md gjidtrt Craj^ii aus der Thfbanitcktn Ntf^opatis. 
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after their parents, though often after their grandparents, and there is no indication at 
all that the workman Kenhikhopshef was a grandson of the scribe I^nhikhopshef. 

Combining the information aiforded by all our sources we can, therefore, confidently 

build up the following genealogy of the family, using $ to indicate females. 

Scribe = 9 NayTiakhte=p Kha^emnQn 
<firat hmband) (second husband) 

2 Tnofre Kenhikhopshef Amcnnakht Maaynakhtcf ? VVciatiakhtc 9 Msn^^nakhtc 

Children AmcmiaMit 
Kaempiptah 
Nebs^Ec 

Amcnemhab 
9 Naundkht^ 

If additional confirmation were needed to show that Naunakhte's sons mentioned 

in her last will were by her second marriage with Kha^emnun, and not by that with the 

scribe Kenhikhopshef, there is the colophon of the Chester Beatty Dream-book 

this reads; ‘Made by the scribe Amennakht, the son of Khaf(em)nun and brother of 

the carpenter Neferhotp, of the carpenter Kcn(hi)khop5hef and of the scribe Pma .. .* 
Here three brothers, the first of whom is called a son of Kha<emnun, bear the same 

names as three of the sons of Naunakhte, while the fourth whose name is partly 

destroyed, Pma .,reminds one of the name of Naunakhte's son Maa(y)nakhtef<, 
It is probable that the damaged name should be restored as Pmafaynakhtef]. The 

fact that two of the persons in the colophon bear the title ‘scribe' and two others that of 

‘carpenter’ vs no obstacle in the way of the identification ; 'scribe’ may here mean not 

the regular occupation, but may merely testify to an acquaintance with wTiting; and 

‘carpenter’ among these people seems to have been only a designation of persons 
otherwise included among the ‘men of the gang of the King’s Tomb', 

The statement of Naunakhte consists of two parts. In the first, after having declared 
her intention to bequeath only to those of her children who had supported her in her 

old age, she enumerated the names of those whom she w'ished to inherit from her. 

These were Maaynakhtef, Kenhikhopshef, Amennakht, Wosnakhte, and Manfenakhte. 

In the second part she named the children to be excluded from the heritage; these 
were Neferhotp, ManCenakhte, I;;lcnshene, and Kha<nub, 

Man'enakhte thus appears in both pKJrtions of Naunakhte's statement. The reason 

is clear from I, 3, 8-r i; Man^nakhte was to inherit from her property, but she was 

to he excluded from inheriting the Qtpe of emmer and the Aw of fat which Naunakhte’s 

good sons Maaynakhtef, Kenhikhopshef, and Amennakht, tc^ether with her daughter 

Wosnakhte, had given her. The oipe of emmer here is that of which Naunakhte says 

later (I, 4, i i-ia) that she had ‘collected’ it with her husband. We must imagine 

that she and her husband received a part—probably a quarter—from each of the four 

children. Which of her successive husbands, Kenhikhopshef or Khatemnun, had 

j P. Cheitcr III, rt. lo, ao-j, in Hirrat. Pap. Brit, A/ju., iii, PI. 8, with p. 8, 

I 1 1 
Neferhotp 9 Hertshene 9 Kh^t^nub 
'- 

(all thret dieiiihcritcd) 
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benefited by this emmer and fat she does not expressly say, but the sense points clearly 
to the latter, since these commodities were certainly the subsidy afforded by her good 
children and referred to in the opening sentences of her statement. She there implied 
that tills subsidy was Intended as a help to her in her old age, and consequently the 
words ‘my husband’ can only refer to that husband of hers who was then living, namely 
Kha^emnun, the father of the children. 

An oipe is only a small quantity, amounting to 40 hin, i.e. about i8 litres or a little 
short of 4 gallons. This w^as certainly not given on a single occasion only, but together 
with the Arn of fat was a fixed monthly ration. It is absurd to suppose that Naunakhte 
would have kept one oip^ of grain and one /tin of fat for any considerable period in 
order to include them in the heritage; but that her oipe of grain and hin of fat were 
included in that heritage is showm by Mamenaklite’s exclusion from any share in 
them (1, 3, 9), Clearly the grain and the fat were willed by Naunakhte to go solely to 
those children from w'hom she w'as wont to obtain them. The situation thus ivas that 
the payment of the ration was to cease at her death, and that Man^enakhte, though 
otherwise to be treated as one of the good children, could not base any claim to com¬ 
pensation on its cessation, having herself contributed nothing towards it. 

The reason why Naunakhte’s will singled out her son Kenhikhopshef for special 
favour is obscure; perhaps he was her eldest or had proved the most deserving among 
the children. Se this as it may, the will stipulated that he should receive, in addition 
to his equal fifth share in the property, a bronze washing-bowl which, in the conditions 
under which these people lived, was evidently an article of considerable value. In the 
Twentieth Dynasty bronze and copper were the only metals circulating in that village 
of the Valley of Der el-JVledtnah, stiver and gold being almost unknown. Payments 
were there effected by the transfer of particular objects valued in copper or in grain, 

Naunakhte’s disinheritance of her bad children was restricted by an explicit proviso of 
her will (I, 4, i ff.): she could disinherit them only in respect of that part of her property 
over which she had the right of free disposal. This part she calls (I, 4, z) ‘my one- 
third’, and the passage in question, taken in conjunction wdth P. Turin 2021 (see 
xiu, 30 fl,), suggests that at this pieriod married couples w'ere in the habit of creating a 
common property to which the husband contributed two-thirds and the wife one-third, 
each of the parties having right of disposal, on dissolution of the marriage by death 
or divorce, only over the part contributed by himself or herself.' Consequently, in 
the present case the bad children could not be prevented by their mother from 
inheriting what she terms ‘the two-thirds of their father'. The evidence at our disposal 
is insuificient to give an entirely clear picture of the circumstances. That, however, 
Naunakhte had inherited from the scribe Kenhikhopshef, her first husband, at his 
death, is plainly implied in 1,4,9-12, w'here we are told that the bad children were to be 
excluded from inheriting any of his property. Did she then, on marrying Kha^emnun, 
bring to him only the original one-third of the first marriage, which probably included 
‘this store-room’ of her father? Again we are left wondering how it was that Kha^em- 
nun, who appears to have been a relatively poor man, could have found the means to 

' See Bu!L itvs./r., xxx\'jr, 41-B. 

H 
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contribute his portion of uvo-thirds. Nor again are we informed as to who, after 
Naunakhte’a death, was to inherit the scribe Kenhikhopshefs mo^'able (fkt) and real 
(rwj) property. Finally it may seem strange that a woman w’ho had eight children by her 
second marriage should have had none by her first, for no children of the scribe 
Kenhikhopshef are mentioned at all, But possibly he married Naunakhte »*hen 
advanced in years and died shortly afterwards. This would, of course, not rule out 
the possibility of his haring had children by a previous marriage and of some of them 
being still alive. 

In I, 5, 1-2 it is expressly stated that all the eight children, i,e. the bad and the good 
alike, are to inherit from their father (Kbafemnun), and In the immediately foliowdng 
concluding lines of Naunakhte's declaration (5,3-7), though separated by a blank space 
from the preceding 5, i-z, it looks at first sight as if the pronoun ‘he* must likewise 
refer to Kha<emnun. Here mention is made of various copper objects, to the value 
of 40 debens in all, which were given to ‘him’ by Naunakhte in order that he might buy 
himself bread. In the last line {I, 5, 7) it is said that ‘he’ is to have no share in any 
further copper (objects), but that these are to go to his brothers and sisters, On the 
hypothesis that ‘he‘ in these five lines is Kha«emnun, here we find for the first time a 
reference to brothers and sisters of his, and it is utterly obscure who they were or how 
Naunakhte could have had power to decide what thej’ were or were not to inherit. 
Everything, on the other hand, becomes clear if we interpret the pronoun ‘he' In these 
lines as referring to Neferhotp, We should then find a rational explanation for his dis¬ 
inheritance—and that he was the principal person disinherited is emphasized by his 
sole mention in the postscript {I, 5* ^ t)- He was either a ne’er-do-well or incompetent 
for some other reason, so that his mother had had to support him by gifts of copper 
vessels which he had converted into food. It is admittedly an extreme measure w'hich 
the reader is called upon to take in interpreting the pronoun ■/ as referring not to 
Khafemnun, who was indicated in 5, 1-2, but to Neferhotp, who had not been men¬ 
tioned again since I, 4, 4. But we have seen in the omission of the all-important word 
‘not’ how confusedly and inaccurately the scribe Amennakht could express himself. 
There are great advantages from taking the view here proposed. Not only is the word 
snzcf—this means not 'brothers* alone, but ‘brothers and sisters’—fully explained, but 
also the talk about their inheriting the two-tbirds share of their father becomes intelli¬ 
gible. Had Kha'emnun been so poor that his wife was compelled to support him, the 
tw'o-thirds share just referred to must surely have amounted to nothing or ne.xt to nothing. 
It is also important to notice that the beginning of this last section, i.e. 1,5,3, is placed at 
approximately the same height' as 1,4,4, where the name of the workman Neferhotp is 
mentioned. On realizing this one becomes even more convinced that the whole section 
was intended as a supplement to be read in connexion with Neferhotp, and this also 
explains why it is separated by a blank from the preceding first two lines of col, 5. 

It turns out eventually that the only totally disinherited children—since Neferhotp 
had received compensation in copper objects and Man^enakhte figures as a limited heir 
in I, 3, 7 foil.—were the two daughters Henshene and Kha^nub. These evidently were 

^ Actually I, j st&nds a litde lower than I, 4, 4. 
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the two daughters of whom Naunakhte had to complain most for having given her no 

aid in her old age. The fact lends some colour to the above-mentioned statement of 
Herodotus that daughters had an obligation to support their parents, whilst support 

on the part of sons was only voluntar}'* 
The postscript written in a different hand and added at the end of Naunakhte’s 

wilt (L 5, 9—6, S) would be quite incomprehensible without admitting the existence of 
the second marriage and the fact that the second husband w'as the father of her children. 

Otherwise it would be impossible to understand why 'the workman Kha^emnun with 
his children’ appeared before a court of law to declare that they would raise no objec¬ 

tions to the execution of the testament and to the exclusion of the workman Neferhotp 
from the inheritance. We glean that Kha^emnun had very few rights of his otvn and 

that his main function was to express approval of all Naunakhte’s arrangements. 
This can best be explained by the assumption that, whereas the first husband, Kenhi- 

khopshef, was a scribe and a well-to-do man, Kharemnun w'as a mere w-^orkman whose 
earnings were only just sufficient to enable him to keep wife and children, and who did 

not othenvlse contribute to the wealth of the family 1 at least as regards furniture and 

property in land. 
The date of the postscript is in year 4 without indication of the king, but probably 

the reign was still that of Ramesses V, to whose third year the main document belongs. 

Without knowing the precise date of Ramesses Vs accession to the throne it is impos¬ 

sible to calculate the exact interval between these two sections of the wiiting. The 
maximum would be 71a days, the minimum, if the date of accession fell on the third 

month of the Inundation season, day 17, would be 347 days. In either case it is 
extremely probable that Naunakhte was still alive; she will have thought it important 

to make sure of the family’s consent as early as possible. 
The date of Naunakhte's death will probably never be known, but the two lists in 

Documents II and III dearly date from a time after her death when her children came 
to her home to divide up her property among themselves. The wording of the two 

documents is nearly identical, but No. Ill is longer, containing at the end a section 

missing from No, II. The latter is also much less carefully w'ritten and horizontal 

lines separate sections of the list which in No. Ill are each time headed by the words 

‘Again, anotherdidsion*. We may, therefore, perhaps consider No, II as the preliminary 

draft, whereas No, III was the final record augmented by an additional section for 

which there was no room in No. II. No Ilf contains six sections, each corresponding 
to a separate ‘division*. We may, therefore, picture the five heirs paying six visits to 

their mother’s house, and on each occasion dividing up a set of objects of approximately 

equal value. The propertj' left by Naunakhte to her heirs was of little value; the names 

of such objects as can be identified and the determinatives of those objects that are 

unknown (cs stone, wood, and ft wicker-w'ork) show it to have consisted of pieces of 
furniture and kitchen utensils. Had it not been for the few' metal objects mentioned in 

Naunakhte’s declaration, the most valuable piece of property—as Dr. Gardiner once 

put it—would certainly have been the papyrus on which her testameniaiy' arrange¬ 

ments were written. * i) S b 
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The five heirs named in the lists are precisely those enumerated in I, 3, i-i i as the 
‘workmen and women to whom she gave, * namely: 

lit 8* 12- w. 5. 10; III, 3. 10. ic - vs, 2. 8. 13; 

II 9; t's. r. 7. 9; III, t‘r. 14: 

7- i 2- 131 IIIp 18: w. 5. II. 15; 
II. 3- <5; If*. 4- ^3: 3- 9- 17; 1^^'i ni, 19; 11, 3;^ 

4-7;=' 
II, 13, rjs. 12. 

lAin 
. «5 jig 1 ^ n, ur. 4; III, 5. 9, i6; vs, i. ro. i6; 

Beside these list H introduces on tw'o occasions a man Nebnakht 
(II, 10; vs. ii), whose name, however, is replaced in III by that of the woman Wos- 
nakhte. We may guess that Nebnakht was Wosnakhte’s husband, and that he came 
twice to fetch objects from the ‘division'; his name figures only in the original draft 
(No. II), but the name of the lawful heiress Wosnakhte w'as substituted for his in the 
final form of the list. 

The consideration of Document No, R" has been left to the last, for it might at 
first be doubted whether that document has any connexion with the heritage of 
Naunakhte, though it is quite certain that the workman Kha^emnun and his son 
Kenhikhopshef, as well as two other persons, Amennakht and Maaynakhtef, occur¬ 
ring in IV, 9, are the same persons as those mentioned in I-IIl. The connecting 
link between the group of the first three documents and IV is the 'washing-bowr with 
which No. IV is mainly concerned and which must surely be identical with the 
‘washing-bowl' of I, 3,4. There, however, it was said to be gii-en to Ken(hi)khopshef 
by Naunakhte, while in IV Khatemnun seems to be the giver, unless Khatemnun here, 
as in the Postscript of No. I, merely assents to the gift. But if we consider the facts 
(i) that it was given to the same man in both cases, and (z) that it was in both cases 
termed a mficjj—whatei^r that w'ord signifies—^these are surely sufficient proof of 
the identity of the vessel. The expression Itc-f n in IV^, 3 means hardly more than a 
declaration that the washing-bowl was to go to Kenhikhopshef on Naunakhte's death. 
The situation, therefore, seems to be that Naunakhte gave it first to Kha^emnun for 
use and in her last will stipulated that she had bequeathed it to Kenhikhopshef. If so, 
Kha^emnun was under an obligation to hand it over to him, w'hich he first promised 
to do in his declaration before the court in the eajly part of FV, while later, in the second 
part, the actual handing over to Kenhikhopshef is recorded. In both depositions 
Khatemnun declares that no other son or daughter of his shall ever be entitled to lav 
claim to the vessel, thus clearly admitting that he had himself no rights over it. The 
weight of the washing-bowl was 13 dehem of copper and the commercial value, con¬ 
sequently, at least that amount. This is more than double the price of the zj hhar of 
grain which Kenhikhopshef undertook to gi^-e in return to Khafemnun, the price of 

< N'otB that in both Jiata is never used, and ts always replaced, if any deteirninadve is present at all, by 

* The spelling with (and van-.) of the proper name ' B'rrf isvictodous' » intertsting and throws some 

light on the vocalization of the name of 'rhtbrt Wtft. For similar confusion cf. the U9e of to write \ kh 
'welfare* and other words, Sethe, 2AS xx3nTii, 143 f. 
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one kiiar of barley being at that time 2^ rfeienr, while that of emmer was 2 debens.^ 
Expressed in einmer 13 dehem of copper arc equal to 6^ khetr^ i,e. 26 oij^ of emmer. 

It is, therefore, clear that what Kenhikhopshef meant was a regular payment of 2J kkar 
over a certain period. This is confirmed by his further allusion to the payment by the 
word ^ I this being the well-known term for the income in grain in which work¬ 

men were paid in Pharaonic times. 
Among the workmen present at Kha^emnun’s depositions concerning the washing- 

boivl there were all the three other sons of Kha^emniin, i.e. Neferhotp, Amcnnakht, 

and Maaynakhtef at the first declaration ; Maaynakhtef b missing at the second, but 
there is Nebnakht, who was somehow connected with the family (cf. above, p. 52). 

The number of witnesses was seven in the first case, in the second they are six, but 
Kha^emnun himself {r hn-f) acts as a seventh witness. This second declaration is 

dated ‘year 3, third month of the Inundation season, day 20’. It may refer to Ramesses 
VI, the successor of Harnesses Y, or else to Ramesses V himself. In the latter case the 

date would not necessarily precede that of Naunakhte's last will dated in the same year 

‘fourth month of the Inundation season, day 5*. Here again we are unable to decide, 

owing to our ignorance of the date of Ramesses V's accession to the throne. 
There remains much that is still obscure in the details of all this testamentary 

business. Some difficulties may possibly be dissipated when the mass of materiab 

collected by the present writer concerning the workmen of the Royal Tomb becomes 

available again, but for others the discovery' of further documents bearing upon the 

subject b indbpensable. 

’ Sh my article in Arch. Ormt vi^ 174 Th« unpublished Berlin oaitraoDn from which this mformadon 
IS dnmTi (Nos. 6 and 34 of the ^rdole) niunes the workmen LTsihe and Maafynokhlef^ both of them ocouring in 
Naunahhte's last wilL 

POSTSCRIPT,—Sboe the above was written, DocumetUs I and IV hs.ve been presented to the 
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. 
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A TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION OF THREE OLD 
KINGDOM SCULPTURES 

Sy JOHN D. COONEY 

About seven years ago there appeared on the European market three Iife-st2e Egyptian 
sculptures of the Old Kingdom, each minus its head and feet and bearing no Inscription* 
The dealer who first acquired the sculptures stated that the)- were from GTzah; no 
other information was available. One statue was of a woman and vras purchased by the 
Worcester Art Museum. The other two, of men, were soon acquired by the William 
Rockhill Nelson Gallery of Art, Kansas City, and by the Brooklyn Museum. Each has 
been published,' but as these sculptures appear to me to be related to each other, the 
re-publication in pi. i seems warranted, particularly as there is a chance that the}' can 
now be identified.- 

In my publication of the Brooklyn sculpture I su^ested that it formed the right end 
of a triad, as the right side is completely finished, the left clearly having been attached 
to another sculpture. The Worcester statue w’as equally clearly to be placed at the left 
end of a group, but as there was no trace of the woman’s right hand on the Brooklyn 
sculpture, a detail which the position of her right arm demands, the existence of a central 
figure seemed certain and was assumed. Shortly aftenvards, when the Kansas sculpture 
appeared, its similarit}' of workmanship immediately called for comparison with the 
Brooklyn piece. While the type is conventional for the period, the details and workman¬ 
ship seem to me so similar in each piece that I believe they must cofne from the same 
group. A close examination of the right side of the Kansas piece shows, directly above 
the kilt, the outline of a woman’s hand against the man’s body, which I believe to be 
the right hand of the Worcester piece. The Kansas statue has clearly been cut free on 
each side from companion pieces, which I identify as the W’orcester and Brooklyn 
sculptures. The hand of a child on the right leg of the Kansas statue makes it certain 
that we have here fragments of a family group of three adults and at least one, probably 
tw'o, children, a well-known composition typified by the group of Penmerew^ in the 
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston. The missing fragments of the two children are pro¬ 
bably to be identified in two limestone sculptures of a boy and girl which I saw in the 
possession of a Paris dealer in 1938. In material, scale, and detail they fit perfectly on 
each side of the Kansas statue. The Brookljm Museum has photographs of these sculp- 

> P. B. Cotr, An Egyptian Sadpturt tht Founh Dynwly, in Wvrenter Art Mtunm Amtual x 
i7f., with pi. t6. Limeatonc, h. i 37 m. mtliarn Rtukltin Nfhon C<d/ettion, Kwiaaa City, Mo ’ Uma] i-i* 
fig. 3. Limtstonc, h. 1 75 m. (69 m ). John D. Cooney, An Old Kingdom Torso, in Brooklyn .Wiwewm <WfW/v 
xxw (i^37X x&gff. 1-55 m. 

* In reduting Coonty's phoiographl for nproductfotl , the attempt has h«n mode to reduce the three figum 
to theif relitiVC proportionji, ai leaat AppiwimBtcly.—Ed. * 

^ The Hanard Vnhiernly Museum of Fine Arts Egyptian Bspeditlon. in Xfmeum of Fine Arts Bulletin \j 
(April, 1913}, ao. 
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tures, but as it is not possible to communicate with the owner at the present dme, publi¬ 
cation does not seem advisable. 

The Worcester, Brooklyn, and Paris fragments, all of which I have examined, are 
identical in the texture and colour of the stone, a good limestone of rather unusual 
yellow-brown tone. I have not seen the Kansas sculpture, but examination of the photo¬ 
graphs suggests that the stone is the same as in the other pieces, and the presence of the 
hands of the boy and woman on the body leaves no doubt in my mind of its petition as 
the central figure in our group. Each of the pieces has the same type of incrustation, 
suggesting burial in identical conditions. These sculptures passed through the hands 
of several dealers before the)'* were acquired by museums, but the dealer who first 
handled them in Europe states they were all of the same group, and I see no reason to 
doubt his statement. The head of each sculpture was broken off anciently, but the 
breaks at the feet may be of recent origin. Each of the three large figures has been sawn 
into three sections, presumably to facilitate shipment, and later assembled. 

The Worcester statue is easily the finest of the group, being, in my opinion, one of 
the great masterpieces of private sculpture of the Old Kingdom and as such deserving 
to be better known to readers of the Journal. The body is completely clothed in a fine, 
tight-fitting linen garment, through which the sculptor has in masterly manner suggested 
the lithe sensuousness of the woman’s body. The left leg of the figure is advanced in 
the usual masculine pose, a most unusual position for a woman. 

This detail is so exceptional that in reading the publication of the excavations of the 
tomb of Ratwer at Giz^ my attention was caught by an illustration* of the limestone 
base of a five-figure family group in which the left-end figure of a woman also stood 
with her left leg advanced. No trace of the sculptures was found with the base. A care¬ 
ful comparison of the illustration of this base with the pieces here published made me 
suspect a possible connexion between them. Measurements of the base are not given, 
but it is referred to as ‘life-size’, and the scale of serdab iS, in which the base was found, 
w'ould just permit the use of a group of life size. Family-group sculptures of a large 
scale are rare, and when the unusual position of the Worcester figure’s left foot is indi¬ 
cated in the base of one of them, it is very- tempting to claim an identification. Since 
the breaks on the base seem to coincide with those on the statues, I can see no obstacle 
to such an identification. Additional weight is given the identification by comparing 
the Brooklyn and Kansas pieces with the statue from the naos of the tomb of Ra'%ver,® 
which is strikingly similar to the Brooklyn piece. Comparison of all these sculptures 
suggests to me a strong possibility' that they are from the same studio. Definitive proof 
must await conclusion of the War, when a cast of the base can be tried in place. 

If my identification is correct, these sculptures w'ould date from the early Fifth 
Dynasty, probably the reign of Neferirkare', Previous attributions were practically the 
same, ranging from the end of the Fourth Dynasty to the first half of the Fifth, the 
logical terminals for large private sculptures. Copies and translations of the text on the 
base are given by Selim Hassan.^ 1 differ from the reading in one detail only, the name 

■ Stlim Hflssan, Exeavationi at Gisa, jjjjrp-ipjo (Chtfond, 1^32). *9. pi. XXX, No. t. 

Op. cit., pi. m. * Op, cii., p. 20 wid p. 3. 
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of the right-end figure, presumably to be identified with the Brooklyn statue. The name 
is ifp, which the author reads Its^ but questions. It is to be read ityi or 
Professor Ranke, with w'hom I discussed this name, suggested the latter reading to me 
as the more probable, remarking that it belonged to that group of Old Kingdom names 
of which nb^ht is a typical example. 

Long before the recent excavations the tomb of Ratwer had been entered, for sculp¬ 
tures from there have been in the Cairo collection for many years It is very possible 
that illicit diggers entered the tomb sometime before the most recent excavation to 
remove the sculptures which later appeared on the European market. 

In comparing the illustrations of these three sculptures it must be remembered that 
the photographs were made separately, with different cameras and lighting, and to 
different scales. 1 wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr. Charles Sawyer of the 
Worcester Art Museum and Mr. Paul Gardner of the William Rockhill Nelson Gallery 
of Art for their kindness in supplying me with the photographs here reproduced and 
giving me permission to publish these fine examples of Egyptian art, 

' H. Ranlte, PtnoHtmamen, p. 49, No. *6. * Selim Has»ir), op. dt,, p. Jvu]. 



THE KING OF EGYPT’S GRACE BEFORE MEAT 
By A, M. BLACKAIA>f 

The relief and two adjoining texts with which this article is concerned are to be found 
in the second register on the inner face of the northern section of the girdle-wall of the 
great temple of Horus at Edfu/ So far as I am aware these two texts, the longer one 
of which refers to the creation of Shu, have never been translated, despite the fact that 
they were published ^cars ago by von Bergmann,** and that the longer one in particular 
contains features of no little interest to students of the ancient Egyptian religion. 1 
therefore venture to present readers of the Journal with the following translation and 
commentar)’, in the course of preparing tvhich I had the good fortune to be able to 
discuss by correspondence various grammatical and other points with Professor Gunn 
and Mr. H. W. Fairman, Their helpful observations will be duly acknowledged in 
the following pages. The above-mentioned texts and the legends attached to the 
figures in the relief are published in Chassinat’s Le Temple d^Edfou,^ vi, 152-7, and an 
admirable photograph of the relief itself Is reproduced in E. xiv, pi. dlvii.'’ The Berlin 
Academy photographs Nos. joo-a show' not only the relief with its legends but the two 
adjoining texts as well. A coKation of these photographs with Monsieur Chassinat’s 
printed versions of the legends and texts did little but provide evidence, if such be 
needed, of his accuracy as a copyist' 

Description of the relief. The King, Ptolemy XI, wearing the /ufi/iwi-crow'n, offers 
a tray, upon which are laid two trussed ducks and various joints of meat, to the sacred 
haw'k of Edfu temple, accompanied by Horus of Behdet, Hathor, and Harsomtus. The 
sacred hawk, whose cult Fairman and 1 propose to discuss fully in a later article, stands 
on a sereklt placed immediately in front of klortis of Behdet, who is seated on a throne 
and holds the ^-emblem and \ -sceptre. Behind Horus stands Hathor, her right hand 
uplifted in the gesture of protection, followed by her son, the youthful Harsomtus. 
Above tlie last-named divinity hovers the Winged Disk, one wing extended horizon¬ 
tally and the other hanging v'crticatly, w'hile from the Disk itself depends a single 
uraeus. Behind the King is the Queen, Cleopatra III, making the same gesture with 
her left as Hathor is making with her right hand. She is crowned with a diadem com¬ 
posed of two tall plumes ^ combined with a pair of cow’s horns w, between w'hich is 
set the solar orb. 

• Sec Porter & Tep^ Bibt. vi^ 131 (plan); 163 (314). 

^ HimgL ImcJir. XLIV [right]. 
* Noic Clia^ mat's Le Tmpft Lf TtmpU de B^nd^a^ And d*Edfoit^ arc in thia article 

referred to respccii^'cly aa E., D., and M* 
^ The second part of.F. x contAinmg pL exux cited in Porter Sl xMoss^ op. dt.^ 163^ hsj not yet been published. 

« It might be pointed out that genemlly where Chassinat prints the figure is actimlly bcAidlesA. When the 

sign ii benrded the fact noted in the Commentary^ 
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Legends accompanying the figures in tiie relief.* A, i. Above the King: 
{^53i 0 Loicer Egypt, (Blan^, Son of Re^, (Fiohmaeiis-?nay-he- 

Hve-foT-ever-Behved-of-Pta^, Sersant of the Falcon (hm gmhsw),* tcho celebrates the 

liturgy for his father and brings the hearts (sic) of the god to his repast. 

A, 2. In a vertical line forming the left-hand border of the relief r [153, 5] The King 

of Upper and Lotcer Egypt, is on his dais (^dw) in the Great Balcmy^ of Hvn 

vnth the Dappled Plumage, dismembering the sacrificial ox,^ trapping wild fotelf and 

bringing the pieces of meat therefrom into the House of the Falcon.r He is like Sku^ wAo 
bends up his hand^ for his creator (bin sw); 2>«;AV Con^aaion,^^ supplying his (the sacred 
hawk’s) altar^ * mth victuals. 

A, 3. In front of the King: [152, 14] Presenting pieces of flesh. To be spoken: Pieces 

of the flesh of thy foes^^ have been cut up in thy presence. Great Falcon (sisw iat), pre- 
etninent in the Great Seat. 

B, I. Above the Queen: [153,3] The Queen, mistress of the Two Lands, (Cleopair^, 

Cod*s Mother of the Son of Ri^, (Ptolemaeas~may~he~live-for-ever~Beloved-of-Pta^. 

B, 2. In front of the Queen: (153, 4] Take'^ them for thyself, there is no defilement 
therein, they are imbiied with life, they are pure. 

C, Above the Sacred Hawk: [156,5] To bespoken by the Living Falcon (P[j]-<Sm-<nh)‘* 
who is on the Serekh, the Emanation of pre-eminent on the Balcony'^ every 

day, his son Shu bending ttp for him his hand.^'^ 4] I provision thy table'^ by day and 
by night, the Twin Children'^ protecting thee,™ 

D, I . Above Horus of Be^ldet: [156, 7] To be spoken by Horus of Behdet, great god, 

lord of the sky, noble falcon, content with truth, who assesses God's Land,^^ ruler of Punt, 

who takes his pleasure in the Valley of Myrrh, lord of gods, the One and Only, Kii^ri 

who created what has come into betr^,'^^ Thou fiyest over the sky and passest through 
(hns-k) the horizon as the Behdetite, the lord of Punt. 

I grant thee bulls and birds upon thy (?) tcMes,^'^ there being no god's son^* among them. 

D, 2. In a vertical line forming the right-hand border of the relief; [157, 1] The 

Behdetite, lord of Behdet, is upon his royal seat (btidw f), even the lord of the throne pre¬ 

eminent in the House of the Throne,^^ bequeathing the Tzco Lands, installing Ms sacred 

bird,^^ exalting his emanation above (other) divine emanations.^'’ He is {the God) with 

Dappled Plumage, the shining one, lord of the two plumes, prince of the double diadem. 

E, I, Above Hathor; [i56j ii] To be spoken by LiaihOr the great, Our Lady of Den- 
derah, Eye of Rer, who sojourns in Behdet, lady of keavett, mistress of all gods. 

E, 2, In front of Hathor: [156, iz] I give thee everything that ike sky provides, the 
earth creates, and Nile brings from his source. 

F, I, Above Harsomtus; [156, 13] To be spoken by Harsomtus the Child, son of 
Hathor, goodly stripling of Harakhti. 

F, 2. In front of Harsomtus; [156, 14] I give thee victuals in abundance (htpw dfjw) 
upon thy table, every good thing as thy portion. 

G, Accompanying the Winged Disk; [156, 15] The Behdetite, great god, lord of the 
sky. He toith the Dappled Pltmage. 
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The Tw'o TextsFORMi^iC the King's Grace; L The Longer Text: [153, 8] to be 

SPOKEN BY HIS Mj^JESTV WHEN PARTAKING OF A MEAE^ Q Tabk-god,^^ thou fjoit 

spat forth-'* Shu from thy mouth. [153, 9] Shu hath not tfected^ htmself^ he hath been 
^ectedA^ 

O Table-god, he hath become a god tcho is an emanaiion,^^ who is alert, worshipful and 

mighty. He hath seized the Two Lands and enfolded everythh^ in [153,10] his enibrace. 
May he dedicate** to thee all that he hath enchanted for he hath become 

O Table-god, thou hast spat him forth arid he hath issued as [153, 11] thine utterancCt 
{for) he hath become Hu who sendeth forth** thine utterance. 

O Table-god, may he give thee all that he will have dedicated, {now that) he has become 
a god who is an emanation, who is alert, worshipful [153,12] and powerful. May he dedicate 

to thee every good thntg*^ which thou wilt give him, for he hath become Hlke.*^ 

O Table-god, he hath come forth from thy mouth and thy [153, 13J sharp teeth could not 

prevent (f)*® him. The parts within thy teeth*'^ have not ejected him, and {he) hath t^ot) 

^ected himself.*^ 
Thy Ups have spat him forth, the earth hath lifted him up, [154, ij the earth hath 

enchanted (?) him, and he hath become the sky. Shu,** he hath lifted himself he hath 

gathered** himself together in (?)^^ the egg. 
May he dedicate to thee every good food-offerings [154, 2] in abundance. May he 

set {them) before thee, and mayest thou be content therewith, may thy spirit (ki'k) be content 

ifterewith, and thy heart content therewith forever. 

May {he) ghe (to)thee*^ the earth, may he lift t^** to thee every good thing that is upon 
it, [154, 3] for he hath become Abundance itpon earth,*^ 

O Table-god, he bath become a god** who is an emanation, who is alert, scorshipful and 
powerful, [154, 4] in his name of Emanation of Shu who hath become a god. 

May he dedicate to thee every good thing, food-offerings in abundance. May he set 

{tl^em) before thee and mayest thou be content therewith, may [154, 5] thy spirit (kj'k) 
be content thermmth, even with the abundance, and thou become an emanation thereby, 

wforshipful thereby, powerful thereby, divine thereby, 

O Table-god, thou hast said concerning him: [154,6] The Son of Rec, (Ptolemaeus-may- 

he-live-for-ever~Beloved-of-Pta^ (sic),*® has amei*^ to wit the meal fashioned from 

him**-^my) off sprite ts he, <jnj'> child (?) is he**—that so might (?) arise** his name of 

Shu in the Firmament. 
O 7fli[i54j •j]le-god,** may he come to thee, having become glad at meeting thee.** May 

he issue commands {?)** with thee, now he hath come. 
May he bring thee every good thing, for he hath become Hu who sendeth forth*^ thine 

utterance, 

[154, 8] O Tcdile-god, may he smite for thee all thine enemies, for he hath become the 
Great Smiter. 

O Table-god,** may he watch them for thee, for he hath become the Great Watcher, 

O 7a6[i54, g]le-god, may he cut them in pieces far thee, slat^hter them for thee, divide 

them up (SbSb'f st) for thee, overturn them for thee, and place them [154, 10] on their 
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O Table-godt thou hast said concerning hm: He is a god^’ ofko is an emanationy tebo is 

alert, tcvrsbipfui and potcerful. May be dedicate [154, 11] to thee these things that have 

come forth from thee.*'^ 

O Table-god, he bath become a god who is an emanation,^^ toko is alert, teorshipful and 
poaerful. He has become a god, bringing thee [154, la] all good things. May he dedicate 

(them) to thee and carry*'* (them) for thee in his name of Shu, the King's ATaA* 
May he dedicate to thee these things and support far thee the sky upon his head [154, 13] 

in kis name of Sku-the-Sky. 

O Table-god, may he give thee strength under the sky in his name of Ptah,*'*' May he 
support far thee heaven with kis hands in his name of 5/im-[i54, 14] tcho-carrieth-Heaven. 

O Table-god, thou hast desired him {to be) with thee as one body in his name of Mr^i(w).*^ 
Mayest thou unite wholly*'^ with khn in his name of Khnum,*^ 

Mayesl thou he content with [155, ij him in his name of Ptah. Mayest thou unite rmth 

him and may thy heart be satisfied with him in his name of Khnum the Deft-handed. 

May he dedicate {things) to thee in his natne of Hu, 

Be satisfied, therefore, and worshipful, [155, 2] O lord of gods, through the offerings 

which this thy son bringeth thee. Recite (?) for him an example'^ of thine utterance, even 

for thy male child in Ids name of MrJi,(w). Mayest thou give [155, 3] him food-offerings, 

diverted^^ in thy presence in the primordial agep^ in his name of Master of Largessy^ 

Be satisfied and worshipful, O Living Falcon, lord of the Two Lands, lord of the nobles, 
lord (155, 4] of the cotnmonfolk, lord of Seat of lord of gods, through the offerings 

which this thy son bringeth thee, this tky^^ Worshipfulness, this thy Ka, this thy Hike, this 

thy Ptah, [i5Sf 5] this thy Shu, this thy Thoih, this thy Abundance upon earth. Mayest 

thou become content thereby and worshipful thereby. May thy spirit be content therevdth 
and thy heart be content therewith for ever. 

[155, 6J i>o thou give to him an example of thine utterance, even to thy male child in his 

name of Mrti(w). Mayest thou give him offerings, diverted in thy presence [r55^ 7] in the 
primordial age, in kis name of Master of Largess. 

A secret of the King,^^ a secret of the Living Falcon, are the diverted offering{s) (wdb)^ 
which the Servant of the Falcon hath taken in his form [155, 8] Shu, Son of Rif, 

II. The Short Text: O Sakhmet of yesterday, EdjO of to-day,thou hast come and 
hast replenished this table {wdhw) of the Living Falcon, [155, 9] King of Upper and 

Lower Egypt, (Bian^,'^^ even as thou didst for iky father Homs, when thou earnest 

forth from Pe. 

Do thou protect the Living Falcon, Son of [155, 10] (^olemaeus-may-he-Iive- 

for-ever-Beloved-of-Ptaf^, with that papyrtts-wand of life in thy hand, in that thy name 

of Edjo. 
Do tliou shoot^^ thine arrow at [155, 11] all the victuals of those who shall speak any 

malicious word^^ ^ainsi the Living Falcon. Let a slaughter be made of them like as when (?) 
thou didst prevail over the enemies [155, l aj of Rer in the primordial age in that thy natne 
of Sakhmet. 

Tltine offerings belong to the Living Falcon. He is Rer^^ from whom thou earnest forth.^^ 
[j 56, i] O Sakhmet, shoot thine arrow at all the enemies of the Living Falcon. O Bastet, 
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mayest thou draai oat^^ their iieart{s) so that they be assigned to the brazier of Horus-Tvho- 

is-in-Sonds,^^ 
[156, 2j {Mine) arrotcshall not miss them. I am Sakhmet tvho pret'aileth aver a miUhn. 

2 have shot at all the enemies of tlte f\ Living Falcon, the Living Ifawk. 

Hornsf Horns {?), the papyrus-tcand of Sfdthmeth about the jiesh of the Living Falcon 

whole for tife!^‘’ 

Commentary 

1. The numerals in the translation placed in square brackets denote the pages and 
lines in ChassinaFs publication. 

2. See JEA xxix, 17, n. e‘, xxx, 79, under Additions and Corrections. The title is 
here assigned to the King whom the relief represents as filling the role of the sacred 
hawk’s priest. 

■3* Sii' Yirhicb is quite clear in the Berlin photograph ( — E, siv, pi. DLVii), must 
surely be a mistake of the sculptor or scribe for ^ iH « ntr; see E. vi, 157, 2 = legend 
D, 2, below, p. 5S, where the sacred hawk is designated ‘his (i.e, Homs of Behdet’s) 
bj% though a designation much more frequently assigned to it is bs n Rr or hr rn/( n Rr, 

E. I, 361, ii; vr, 93, n. 13-Hl 2; 156, 5; viii, 67, ii; 109, 15; 110, i; 148, 8; 
cf. Junker, in WZKM, xxvi, 51-3. In £. n, 9, tz, the sacred hawk is the bs of 
Harakhti, while E. vi, 299, 7, speaks of 'Ret and his living b/\ I must confess that 
there is an objection to my emendation in the fact that the expected determinative ^ or 
^ is lacking; see many of the above-cited references. However, the writing ,fe, bm 
does occur, E. vi, 157," 2; see also lU, 339, 9; 351, 6. 8. For the episode in the daily . 
temple-liturgy entitled ‘Bringing the God to his repast’, see Blackman’s art. Worship 

{Egyptian), i, 5 (3) in Hastings, ERE xii, 779’; also E. vi, 305, 2; Blackman, Meir, 

HI, 29, n. ii; Junker, Gdtterdekret, 19-20. With the int n ntr r Sbwf of our text 

cf. M. 46, 23-^24. 
4. See below, n. 16. 
5. For a useful note on Isr ‘sacrificial ox’ see Sethe, Dram, Texte, no, 8a. In dis¬ 

cussing this particular passage, however, Sethe, not realizing that ^ is the determin¬ 
ative of Stb-swt (cf. E. in, i, 13; v, 7, 8), treats it as an ideogram (reading the sign as 
blki), translates it ‘Falken’, and makes it the subject of the following pseudo-verbal 
clauses. For other occurrences at Edfu of the word isr in similar contexts, see E. 1, 
565, 3; IV, 284. 16; V, 165, 5; viT, 73, s; 148, II; 316, 5; 317, 4; D. rv. it, i. 

6. The word ral|(l^'is not cited in Wb. ii, but see E. Iii, 193, 11; vn, 8r, 14; 8a, 2; 
124, II: also Fairman, Ann. Serv., XLiri, 270, n. xliv. Sethe, loc. cit., translates the 
word ‘Vogei’ without comment. 

7. A common name for the temple of Edfu, e.g. E. i, 56S, ii; 569, 7; ii, 9, 13; 19, 
(36); TV, 286, 13; V, 165,13; VI, 5, 6; 319. 5; vu. III, II; VIII, 161, 10. 

8. See JEA xxrx, 17, n. e; xxx, 79, under Additions and Corrections. 

9. For this gesture and its liturgical significance see Blackman, Worship {Egyptian}, 

r, 5 (3), in Hastings, ERE xii, 779'. 
10. See Ill, 448, 5-6; E. tv, 72, 11-12; 295, 3; D. 11, 29, 6; iv, 36, 12; 37, 16, 
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II* For sm 'aJtar' see rFJ. iv, 121, 10. It is possibly only a variant writing of smt, 
III, 4.52, 13. 

12. On the question of human and animal sacrifices in Egj'ptian temples of the late 
period and their purport as symbolizing the destruction of a divinity’s enemies, see 
Junker, ZAS xlviii, 69 ff.; see also below, p. 72. 

13* Emending 
14. For the spelling instead of the more normal F, 

vh i55» 3* 15. See above, n. 3, 
16. As will be seen in the forthcoming article by Fairman and myself, to which 

reference is made below, p, 70, there is plenty of evidence to show that the ‘balcony' 
(rfif) on which the sacred hawk was exposed to his worshippers was situated, as at 
Philae,* above the gateway of the pylon. 

17- The sacred hawk’s priest, the Am gm/isoFt impersonated Shu; see n. 8 of this 
Commentarj', and for the gesture, n. 9. 

18. Restoring see E, vr, 156, 14. 
19. If, as 1 have supposed, | is a writing of ^ Shu and Tphenls must 

be meant. See also F, viii, 146, 5-6, where it is said of the Be^dctite ‘he guideth all 
men to his territorj', their father is he, they are his twin-children tliis 
passage mankind seems to be regarded as the offspring of the sun-god and equated 
with Shu and Tphenis, the first created beings; cf. Gardiner, FSBA xxxviii, 93* 
Fairman has sent me an interesting note on f which he felt inclined to read rAiy the 
'Two Damsels’, i,e, Isis and Nephthys, suggesting that has been wTongly substituted 
by the scribe or sculptor for the ibis-sign, which often reads rh, and referring me for 
the correct writing to E. v, igo, 12. He preferred r/tly to sjty because the protection 
of the god or king is one of the chief functions of the ‘Two Damsels’, see £. i, 45, 4; 
3S4, 8; IV, 245, 17: 295, 14-15; V. 194, 2. With regard to the variant writings of the 
w'ord for ‘Two Damsels', normally rhty {Wb. ii, 441, 16), he informs me that he can 
prove beyond all doubt that usually read msjity {Wb, ii, 144, 17), is actually to 
be read rhty, and he furthermore states that the parallels clearly show that r^iy — 

rhiy. For this interesting phonetic phenomenon see our joint article in JEA sxx, 21, 
n, 41 of the Commentaiy. After further reflectton, however, and in view of the parallel 
phrase in F, VI, 107, 9-10, m m gmksw h f hr n^i ^ j hm-f fir [ir(t)y w*/, where sriy 

seems much more likely than rhly, Fairman has come to the conclusion that my reading 
of^^imE. VI, 156, 5 may be right after all. 

20. Reading ^ fr^t) ^ preceding 0- purely on calligraphic grounds. 
21. See Wb. v, 376, 5; E. iii, 65, 15; vi, loi, 2; 104, 7. 
22. Reading shp(r) hpr{ty, cf. the continuation of the text E. viii, 146, 5-6, cited in 

the preceding n. 19: 'They are his t\rin-chi!dren, who came into being when what 
has come into being had not yet come into beingffi^ ftj’: cf. also E. v, 9, r. With 
regard to the passage quoted by Sethe, Amun tmd die Acht Urgdtter, g 38, p, 27, that 

» Set Junker, R^ZKAf xxvi, 58 f., widi pL ill. 
^ See Sethe^ und dU Acht ^ 57, n. i; iii, 412, g. 

^ In spile &r CKa$SJnat^$ note is obvioiisly a better restor^ti^in Ln the lacuna than jw,. 
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scholar, wrongly, in my opinion, talces ^ to be a writing of ti ‘land'. If this were so ft 
would probably have been determined by or ^1 (see Wb. v, 212), though this is by 
no means an invariabJe rule; see, e.g., E. ill, 3,13; rv, 10, 12; v, 4, 7; 7, 3. However, 
the Egjptians' love of a jingle in phrases of this kind (see. e.g.. Pap. Bremner-Hhind, 26, 
21-2), and the passage E. viii, 146, 5“6, favour my reading of ft rather than Sethe’s, as 
does also Berlin Hyinn to Ptah^ 3,1 = Wolf, ZAS Lxr\\ 18, (19). 

23, Possibly to be read here and not hm't-k; see IVb, v, 338. 1 think I «in 
see in the Berlin photograph a trace of the loop-handle of ’=3* which is almost entirely 
lost in a crack in the stone. 

24, Do these words, presumably addressed to the officiating king, mean that Horus 
will safeguard him from the guilt of partaking, all unwittingly, of the flesh of a sacred 
animal? I can instance no other example of sf nfr used in this sense. 

25. A common name for Edfu temple. 
26. Lit. 'making his sacred bird (fzet j) stand up (as king)’. For f/r ‘stand up’ as king 

see Sethe, Dram. Texte, 32, n. a; 34, n. c. In the passageE. vi, 93, lo-r i, the transitive 
verb shn ‘install’ is used, in conjunction with hr «rf/‘upon his throne’. For this verb 
see also £, vr, 102.3-4; 187,3 ■ 263, i; Urk. ii, 37,4-5.12; 50,12. Fairman thinks that 

in E, VI, 93, ro; 263, I; 308,2, is to be read not 'sacred bird’ but 
^ ‘sacred image*. But since E, vi, 263, r finds a perfect parallel in 
Junker, WZKM, xxvr, 45, (i6), where the hide-determinative surely postulates the 
reading fwtp I still feel that my transliteration and rendering of the group are 
correct. This meaning of rwt is not recorded in fFJ. i; for ^ = la see Bull. Inst. fr. 
XLni, 72, n. I. 

27, Cf. E. VI, 93, i2-r3: ‘He (Horus of Behdet) places him (the sacred hawk) upon 
his serekli in his canopied portable throne (ktii tntit'f) in order to exalt his ka above the 
other divine emanations {& ^V)/ With = bmi cf. ^*53 + pylon-determinative = 
bhn{t), E. V, 4, 2, which Fairman and 1 now accept as the correct reading against what 
is said in JEA sxix, 20, n. b. Furthermore, ^ as a writing of bi seems to occur again, 
namely E. vi, 72,15,'’ where ^ so regarded would yield the common epithet of Horus 
of Behdet, b/ tkk, one so likely to be found in such a context. Fairman in a recent letter 
to me has proposed that we should emend .^"<5^)^©^, and suggests that the ancient 
scribe confronted with hvo ^-signs got confused and omitted the determinative of 
drty. For ^ as a uniconsonantal sign = i, a value derived from its employment as a 
word-sign for, or a determinative of, bf, see Fairman, Ann. Sere, xliii, 268, n. xxxvii. 

28. That is the royal dinner-table personified as a divinity, like the royal 
couch, and other objects closely connected with the King, such as the royal 
beard, Atv-ter, the tw'o flabellae, hptcy (?), and the royal napkin, is suggested bv 
the passage—p's*(| J’c?, 'I heap high thy table with ever^^good thing', E. vi, 

^39i *^5* V, 210, 4. In both these passages, apart from the determinative 

'V, 374t 7; ibid. =36, i; j ibid. =86, 4. where r®f is unquetTionably to 
be 

t SiiJEA KXIX, 15 with rii dr, 
E. vif 15^, 7; 6CC also i\\ 138^ 4-5: 1J| 63^ 5, 

^ See Gerdiner-^ JEA lOCXp f. w-itli footnotes. 
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the spelling of the word for table is identical with that of m being not 
uncommon Ptolemaic variants of =/ Wb. v, 339 gives with deter¬ 

minative — or ^ etc., as variant spellings of “T ‘table’, and E. viii, 154, 2-3 offers 

yet another variant which Wb. does not record. Unlike mn-bitj the royal 
couch, the royal dinner-table is personified, as the determinative clearly indicates, 
not as a goddess but as a god, despite the fact thatis unquestionably a feminine word. 
As Gunn has noted, Wb, v, 338-9 gives three examples of tt followed by the indirect 
genitive, spelt ™ everj' time. Gunn also obseiv'es that yet another example is to be 
found in D^vaud, Ptakhotep, i30, second text, where the word not transcribed from 
the hieratic is certainly it, which, he supposes, must be the word tt ‘table’ in view 
of the variant in Pap, Prisse which is clearly meant for It seems highly probable, 
therefore, that — Jl^is to be read Tty and is to be regarded as a nisbe-derivative from «, 
meaning ‘He-of-the-table’. Table-god’. Do “JiEjt and the other supposed 
variant writings of tt cited above also read Tty} These spellings with final “ and | 
certainly suggest that this is the case; cf., for example, Wtdiy, E. Ill, 91, 4, 
Hsty\ a designation of Sopd, E. v, 93, 5, and Hstyw, E. viii, 135, 13; cf. also 
writings of the fem. dual such as sfiy, cited in n. 19 of this Commentary’, 
and the writing of shmiy, E. vi, 244, 11; see, too, Sethe, Sitsungsb. Berlin^ 1934, xiii, 
222, n, 51. Since the sacred hawk’s (originally the King’s) dinner-table was, when 
ceremonially employed, personified as a divinity, we may well suppose that the offering- 
table of any other divinity could be similarly personified and could be referred to in the 
formulae concerned with the presentation of food either as ‘table’ or *TabIe-god’. 

In view of the relarionship with Shu and Hu assigned to him throughout the longer 
text it is quite evident that for the purposes of this particular rite, originally the feeding 
of the King,*’ is identified with Atum, the creator-god of Heliopolitan mythology. 
In this capacity, for as Table-god he must be duly furnished with rictuals, he creates 
Shu = Hu to supply him with the food he needs. It is, of course, as food-purveyor to 
the Table-god that Shu acquires the title Mb = hry wdbt 'Master of Largess’, a title 
not infrequently borne by him in texts of the Ptolemaic period, see below, n. 73 of 
this Commentary and p, 70. 

29. Sethe, Antitn und die Acht UrgotteTj 113, n. i, takes the view, wrongly in my 
opinion, that the verb Us means ‘cough up’ {husMn) rather than ‘spit out'. I would 
suggest in this connexion that Hi in Hi « 5n?,* a not uncommon attribute of the officiating 
King, is equivalent to our word 'spit’, meaning 'exact likeness’, in such expressions as 
‘he is the spit of his father’. 

30. This rendering of seems to be the only one that yields any sense 
as the text stands. The verb dd has some such meaning in the epithet dt-r 'with out¬ 
stretched (or “thrust out”) arm’, so m A j(ttf) Sw might well mean ‘Shu has not thrust 
himself out’, i.e., ‘has not ejected himself’. 

31. Taking dt'f to be passive 

■ See Fairmaii, Arm. S^rv* 3tLJU, 235, 134- 
^ See beloWf 70^ 
■= E.g. E. nil 43, 15^ VI* loip 4; 305. 111 D, 11, 42, 14; 47, 6; 92* 9; i&o, 8; 125, 2^3-cf. E. iv, 265, 16. 
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32. Emending vi, 154, Chassinat's n. 6, On the use in Graeco-Roman 
hieroglyphic texts of the 3rd pers. fern, sing, of the Old Perfective in place of the 
3rd pers. masc. sing, see Junker, Gr, der Denderatexte, §§ 143, 145, 

33. Note the writing i instead of in all occurrences of this phrase in our 
text except E. vi, 154, ir, where we have The explanation is that the inflexion 
‘t{i) has been assimilated to the final d of the root. 

34. This must surely be the meaning of hud here, = lit. ‘strike*, i.e. with the Arp- 
wand; see Wb. rii, 47, 2-3; Blackman's art. Worship {Egyptian), 5, (3), in Hastings, 
ERE XII, 779*; see also Budge, Book 0/ Opening the Mouth, ii, 15-17, where ^e 
‘striking’ of the statue appears to be an act of consecration. 

35. It w’os, of course, by spoken enchantments that Shu as Hu — ‘Authoritative 
Utterance’—of whom IJlke, ‘Magic’, was regarded almost as an equivalent"—w^as 
supposed to create food. 

36. The identification of Shu with Hu is not altogether, apparently, confined to this 
text, for they seem to be brought into close relationship with one another in the 
‘coffin-text’^ translated by Gardiner in xxxviii, 46; see also ibid. 44 f.; 52 f.; 93 f. 

37. I = EC'rf; see Wb, 1, 3S7, tt. 
38. For other instances of Iht-nfr nb, instead of the usual iht nb nfr, see also E, vi, 

154,1.2. 4.7* ^ r-12; 156, 14. Gunn wonders whether iht nfr had come to be regarded 
as a compound. Fairman thinks that this Is often undoubtedly so and in such a case 
would transliterate iht-nfr. Precisely the same thing occurs with st wrt, which was 
certainly at times regarded as a compound st-zort. Hence st-tortf is often found as 
well as stf zari. 

39. See n. 35 above and Gardiner, PSBA xxxvii, 254. 
40. This meaning for was suggested to me by Gunn, I having proposed 

‘pinch’. 
41. I.e, the tongue and soft inner parts of the oral cavity. It is interesting to observe 

how' this text insists that Shu was not spat out from the inside of the mouth of Atum. 
On the contrary it seems anxious to show that he was a product of Atum's lips, not of 
his saliva and semen, and so w^as the equivalent in every respect of that god's spoken 
and creative w'ord, EIu. In fact we find here the same tendency to tone down the 
crudity of the old HeliopoUtan creation-myth as is manifested in the teaching about 
the Ennead of Ftah, and about Horns and Thoth as his heart and tongue, in the 
Denkmal memphitucher Theohgiet 11. 53 and 55 = Sethe, Dram. Texte, 50 and 59. 

42. Emending ® ch ” df in E, vi, 153, S-g, above, 
43. For Ut ‘sky’ see Wb. v, 407, 19. Fairman suggests, I think rightly, that this is a 

more likely rendering than my ‘and he hath become the clouds of Shu’. For tm Sw, 

which I took to be the reading here, see Wb. v, 407, 21, and ZAS lxiv, 24, (31) — 
Berlin Hymn to Ptah, 5, 3. 

44. A corruption of sec Wb. iv, 211. 
45. So Gunn instead of my ‘as an egg’. Is there possibly an allusion here to some 

legend about the creation of Shu that bore a resemblance to the two legends alluded to 

• See Gardiner, PSBA 51 f. ^ Lacam, No, 57. 
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in the texts cited by Sethe, Amm und die Acht UrgdUer^ §§ izz, 124, telling of the birth 
of the HermopoHte Ogdoad and of the snake with the head of a beetle ? 

46. Emending 47- Twr-f. 
48. For Dfi 'Abundance’, like Hu one of the fourteen kas of Re*, and for his close 

association with Hu, see Gardiner, PS BA xxx^’iii, 84 L; 88 f.; 95. The expected 
determinative is omitted again E, vi, 155, 5; cf, also the writing of Hu, E, vi, 154, 7, 
and that of Ptah, ibid. 155, 4. 

49* ^ = prep, m; see Fairman, Ann. Ser^, xi.111. No. 144. 
50. The ivords st must surely refer to Shu (cf, E. \i, 155, 8), as also the suffix */ 

in fht ms im*f. The redactor who thought it appropriate to insert the royal name after 
sf Rr cannot have understood the text at all. 

51. For the meaning of the verb here appearing in Hitsdm-n-j form, see Wb, ii, 
23, 6. Fairman has proposed to me very' diffidently the rendering, which I have for the 
most part adapted, of this very difficult and possibly corrupt passage. 

52. With these w’ords cf. ‘I;iu is for the breakfast of King N.’, Pyr. § 1876, and ‘Hu 
is given to me upon the altar of Re^-Atum’, Lacau, Textes religieuxt No. 4, [p. 22]; 
both quoted by Gardiner, PSBA^ xxxvni, 48. 

53. Fairman suggests that we should read tD)d{d) iff ir-f, being for 
f J] = and I a writing of wfd ‘oflspring', for which spelling sec £. vi, too, 11, and cf. 
Mariette, Denderaj ni, 52 (t). He suspects that | is more or less a synonym of w^d and 
iivonders if it may not possibly be a writing of hy'* ‘child’. Fairman points out that the 
use of ■=■ (here replaced by ^ assij) + suffix occurring in this passage is parallel to that 
of //« +suffix, of which several examples have been cited fay us in JEA xxix, 27, n. a; 

see also Junker, WZKM xxii, 175-9; Sethe, Nominakaiz., 98; Drioton, Ann. S&rsj. XL, 
619-21. Examples of this use of the preposition r, w'hich we have collected, in addition 
to son is he', E. vii, 172,17, are E. 1, 39, 3; 51, 4-5; 362, 14-^5: 47®, 
15; 471, 8; 564, 2j 111, 22, 12-13; 32, 6; iv. 232, 7; v, 139, i; vii, 132, 3; 322, 3; 
vm, 130, 1; Af. 13, 15-16. Fairman abo draws my attention to the fact that in 
Ptolemaic texts r is sometimes, when there is no idea of futurity, substituted for the m 

of equivalence in non-verbal sentences nith adverbial predicate such as T am 
thy mother’, Dtimichen, BaugesrhiAite, vi, 2-3; cf. xxxvii, u; xxxix, 9-10; Brugseh, 
Thes, 102; 'the Primordial Ones are their ka(s)’, E. iv, z66,6-7; see also 
£. IV, 294, 16; vii, 82, 5; 322, 5. 

54. Or, despite the fact that the sdnrf not the sdm-nf, form is employed here, should 
we translate 'and so arose his name etc.' ? At the end of this passage emend (maf). 

55. Determinative bearded. 56, So Gunn suggests. 57. ^ jvdf} 

58. See above, n. 37. 59. Determinative bearded. 
60. For Shu as a warrior-god see Junker, Onurislegmde^ 27 f.; 55 f.; 60 f. 
61. For the construction see Wb, v, z6o, ii; also x.xix, 7, n. b, 

62. I.e. have been produced by the power of the creative word that has issued from 

■■ See ATtn. Sffrv. xoii^ 23jp No. aig {d}. 

^ For wriricn with = + dettmunarivc sec Wb. iv, 217. For jf ™ / and repladiig fy Sm. 
XLllJp 22&, No. iSo. (o)j 
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Alum’s lips and is personified as Shu = Hu, ‘Authoritative Utterance’; see also what 
Gardiner says, PSBA SJtxvin, 93, about the immediate authors—m our text merely 
Shu = Hu and so reduced to one—of all other living creatures and inanimate things. 

63. See Chassinat’s n. h, 64. For ii! ‘carry* see IVb. i, 1361 i. 
65. I know of no instance outside this text of Shu being designated kf nstc. But belt 

noted that Shu, whom the hm gmksta, the priest who fed the sacred hawk, personified, 
is spoken of a few lines below {E. vi, 155, 4) as the ka of the hawk, whose place in the 
original version of this text was naturally filled by the Pharaoh (see n. 69), Is Shu so 
named because he was a purveyor of food to the King, a term for food being ft/, var. 
knti} For Kt {Km] and Hu as personifications in close association, see Gardiner, 
ibid. 89, n. 15. 

66. See below*, n. 69. 
67. Apparently wTitten Very little seems to be known about this god (see 

IMt. ir, 113, 5), who, in the Festival Hall of Osorkon at Bubastis, is placed among the 
Lower Egj'ptian divinities and is represented as entirely anthropomorphic with human 
head and goatee beard (Navilie, Ftst. HaH, ph vii, p. 30). in the temple of Sethos I at 
Abydus he is depicted as a bull-headed god and has Isis as his consort (Marictte, 
AbydoSj 1, App. B, Tabl. 5). On the circular altar at Turin (temp. Nekhthorheb) he 
appears as -Mrhw who sojourns in NJis’ Brugsch, DUt. geqgr. 1056, 
No. 14, Gauthier, Diet, gdogr, iii, 97, following Brugsch, states for no apparently valid 
reason’’ that Nhs is a ‘ville du Midi d’Egypte’, adding that it is still unidentified. At 
Bubastis the god’s name is written despite his purely human form, whereas 
at Abydus it is given as In the one Old Kingdom example of sA cited 
by Wb.j a title bome by ladies of exalted rank or by goddesses,” the god’s name is spelt 

while in the other examples (Ptolemaic-Roman) it varies between Mrh, MrfjxOt 
and Mrky\ see Wb. 11, Belegstellen, 1 iz, 6-S. Since writing this note I have come across 
some further Information about Mrhto in Otto, StierkuU^ 7 f. That authority states that 
the title sA Mrh{tB] is often borne by Old Kingdom queens, especially during the Sixth 
Dynasty, citing as an example *'nh s-n-’Mry-R\ de Roug^, Rdekwrehes, 117. Further¬ 
more he mentions ^Ankhnesneferibref (Dyn. XXVI) and Arsinoe II as being among 
the royal holders of the title in the late period (op. cit., 8 W'ith nn, 2 and 3). The fact 
that Mrhy is designated ‘lord of Athribis’ in the temple of Sethos I at Abydus (op. cit. 
8 with n. 5) shows more clearly than ever that he was a Lower-Egyptian dirinity. 
Finally Otto points out that in the late period this god was equated w'lth Osiris and 
possibly also identified with the moon. 

68. Lit. 'in all his body’. 
69. Shu is identified with Ptalii and Khnum again in E, vi, 155, r, and ibid. 4-5 

W'ith WA ‘Worshipfulness’, the Living Falcon*a (originally the King’s) ka (see above, 
n, 65), IJlike 'Magic*, Ptah,'Thoth, and Df/ ‘Abundance’, three of whom, namely 

* No dcteiminative. 

^ The with the imraei of their accompansing scats of worship following dircetly after Mr9m are 

. E.g. E. VI, 1.3, 4. 
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Hike, W/i, and D/i are, like Hu himself, numbered among the fourteen kas of Re^; 
see Gardiner^ op. cit. xjcsviij, 84 and 95. For IVji as a purveyor to the royal dinner- 
table see what Gardiner has to say, ibid. 88, about such personilicatious as ‘a potential 
source of food’. The identification of Shu = Hu with Khnum and Ptah is C]uite 
understandable, because of the creative powers of these two divinities. Similar powers 
were naturally ascribed to fJike ‘Magic’ and also to Thoth in his capacity of the 
creator-god’s tongue; see Sethe, Dratri, Texte^ 50 ff.; Blackman and Fairman, Misc. 
Gregoriana, 428. 

70, Cf. Pap, WestcoTf 6, 21. 71, See Gardiner, xxiv, 86 ff. 72. M sp tpy, 
73. See Gardiner, ibid. 84 ff. It is now clear why the title hry-tdb = hiry-wdh {IVb, 

1.^53.4) is not infrequently home by Shu. It was assigned to him owing to his associa¬ 
tion with the royal dinner-table and with the food-altars of divinities." That this title 
should be borne by Important oiliciats along with titles connected with the administra¬ 
tion and supervision of land (Spiegelbeig, ZAS uciv, 77, Bemerkung to; cf. D, ii, 5,8) 
is natural enough, land being the main source of food-supplies; see Gardiner, ibid. 85. 
As Spiegelberg, loc. cit., points out, the title ^'-tdb is assigned to Khnum {Famine 
Stela, 9) and Thoth (Brugsch, Thesaurus^ 538, i = E, Vll, 247, 10), both of which gods 
our text practically Identifies with Shu = Hu; sec n. 69. 

The determinative of hry~idb seems to be bearded. 
74. A name for Edfu temple. 
75. Judging from the Berlin photograph a trace of the loop-handle of is still 

just visible, 
76. The determinative is correctly given by Chassinat as bearded, see above, p. 57, 

n. e, 

77. Some support for this reading and interpretation is to be found in the three 
following passages; Dd ized/f r pr{t) ‘Abundance is the name given 
to what comes off the altar after diverting that with which the god has satisfied him¬ 
self’, £.111, 361, 4; /V-m im^f [•“]'!‘They (the priests) come out 
through it (a particular doorway) [with] the divine offerings after the diversion (there¬ 
of), the god having satisfied himself, E, vi, 348,14; Sp dp im-f 
'The “abundance” is brought through it (the above-mentioned doorw'ay), after the 
diversion, for distribution by the Afl(y*£)-tA-wfr-prjests of Him with the Dappled 
Plumage’, E, vri, 18, 4. 

78. I can at present cite no other instances of Sakhmet and Edjo being thus 
designated. 

79. The royal title and blank cartouche as well as ‘Son of Ret’ followed by fPtole- 
maeus, etc^ in the line below may be survivals from the original form of the ‘Grace’ 
as recited by the King. 

80. This sentence, E. vi, 155, lo-ii, presents certain difficulties. In the first place 
the word is something of a puzzle, see IVb, i, 321, 13-14. It can hardly mean 
‘Nahningsverbrauch’,‘Appetit’, here. Possibly we should read e<7umty(i) 5= ‘provisions’, 

* A* ^[«ady stated in n. 65 (*« aisaySA wcjx. 17, n. e;xxx, 79) the who superintended the feeding 
of the ucfed h^wk at Edfu (see betew^ p. 70) uripenonated Shue 
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'victuals’, see ibid., 321,15. The use of the preposition m after u'disr is far from usual; 
one would expect r as In E. 156, i. Again, *$peak against’ is not mdta t but mdw m, 

see Wb, it, 179, 17; Blackman, JEA x\'r, 63, (2). It looks, therefore, as though at 
some time or other, through the carelessness of a scribe, these two prepositions had 
changed places, and I suggest that we should emend accordingly. Only one more 
small textual correction is necessaiy, the substitution of for That done we 
have a sentence that yields excellent sense and is completely Egyptian in feeling; cf. 
Urk. IV, 257, 15; 260, 12-13. 

It is doubtless in her capacity of goddess of pestilence (see, c.g., Gardiner, Noies an 

the Story of Sinuke^ 32) that Saithmet is asked to shoot her arrows at 'all the victuals’ of 
those who malign the sacred hawk (the King), the idea of course being that they will 
thus become unw'holesome and productive of disease. 

8r, Lit. ‘whth any malicious speech’. 82. Emend 2^- 
83. Here is a blank space slightly less than what one group of signs would occupy. 
84. The determinative is clearly which may be a mistake for see Wb, jv, 560. 

For the use of M in this connexion see ibid. 561, 7. 
85. For the most recent comments on the nature and habitat of this god see Kees, 

ZAS utiY, io7ff,; Faulkner, ^^£>1 xxiu, 179 == Pap. Breimier-Rlmd, 25, 24. Kees 
supplies evidence that (var. was originally a crocodile-god—who came to be 
identified with Horus—a seat of whose w orship was a towm in the ninth Upper 
Egyptian nome near or on the site now occupied by the White Monastery. Kees has 
come to no definite conclusion as to the reading and meaning of Jt, or as to 
where the town of that name was situated, though he is apparently inclined to locate it 
in the sixteenth Upper Egj^ptian nome, see ZAS LXiv, 1 ta. Gardiner, Hierat, Pap. 

BM, III, Text, p. 113, n. i, translates 'Three-hundred town’, but both Fairman 
and I agree that Sethe's reading Siiw^ with the possible meaning 'bonds’, 'fetters’,** 
offers the best solution of the problem yet proposed,' especially in view of the passage 

£'• VII, 148, 10, where imy-^sftict (?) appears as a name for the 
sacrificial ox. Fairman and I have noted the following additional examples of 
(var. at Edfu, E. v, 399, 5, and vi, 149, 13 (where the ‘brazier’ of this god is 
again mentioned); vi. 55, 15; 55, 16; 149. 12; 235, 6. 

86. For another version of this passage see £. vi, 269, 5-7, which plainly shows that 
to ^(^)‘' is t>e read h iicf n, etc.; see also £. iii, 309,2; 317, 7. For another 
example of ^ as a spelling of /bp/ Fairman refers me to the double writing 
(Bucher, Les Textesdes iombeaux du Tkoutmosis 111 et d’Aniemphis If p, 35, 1S3, 184; 
cf. p. 153, 210, 211). 

87. For the words im n f^nh see Wb. v, 303, 14. 

Conclusions 

The twenty lines of inscription just translated obviously embody what were originally 
two separate texts, a long one beginning with ‘To be spoken by His Majesty’ (£. vi, 
153, 8) and ending with ‘in his form of Shu Son of Re«’ (£. vi, 155, 7-S), and a much 
' Erlaul. Ltsat., p, 145. b S« ZAS l-^iv, iii. e ibid., loc. dt. 
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shorter one beginning with *0 Sakhmct of yesterday’ (£'. vi, 155, 8) and ending with 
This latter text has marked affinity with the long litany to Sakhmet, E. %'i, 

264, 1-369, ?• 
The feature of outstanding interest in the longer text is that it must originally have 

been a formula which the Pharaoh was to recite before partaking of a meah Hence the 
title of this article. This fact is plainly indicated by the heading and finds further 
confirmation in the clause shf pw n nsto .... v!db vi, 155, 7), the words siti pu.^ n 
p{/) rhm f7th having been obviously interpolated by the scribe who adapted the text 
for use in the cult of the sacred hawk. 

Sev-eral Edfu tests make it clear that one of the duties, if not the chief duty, of the 
Servant of the Falcon {hmgmlmi}) w'as to superintend the feeding of the sacred hawk,* 
and they abo represent him as impersonating Shu when so en^ged. Doubtless, 
therefore, he was supposed to recite this formula when the bird's meal w'as laid before it. 

As will be seen in the forthcoming article by Fairman and myself on the cult of the 
sacred hawk at Edfu, a number of royal ceremonies and the formulae appointed to be 
recited during their performance were adapted for employment therein. A factor that 
may well have encouraged the priests at Edfu thus to employ such rites and formulae 
was that, since the Persian conquest, Egypt had been, except for brief intervals, in the 
hands of foreign rulers. The patriotic Chapter of a great Upper Egj'pttan fane such 
as Edfu may well hav^e been more ready to assign the sovereignty over their country to 
their sacred bird, which, like the Pharaoh of old, was the embodiment of Horus, than to 
their Macedonian rulers seated in the utterly alien city of Alexandria, rulers who, despite 
their patronage of the native religion and their adoption of pharaonic titles, must have 
been regarded as little better than usurpers by the non-Hellenizing inhabitants of the 
Thebaid, who adhered fanatically to the old religious practices and the old way of life. 

With regard to the theological aspect of the longer text the two following points seem 
quite clear. The royal dinner-table, as suggested in n. 28 of the Commentary, b 
personified as a god, and the god is identified w'ith Atum. In this capacity, in accord¬ 
ance with the ancient Heliopolitan teaching, the personified table is represented as 
spitting out Shu. But here the influence of the Memphite theologians makes itself 
felt (see Commentary, n. 41), for Shu comes into being, not in the gross manner 
described in the Heliopolitan myth, but emerges directly from the lips of the creator- 
god (E. VI, 153, 13) and straightway becomes Hu, ‘Authoritative Utterance', i.e. the 
Creativ^e Word (ibid. 153,10), As such he produces food of all kinds and hb business 
is to supply the Table-god with victuab (ibid. 154, i f.). Accordingly he is designated 
'Master of Largess’ (see Commentary, n. 73), the title in secular life of the official who 
in Old Kingdom times presided over the royal meals, who was in fact the food-pur¬ 
veyor to the royal household (see Gardiner, JBA xxiv, 88-9). Since the Servant of 
the Falcon, whose dutj' it was to superintend the feeding of the sacred hawk, imper¬ 
sonated Shu, and Shu, as we have seen, was entitled ‘Master of Largess’ (hry-idb)^ it 
seems not unlikely that the Old Kingdom hry-tedb in the Mansion of Life {Htvt-''nh) 
may also have impersonated that god. 

» S<e E. Ill, 64. Ii; VI, 103, i-=: 152, 1-2; vii, 35, 13-14; 271, 15-16; vm, 83, 4. 
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In two consecutive psragraphs of our text (£. vi, 155, 1-7) the personified table and 
the sacred hawk (originally the King), having severally satisfied their appetites with the 
victuals laid before them, are asked in return to assign to Shu, as Master of Largess 
{kry~idb), food-offerings for ‘diversion’ (see JEA XXIU, 86 ff.), a request possibly 
reminiscent of the daily procedure in the dining-hall of an Old Kingdom Pharaoh, 
Both the personified table and the sacred hawk (the King) are addressed in practically 
the same words, while Shu, in his capacity of Hu, Is identified in one or other of the 
two paragraphs vvith Ptah, Khoum, Wil, the hawk’s (originally the King’s) ka, Hike, 
Thoth, and P/y, all of whom were thought to exercise creative or/and alimentary 
functions (see Commentary, n. 69}. 

A further point to notice is that in both the above-mentioned paragraphs Shu is 
spoken of as ‘thy male child in his name of Mrhi^)'. Thus not only the table but the 
sacred hawk (the King) is identified with Atum. The reason for this may be that, like 
the table-god, the King himself was regarded as a source of food, which he distributed 
among his favoured subjects through the agency of the hry-tedb who vras equated with 
Shu^ thus the King was placed in the same relationship with Shu as was the table. 
For the identification of Shu writh AfrA(tt?) I can offer no explanation, unless it be that, 
like two other bull-headed minor gods. Apis and Mnevis, MrAur was a purv'eyor of food 
to higher-ranking divinities,' 

Our text clearly represents the result of an attempt to combine and reconcile, in the 
regular Egyptian manner, two different views as to what happened in the second stage 
of the Creation, namely after the emergence of Atum from the primordial w'aters. 
One is based on an account of the begetting of Shu and Tphenis similar to that twice 
referred to in Pap, Rremtter-Rhind^ the other on a story about the creation or first 
appearance of Hu, a story more akin to that preserved in a ‘coffin-text' published by 
Lacau' than that quoted from in Chapter XVII of the Book of the Deod^^ Without 
question our text makes it clear that Shu and lj!u were closely associated w'ith one 
another in the minds of Egyptian theologians,‘ more closely even than Gardiner sus¬ 
pected when he wrote the illuminating article^ to which I have so often referred and to 
which I am Indebted for much useful information. 

The second and shorter text possesses, as already stated, affinity with a litany ad¬ 
dressed to Sakhmet (see above, pp, 69 f.). It makes no mention of the sacred hawk’s 
(the King’s) meal except in the opening verse, and the rest consists mainly of a series of 
petitions to the aforesaid goddess, beseeching her to protect the hawk (the King) from 
his enemies and to destroy them. The text terminates in two verses claiming that the 
protection asked for has been granted. Why should a formula 'to be spoken by His 
Majesty when partaking of a meal’ terminate in this invocation of Sakhmet, which, 
as the presence of the royal titles and cartouches indicates, may w’ell have been ap¬ 
pended to the longer text centuries before the ‘Grace’ was employed in the cult of the 

■ See Erman^ agypi, Rili^n Jn Siisuftgsb. Beriin^ i9i6p 5a-V, ti49f. 

^ a7p [ ^ 11 also Pyr. §5 ; Sclhc, jD^oiu. 79. 

c reHgisuXy No. 57. Translarod and commwrd ufjoii hy GAi-dineri PSBA xxx\Tiip 46. 
^ Sot ibid. +4, ' Ibid. 93p n. 
I Sitm* P^fQrfffisaiionif 11, in PSBA xxxviiip 43-54* 83-95^ 
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sacrtd hawk?' What in my opinion seems a highly satisfactory answer to this question 
has been suggested to me by Fairman. He maintains that the keynote of the whole 
ceremony—certainly of the ceremony in the form preser^'ed to us in the Edfu relief 
and its accompanying inscriptions—is to be found in the title of the offering-formula, 
Presenting piec<^ of flesh’, which that formula itself identifles with ‘pieces of flesh’ 
of the haivk’s foes, asserting that they have been cut up in his presence. This view as 
to the nature of meat-offerings finds expression at Edfu and Denderah in all the scenes 
bearing the same or a similar heading,*’ If, as Fairman and I think probable, a similar 
significance was attached to the portion of meat set before the King at the meal to w hich 
the recitation of our tivo texts was the prelude, a \new which distinctly finds support 
in certain passages in the longer text, E, vi, 154, S-10, then that meal must be regarded 
as a sacramental rite;’’ the object of which was not merely the satisfying of the Pharaoh’s 
hunger, but, as was the ultimate object of so many Egj'ptian religious ceremonies, 
the ensuring of the safety and well-being of his person and of the death and elimination 
of his enemies/ In this particular case their death w^as enacted in the preparations for 
the meal, i.e. in the slaughtering and dismembering of cattle and poultry', their final 
destruction in the eating of the joints and other meat-portions served up for the royal 
repast, which thus, it might well be supposed, assumed the character of a triumphal 
banquet. What favours this interpretation is the fact that it fully explains why the 
King’s ‘Grace’ includes an invocation addressed to Sakhmet, for one of the chief 
functions of this goddess w as to protect the King from his enemies and to destroy them.• 
That she should be invited, therefore, to be present and play her part at the enacting 
and celebration of their destruction appears particularly appropriate. 

Both texts may well date back to the Tw'elfth Dynasty or even earlier, for the language 
in which they are composed distinctly suggests a good Middle Egyptian, possibly 
Old Kingdom, archetype as the source from w'hich they ultimately derive. As Gunn 
has noted, the sdm ti f form retains its past meaning as does also n sdtn f^ while sdm^f 
is employed mostly as an optative. Indeed, the only linguistic^ features which are not 

* It cw In any com hordly be doubted that the scribe who wrote out these two texts in their preoeot form 
regarded them as constituting a continuous H'holc, 

b E.g- E. ti^ 8s* g-ij; 187. 4-ia; iv* 17-139, 14; vi, 158* 11-160, t6;3iz, 13-313^ 4; VJI, 102^ j-iS; 
107, z-toSp 11. See also Act III and the Epilogue of tht Edfu Drama* JEA xxx^ 10-15* xxix, 15, 
conduding aentwicc of and n. 33 of the autographed Commentao'. 

« It is by no means improbable that the King^a meals serv^ed in the Old Kingdom Mansion of Life had 
already acquired the aome aacrairbciifal sJgniHcanec; ace what is said Just below about the date of the vxq teirts 
and above* on p. 70, about the poasihk imperaonation of Shu by the Old Kuigdom ttry-tr^bi see also Sethe* 
Dram. Texte^ p. 130, for the idcndficatiorL at a very early date of the foreleg of an ux with on arm of Seth, and 
Fairman's and my remark on referencea in ihe Textz to the dismemberment of that god, JEA xxx, 
to, n, 1; for the assignment of his disfetJa mewftru to various divinities as meat-offerings see J^r. 5 1546 ff.; 
JEA XXX* 10-15, 

^ Set JEA xxvtt], 37Tm and ibid. jS with m 3. 

See jE/5 xxx 10* with n. e* and certain litarJea addressed to Sakhmet, E. in* 300, 13-301* 6; 303, 4-15 ; 
308, io-3<^, 2; 313, 1&-314, ti; 3t6, ia-3i7r 7; 3r9* S-l^o, 4; 322, 4-323* j ; also passages in of the 
scenes entitled Ship A^mi and Hinrfl) ft $tpwt^ e,g, E, in, 130* 3; iv, 312^ 3-6; v, 225, t-4; vt, ago, ii-rzj 
ibid 15-16; and especially tv, 11, 8-ti | 32, 15-16; 118, 18; iig, 3, 

f The hiemgis'phic signs are those emplo^-ed in a normal non-decorative RoLemaic inscription* see Fairman, 
Arm. Smi^ xun* 293. 
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Middle Egyptian arc the substitution of the 3rd person fenunine smgular for the 
3rd person masculine smgular of the Old Perfective,* and the use of the definite article 

in P{i)-f'hm-rnhy this ^placement of the King’s by the sacred hawk’s name having 

been effected at a verj' late date, probably not before Ptolemaic times. 
I will conclude this article by drawing the reader’s attention to the numerous in¬ 

stances of paranomasia to be found in these two texts, especially in the longer one. 

They are, as Gunn has also observed: E. vi, 153, 9-10, 153, ri, 153, 

13-154, I, tsUlUftsi 154,1, shwjmht; 154,6, i54p 12, iSilSw] BinnlfSw 
n?it; 154,13, phtyjPth; m,. .pifSw {hry)pt; 154, 14, mr...hrw}Mrh{tif); hnmiHnmw; 

154, 14-155, ifhtpIPtfr, 155,1, hnmlHnme; Aw/^w; 155,10, 155,11-13, 
sffmfSlitnt. Gunn furthermore remarks that there is no paranomasia where one would 

expect it, namely 154, 7; 155, 2; 155, 6, 

* Set Commentary, n. 3a. 
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OENANTHE’S HUSBANDS 
By P. M*4AS 

Under Ptolemy Philopator, Agathocles and Agathodia with their mother the Samian 

Oenanthe and Sosibius son of Dioscurides were, according to the historians, the most 
influential persons in the kingdom. 

On the other hand, w'e have a fairly complete list of the eponymous priests and 
priestesses of the time draw-n up, on the basis of Greek and Demotic papyri, by 
Plaumann in Real.-Enc. s.v. Hiereis (1912). In the list occur {pp, 1441-4): 

Agathocles as the priest of 216/15 i 

Sosibius as father of the priestess of 215/14,204 farther back, with his father's name 
added, as the priest of 235/4; 

Agathodia as the priestess of 313/12. 

The two Sosibii have been identified by W. Otto (see Plaumann, l.c.), the two 
Agathocleis by Wilcken, Arch. Pap,, vii {1923), 74. The two Agatbocliae have not yet 

been identified because in the Demotic papyrus the name was first misread as Ana[xi]- 

kleia and appears so in Piaumann’s list. On the evidence of a recently found Greek 

papyrus Plaumann rectified the reading l.c., p. 1453 (index 8.v. Agathokleia) and in 

Sitzungiber, Hadelberg. Akad„ 1914, Heft JfV, 68 f. = Sammelbuch, iii (1926), nr. 6289. 

Plaumann fell in the last \var; othenvise he certainly would have added this identifica¬ 
tion to that made by Wilcken. 

The three identifications support each other, the case for the Agatbocliae being 
strengthened by the fact that the name is rare in pre-Roman times. 

In the papyri Agathocles’s father is Agathocles, Agathoclia’s Theogenes.' Thus, if 

the identifications hold, Oenanthe was married at least twice. The wall-painter 
mentioned in Polyb, 15, 25. 32 (24) might be one of her husbands.^ 

By the way, it is odd that the only Agathodia mentioned in a literary source as 

earlier than Philopator's mistress should be one of Philadelphus’s mistresses, Athen. 
576 f (from Ptol. VIII, F.Gt, Hist. 234, 4, Jacoby). She might owe her existence to a 

marginal note referring to the famous Agathoclia, whom Athenaeus mentions a few 
lines later. 

■ Thf tdcntificatiDR of the .Alesandn«n Theogtne* of P, Lillt 3 with the Sisimjnjs of P. LiQt 4 
(prob. *18/17 a.c.) and with the murderer of Queen AisinoS. PhilopatortP^.-Flut, Protttb, AUxandr 
No. 13 ed. Cruiiua). suggested by Edgar. Arm. Srrv,, xx (tgst>>, «. t.and Buileim Stx. arefi. d‘Atex., xix 
(1513), 117, and considered by E. R. Bcvni. tiUt. ofBgypi under t/iePtol. Dyrmt^{iflS?), aw. n. a and *21, n. i, 
seems improbabie. A Theogenes was also the father of the priest of 426/s (PJaumann, ile.). The name is 
of fi«quent occurrence. 

^ Polybius had introduced Oenanthe and her family in s part of book 14, only a few fragments of which 
survive (ch. ii f.; cf, Justin 30. eh. t f.). t see no reason to beUeve, with Beloch, Griech. Gtuk, iv, i (1945) 
p. 6«9,n.!. and Reubitschek, RtaL^Bnt, s.v. OffluotAe (1937), that they were influential alrt^y under Euergetea ■ 
see Polyb. 15. 34. 3-6. ^ 
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AN OFFICIAL CIRCULAR LETTER OF THE 
ARAB PERIOD* 

By SIR HAROLD BELL 

Through the kindness of Prof. Medea Norsa (pf whose personal safety after the fightuig 
in and around Florence all papyrologists will be pleased to have news) [ have received 
an offprint of an article, or rather of two consecutive articles, contributed by her to the 

Antia/t della R, Scuola Normale Sttperlore di Pisa in 1941. As this wartime publication 
is not likely to be accessible to most people in this country, it seems worth while to 

call atteotion to it, and particularly to the second of the two articles, w'hich concerns 
my own special subject of documentary papyrology. 

In the first article, Dtte frammeniifiorentim del papiro di Bacchilide P. Brit. Mm. 75 

Prof. Norsa publishes some papyrus fragments, acquired by her at Cairo, which she 

recognized as from the great Bacchytides papyrus in the British Museum. Three of 

them she fitted together to form a single piece {fragntent B); the other, fragment A, 

she found fitted exactly into the bottom portion of col, 5 of the papyrus. Tltis little 

poem (Epin. IV, to Hieron) is now virtually complete; lines 7-10, it is true, are still 

imperfect {Prof. Norsa suggests on p. 159 a conjectural restoration), but it should not 

be beyond the powers of scholarship to find supplements likely to be generally accept¬ 

able, Fragment B seems unfortunately to come from one of the lost or very' badly 
mutilated columns and (unless someone is more fortunate than its first editor in 

finding a ‘join’) remains isolated and, therefore, of inferior utility, though several 
lines are preserved in whole or in part. It seems clearly* to be epinlcian, and contains 
a reference to Rtfufuav. 

This discovery has an importance even beyond the additions which it makes to the 

corpus of Bacchylides. The British Museum papyrus was acquired in 1896. Prof. Norsa 
does not state when she bought her fragments, but she remarks that they ‘remained at 

large in the Egyptian antiquarian market for at least forty years’, 1 myself In 1926 
purchased fragments belonging to a collection acquired by the British Museum twenty- 

three years before. It seems clear that we can, without undue optimism, hope for at least 

the possibility' that problems left unsolved in a fragmentary' papyrus may some day be 
cleared up by further fragments, left in Egy'pt at the time of the original acquisition. 

It is, however, with the second article, Una drcolare at flAFAPKOl della Tebaide del 

secolo VIH, that I am more particularly concerned. In this Prof. Norsa publishes a 

circular letter (since republished as PSI XII 1266) addressed by a certain Jordanes to 

the pagarchs of the Thebaid, enclosing a copy of a letter sent to himself by the amir. 

This papyrus is clearly not from the collection of Aphrodito papyri, represented in 

Vol. IV of the British Museum catalogue, but seems to be an isolated piece, like the 

■ The follDwinf special abbreviations used in this a rtide should be explained: PERF = Papyrui Ersitfrxog 
Bamer; Fsthrer dwch die AusittUung; UKF = C. tVeasely, Qrieehmhe PapynnuThunden hhinyren Pormatt 
(l 11 +VI11 of SUid. ^ur PaL und Papyrmkunif). 
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document published by me mJEA xii, 265^5. It is, however, m interesting supple¬ 

ment to the Aphrodito series, and since I have been able, by the help of the excellent 

facsimile, to improve Prof. Norsa’s text in a few places, and moreover differ from her 

interpretation in one or two respects, I feel it may be serving a useful purpose to 

republish the document with a commentary. 
Below I print first the text of the letters^ noting in the apparatus criliais the readings 

of Prof. Norsa wherever 1 have departed from them, second a translation, then notes 

on points of detail, and finally a discussion of the document as a whole. I may remark 
that it is imperfect at both top and bottom, though complete in width, and it measures 

30 cm, X 34*5 cm. 

A 3 [^^<7 40-42 letters ] . , .. 7^ BTpttTMAT(u) ^]i 
2 5 €^| xajt fiovav Tva hi&trart PQ(^jicrpiTa) uirip [k]^ Kwdu- 

jwfrane fftjs t^v 

3 *£15b 5i ^ TmJrous Kpan^aarE koI 

’jT€pjiffa7€ UTTO ^v^fmyydvoif* 

4 TT^fMfi8{ivro^] pm iT[a/>{a) tou S]e[a]i7o(Tou) pov tov €:ijfA£(«oTiiTiw) a|ii^(a}. 

B 5 JmpiTt TBU 0€oG- *Jop5[cu^]7^ TQis uTta.m wyopjf(wff) 07jj3a0(os). £?£ icaAaj^((£)T(D«) 

oi Kapvorr^^ 

6 Rff Touff Kapd^vs Ba^uhmvof koI ijF^papapxv thJi T^fTfXfrrjprp^ p7i cm 

7 Kai p6vQv Kol ^13 fripj^t toDtov Trpos upS.^^ oAAa o Kparmv ifaXa^[a)r(ijri KpjS^v 

Qfa 

5 ya[fU(7fui.Ta) ^ct cdi? cvtto^T^ cTrcrjpc^wCff Tw Aniiw 

eSuSci? o^K 

^ iavTov Kol irc/xiTci Jk>iAa^[a}T(;^i^) oimi €&? airov perd Bcmp^ai koI 

10 athw TO TO40t™ myMwj ^[ajpcami^ cwi mJ pd^M od 7:71' tmofrrwi^ airow dvrl 

11 avTW* tis] ^[c\£k™]| irtiAj(i^((£)n(aj) ouKt^aTC koI cij ™ c^oAc^t^urtifa 

aKo/ftTi vpmv 

iz TTCjfA^TC KOI TTpis Tti} pif dpj^i^d^m Tm 1710^^^7(1,} otyfU^ ij^prymprpf^ Kommv &« 

13 TdiV -m^xJ^Ttoiv} jftou ypg^(d}7(cjjp') E^J^rfenafaJJ to TTcp^iv 770^ tov avTOV 
TijTUu) dptpd 8io£yc 

14 [10 letters ]?t( ) f 

l a . J«i J3 iTiffpcii[..]. [. CM Kojlp N., ffU|?gc3dng7Ta^<d[^°Md in ^ notCp [ffoi KivZvif^d- 
ooTC. tPa'fiwaTfj^ £ff7cp. 3 ivXc^pnyydwo, N. 1. K^x^pr^Korts^ it^payydpmv, 
TOVTovff. 4 3r[apa ... J ., pov^ dplpr^ N* 5 co^[ai^]i7f, i7ayap»yap^. t irai*. 
y Km,jTp'o§fKp^aT<!^VtTva* •srtp^l(\.ir^p^}corr. S 1. cViTpe^^ai#^ 

[****---- 
T€ff,Td^ doTir- cTTCffc^irrcsr* dhf cff, N- 9 icaE^ jcoL L TO. 

o^Ip ..] 
ifoi drayvwf™]* N, istu ^toE oorr. from S (the symbol). 10 eaoa^, N. ii 
TOW- M- Jd-]vff* N. ifcu, cfcAc'iTTUfin* ta i7p"o^, icoTtHTtv-. L to {to^ M,). i j wip*a^ 
GUrrou. ypappdrittfv}^ d^tp iduiSuCj N. (Prof. Noraa writes she prefers [aJ^f^Tofa] to 

. to the soldier seot on their accoijjit( ?), And if (which God forbid) you leave even one single 

man you are to pay 1000 soltdi for him and endanger your life. And if there are strangers who have 
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come to your pagarchles seke these also and send them in cangues. Copy of a mandate sent me by 

my master the most famous amir, +In the name of God: Jondanea to all the pagarcha of the The- 
baid. Whereas the caulkers working on the frigates at Babylon have fled and we have charged your 
lieutenant not to allow even one single caulker without sending him to us, but that whoever detains 

a caulker or hides him shall pay looo soUdi if he has the means, charging him to show you the 
present mandate, therefore whosoever does not submit and send us every caulker in his administra¬ 

tive district after he has seen and read the said mandate, leaving even one single man, we will not 
accept his property in lieu of his life. Wherefore, as aforesaid, collect the caulkers and send them to 
your (?) penal (?) hulks. And to the end that you shall be in no doubt [ have employed the present 

mandate! and after my present letter I have appended (?) the mandate sent me by the said most 
famous amir. . . 

1. ;([npw athwv e]*; read only exejapH gratia, x is perhaps the beginning of the 
soldier’s name, e.g. but that is an Arabic name (Khalid) and the soldiers mentioned 

in the Aphrodito papyri are regularly Copts; moreover it was there usual to write the 

name before the word which is read from the end of a downstroke 

sloping dow’n to the left tow'ards the end of the line, may well have come at the beginning 

of 1. z; letters and spacing are so irregular in this hand that even in a limited lacuna one 
must always allovr a variation of two or three in the number O'f lost letters. One might 
read athwi/ j(iaAi]<^[(a)T(Qiv)]|[« (or mv), but the t of aurdii^ should in that case be 

visible 1 if aimSv followed xapw the downstroke of t would be lost in the deeper lacuna 
which embraces the upper part of 1. 2 at this point. In 1. 3 tav is used, but and edv are 

used interchangeably at thb period, 
2. 5 /iPj] fti}: I cannot quote an example of this phrase from an ofHcial letter of the 

Arab period, but it is not uncommon in Byzantine contracts, e.g, P, Lond. v, 1689, 18; 

1695, II f., tv rcAcvtp Kill a^poxixtii, c fig, So too F. Cairo Masp. ill, 67301, 26. 

m]1; Prof. Norsa’s [*ral is impossible because (i) the jf of imi w'ould then be visible 

above the lacuna, (2) the trace after the bcuna is quite inconsistent with g and obviously 
to be read as There was no doubt a space between evroO and Koi, occupied by an 

extension of the u (o'); the upstroke of the k b lost in a narrow lacuna above the line. 
The meaning is that the oH^ender will be fined and may be put to death. But threats 

in official letters of the Arab period against the of local officials must not be taken 

too seriously^ as the Aphrodito papyri show, 

3. I have translated this by the word ‘cangues’, as the contrivance 

meant was clearly something like the Chinese instrument so called. The v, read by 

Prof. Norsa a, is spread out and straggly, to fill up space. That it is certainly v, not v, 

is shown by a comparison with the v of in 1, 11. 

4. myeUioa; this word is used interchangeably wdth ypo^To in this document, for 

TO irapiv oiy^Aw in 1. 8 must mean the letter of Jordanes, which in II. 12, 13 is called 
both t<3 mipdvri oiycAAuu and Taiv •Ttapdvrtitv ftou ypofifidruiv. For thc bearing of the present 

line see the General Commentary, 
cifup(ft): the Arab word amir was naturalized in Greek as ifupas. Hence it is incorrect 

to read, as Prof. Norsa does both here and in 1. 13, dfiip. Here a horizontal line above 
p marks the abbreviation, representing a; in 1. 13 the over-written sign is the conven¬ 

tionalized a of such abbreviations, and the correct reading is a/ujua. 
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5. KaAfl^(ajfr(at): see Becker, ZeitschT.J. Assyriologie^ Jts, p. 87. (1 have been unable 

to verify this reference, \vhich is taken from Prof, Norsa, as the British Museum copy 

of the volume in question was destroyed ‘by enemy action’.) 

6. the assimilation of the strong to the weak aorist is characteristic of 
late Greek. 

TOffonjpijT^; see the General Commentary, 

7. Trifufn: a confusion of two constructions, wtrpeww wnth the infinitive and fwiTpoTia 

with OTTiw (so P. Lond. 1384, 28 f,) or iW (so apparently P. Lond. 1394, 14), The 
writer’s first thoughts (lie wrote were the better. 

KpoTMv: here not ‘seizing* but ‘detaining’, 

8. wi' probably not ‘if he is well-to-do’ but 'if he has sufficient means’. 

aiJr(£); before this there is an oval lacuna, occupying the space between 11. 7 and 8, 

but it is unnecessary to suppose that anything was lost in it, as Prof. Norsa does; wtm 
refers to iinerepf^ TOTJorjjpynj, the words from @AAa to being an interjected clause. 

: it seems much better to take this as = Sorts than, with Prof, Norsa, as ws S’ ff? 
(equivalent to tw). Before I have changed her point to a comma, as otherwise 

the sentence is without construction. 

«kS^Si) : above the lacuna is a vertical stroke tvhich looks like the top of tj. Verbs in 
-fu frequently follow the -w conjugation at this period. 

g. iatnSv: Prof. Norsa reads vtwv without breathing or accent and comments: *io 

scriba qui si dimostra distratto: dopo taurov per ratm oevero rmrttt [the italics are mine], 

aveva scritto xat con la solita sigla S’ [in the later edition, PSI iz66, the comment is 
differently worded, but the same interpretation is retained]. It seems improbable that 

the clerk could have confused eau™i' with raf™: the meaning probably is as given in 
my translation, i.e. (kSovtoi iatfrov means to give way, to submit to orders. 

Prof. Noisa reads awiywwfww] and supposes that the clerk then altered 

to dwiyvttwtf^wu, but the spacc at the end can hardly have been sufficient for vai. The 

construction is again confused : ‘after he has seen the letter and it has hem read’. 

11, dfoAf^t)7mKd ; rather puzzling. Prof. Norsa (who says that an t, which I am quite 

unable with any confidence to distinguish in the facsimile, was inserted later) com¬ 

ments (P,SI XU, p, 92): ‘In tuttk la grecit^ classica e postclassica ha il significato 
di deleo^ obhtero., expunga. Quindi e^oAfiimKOf == ad (dtliterandum idoneus. Maqualche rara 

volta si trovaanche usato come it semplice aAe£^(Thucid, ni, 20, Herod, vii, 69). 

Secondo i dati dei papiri, i coloni fuggiaschi, scontata la multa e la puniztone, venivano 
rimandad al loro lavoro.’ Her suggestion appears to be that iiaX^irrFuca here may mean 

‘to be caulked’, and this may be the correct interpretation, though it is doubtful 

whether a passive sense can be attributed to the word. The rendering adopted above 

rests on the assumption that the word has the usual active meaning somewhat toned 

down—‘obliterating’, ‘destroying*, and so ‘punitive’. Hence the rendering ‘hulks’ for 

aita^, owing to the penal associations of the w'ord. It is uncertain whether should 

be corrected to If it is correct, we must suppose that there w'ere local prison ships 

for the conveyance and punishment of fugitives and criminals; cf. P, Lond, 1433, 401 
(quoted by Prof. Norsa), rawAouiTA«Klou) ^att£(o(UiT05) ravrias} 
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12. another form characteristic of late Greek. Prof. Norsa compares 

in MaLal. 3, p. 60, The writer brought down the stroke of ^ as if to form A, then 

drew his pen upwards to form the looped a which precedes A, p, etc. Thus the total 
effect is of a double lambda, but probably only one was intended. 

13- ?]: for the «■ cf. the tt of in L 5. The dowmstroke of ^ would 
probably be lost in the lacuna. But see critical note. 

SiaSur: the last letter may be either k or tj, more probably the former; see the General 
Comnaentary. 

General Commentary 

The first question w'hich suggests itself is as to the relation between the two letters, 
A and B, found on the papyrus. Prof, Norsa regards the letter of Jordanes as the 

original, that preceding it as a copy of a letter to Jordanes, which he encloses. She is 
no doubt right, but it is a little surprising that she does not seem to have noticed an 

anomaly in the diplomatic of the document which this hypothesis involves. It is the 
regular practice in papyri for an enclosure to follow, not precede, the covering letter; 

and it is equally the rule for the w'ords or ktA. to occur as a heading to 

the document copied. Hence 1. 4 ought by analogy to be the heading to what follows, 

and the letter of Jordanes should be the copy, the preceding letter the original, More¬ 
over, in 1.12 f, Jordanes states that he has appended rwir trupopTfiuk) p^v 

the letter sent him by the amir; this can mean only *after my present lette^^ 

Nevertheless Prof. Norsa must be right in her interpretation. The rubric in I. 4 
refers to a cfiyeAAip Trefuffitv poi. The letter of Jordanes was addressed not to an indi¬ 

vidual but 'to all the pagarchs of the Thebaid’. This difficulty might be got over by 

supposing that the writer of A, though referring to a circular letter, was thinking of 
the copy of it which he, individually, had received; but there is a funher consideration, 

which seems conclusive. In 1. 13, referring to the letter of the amir of w hich a copy 
was enclosed, Jordanes speaks ofTOTrCj^^^cvyiot^cf. 1.4^ tr^ycAAti^tov qvtgu [fu 

dfupa. In his letter so far there has been no reference whatever, direct or indirect, 

to the amir. The only occurrence of the word so far has been in the rubric, 1.4. Hence 

that rubric must refer to A, and in writing B Jordanes refers back to it. But how, in 
that case, are we to account for the Ka™Tii> of 1. 12? I can only suggest that It is an 

inadvertence: the clerk who wrote the letter {one can hardly suppose that Jordanes 

WTote it himself) either misread an original draft or absentmindedly inserted 'after’ 
(which, as already said, express^ the usual practice) instead of ‘in front of\ 

An interesting point of diplomatic arises out of this interpretation. Letter A is 
written in the flowing cursive hand, sloped very markedly from right to left, used, e.g., 

in the letters of Kurrah b. Sharik, letter B and the rubric w'hich precedes it in upright 

minuscules. In JEA xii, 266, on the basis of the evidence then available, I suggested 

the rule: ‘Official letters addressed to single officials and not intended for publication 

were written in the current* hand; official letters addressed to a multiplicity of persons 

and intended or adapted for public exhibition were written in the minuscule hand,’ 

’ This was the nune which I prtipOKd for the flowing, eloping type of script. 
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So far as 1 am aware, no countervailing e'\'idence has come to light since 1926, and the 

present papyrus brings striking confirmation of my theory; A was written to an indi¬ 

vidual (the verbs are in the plural, but no doubt the w'riter was referring to the recipient 

and all his colleagues; Jordanes definitely speaks of the letter as and is in 
the current hand; B is a circular letter, to a number of people, and is in minuscules. 

It is noteworthy that the rule was so definite as to lead the clerk to write even the copy 

of the individual letter in current hand. So too in an unpublished letter-book in 

P. Oxy. XIX, two letters from the prefect are copied, unlike all the others, in hands 

clearly intended to represent Chancery script. 
The second question is as to the authorship of letter A and the office held by Jor- 

dancs, the writer of B. Prof. Norsa regards the latter as the duke of the Thebaid, the 
writer of A as the Arab governor of Egypt. She may just possibly be right in this view, 

but there are difficulties which lead me to doubt it strongly. The Arab word amJr has 

a somewhat vague sense, *ruler' or * commander', and may therefore be used in various 

connexions. Thus the Caliph was the owitr al-^mu’Tninm (Greek o^paVuvfu.'ii'), ‘Com¬ 

mander of the Faithful’, and presumably the governor could be referred to as an owtr; 

but in Greek documents he is regularly called avfifiouXos, Not only does he always use 
this title himself, but when he is mentioned in local records he is invariably so termed, 

e.g. P. Lond. 1414, 81, roS mJii^v(Xou}€if Aafia(Titw\ 14x6, 69, S(*) sVMTTaA/tlaMw) 
to5 ; UKF 1082 (Hermopolis), 'djSSeAftfti ; 915 (Fayyum), where 

the same title is almost certainly to be restored (see P. Lond. 1447, 13 n.). So, too, 

in protocols, the governor, when mentioned, is always called On the 
other hand, I have failed to find any certain instance of the use of d;«pas as meaning 

‘governor*. This title seems normally, in the papyri, to be home by local officials. 

In UKF 474, a receipt for corn-tax, a man of Oxyrhyncha in the Fayyfim pays 
ao artabas of wheat S(ia) -rou pitpi; Ba^vXiiinK, Here the amir appears 

to be either the director or a local representative of the director of the government 

granaries at Babylon, In P. Lips. 103, 12 the w'ord is used generally and vaguely in the 
plural: an oath is taken by rwv [5<]iT7wdjv tQv A^ifaTtav. In several cases, 

e.g. P. Stud. X, 118,3; 120,6; 204,3, there is no means of determining who is meant but 
no reason to conclude that it is the governor.* In P. Lond. ill, p, 283, 1081, 2, 
(iai o CTKAstuTaTw I now' think it likely, from the context, that the reference is to a 

local official rather than to the governor or anybody as far away as Fus^at. Grohmann, 

in CPR III, Ser. Arabics, Proiokolle^ i, Teil 2, p. 59, referring to Atias, who occurs 
both as and as iJ «v*fAf«mLrof SoiSf, while admitting that both amir and dux may, as 

suggested by Steinw^nter {Sind, Pah xix, p. 8), have been used as a mere (honorary) 

title ‘ohne bestimmten amtlichen Wirkungskreis’, remarks that the v'ariation of title 

here may be due to *ein Avanoement oder Rangerhdhung’. This was independently 
suggested by me in JEA xii, 269, and I still believe it likely to be the true explana¬ 
tion. Before becoming duke, that is, Atias had been pagarch of the Arsinoite nomc, 

and it was probably in that capacity that he ivas referred to as For in the great 

majority of cases where this title can be assigned to a particular official it is used of 

* For P. Stud, X, 84, 2. set my sujjgesrion recorded in BL. I, 41S. 
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the pagarch. In the Jeme papyri the pagarch is regularly so called; see Steinwenter, 
Stud. Pal. xix, p. g. So too m P. Lond. iv, 1603 (Coptic), where Crum says: ^The 

amir presiding there [Sbeht ?] (firwEt/ums') is mentioned.’ In the context this suggests 
the pagarch; cf., e,g., L'K.F 260, "laeie vi(^) 7Taytipj)'(w;) *Apaa^']fTov. In 

P, Stud. X, 172 recto this same man, well known as pagarch of the nome, is referred 
to, in a Coptic letter, as xjutepa. [amir). 

There is, however, a group of documents where it is not impossible that the title 
may refer to the governor. In UKF i o8z poll-tax is paid S(i’) W[t[o)A(^s>] MjSSeAa^i^ avfi- 

The reference is no doubt to the tntagiort ordering the levy.* Now in UKF 
715 (= BGU 681); 740 (= P. Lond, ii6a = Wilcken, Chr. z86); 741, all receipts for 
poll-tax and all from the Faj-yum, the tax is said to be paid Kara K^^vmy {$0 ITl 

7^5! 74t) or ’Ap&f}iX~ (so in 740} dfapd. On the analogy of UKF 1082 this official may 
be taken as the governor, and in fact Wilcken identifies him with Ahd-allah b. ’Abd- 

al-Malik, dating the receipt accordingly a,d. 705, This is, however, hazardous in view 
of the evidence already cited for the use of the word afupas, 'Abd-allah was a common 
name, as will be seen by a glance at Index 2 of P. Lond, iv, and though the governor, 

in his efUagia, sent to the pagarchies the order for the raising of a tax, it w'as the pagarch 

who sent the demand notes to the individual taxpayers,= The difference of phrasing 

in the receipts just quoted may be significant; in the case of the uvu^vXos, St’ tVurroAijs, 

in the case of the Kara KtAetwti', It is, in fact, quite possible that the latter was a 
pagarch of the Arsinoite nome. 

It appears, then, that there is no certain example of used of the governor ; in 
one case (UKF 715; 740; 741) the word may be so used but may as well, and perhaps 
more probably, refer to a pagarch. We must next consider the title i In 

the Aphrodito papyri (P. Lond. iv) this is used only of the duke (see also Steinwenter, 

op. cit., p. 7*-*), but at Thebes it was applied also to the pagarch, side by side with 

the less frequent At Aphrodito the pagarch has the title but is 
also called CWaiwrpws. The former title is also applied to a (P. Lond. 143 5, 159), 
to the chartvlarii at Fustat (P. Lond. 1447, 137, 139, 141, etc.), and to the of 

Damietta (P. Lond. 1449, 49). I know no case where any one of these titles is applied 

to the governor. In the Aphrodito papyri, where he has a title at all, the latter is nor¬ 

mally but also, in conjunction with this and in Coptic documents, iv€(x^\d- 
vrarw; see, e.g., P. Lond. 1494, 7 (Coptic): ‘our brd, the all-famous (^i*c#»f^«) Korra, 

most wonderful governor (wrep^uierroToy ou/i^utAos'), through you, most glorious {wSofo- 
TOTw) lord, master Basil, by God’s will, iilustrius and pagarch (nay.) of Jk6w.’ 

For these reasons I cannot but doubt the vieiv that d DAowrrptot ofupas can be the 

governor. But if he is not, \vho then can he be? One would naturally conjecture him 

to be the duke, but in that case what was the function of Jordanes? Obviously he was 

' I h*vc d«Ji with the ntagion fom at dwument in Tht Ambic Silingiml Entagion, Pro<. Amerueit Pkito- 
itfphicfii Sociffy, lxsxuc (l94SX 

^ See the ■4~l:icle meiltioned in the previous note. 

J Steinwenier's statemynt (op. at., p. 9). -wahwnd er [dcr PagaKh] in Lnnd. IV «sdmaMig ttAoiWoiw 
gmannt *tiu* iiequins modifleadon. In Greek documents he is ref^larly etrSo^^oTOf, in the Coptic 
that and tAAoDOTpiof* ^ 
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not a pagarch^ for he issues orders to all the pagarchs of the Thebaid, unless indeed we 

suppose him to have held a special position among them^ such as is perhaps indicated 

by the title of a pagarch mentioned in the J€me papyri^ e.g. SB. 5578, Art £eb^ 
uuL aiti nnya/jxl^) dto(m(d)A(tws) tuf Adnt>{v SB. 5582, 
«Trl ^Xauiftt £aaX cvKAe{c<7TaT^) dfupf dflu? Aig^w^{€iits) Adrtit{v mafias) itaydfKjfQ. This, 

however, does not seem very Ukely, nor is it easy to find room for an intermediate 

official between the duke and the pagarchs. On the w'hole it is probably best to con¬ 

clude that Jordanes was indeed the duke and that the writer of A vvas, not indeed the 

governor, but some high official at Fustah perhaps the minister of justice, or the head 
of the dockyard administration. 

Prof, Norsa, indeed, not only takes A to be from the governor but identifies him and 
thereby dates the document. She reads in 1. 13 dfdfi Avxhut^ taking the latter word as 

the name Wadih. Wadi^i was governor in A.H. 162 = A.D. 779. This view seems to me 
improbable in the extreme. I cannot believe that any competent clerk (and the present 

document is well written and in Greek correct enough according to the standards of 
the time) w ould either represent Arabic eo by Si or misread the name of the governor, 

written in the draft before him tMuSw, as SiaSu^ (unless indeed o' w^as made with the 

V symbol so close to o and with so long a tail as to appear like St, but this is hardly 

likely). There is, however, a further objection. A.D. 779 would be quite extraordinarily 

late for the present document. Jordanes, who was either the duke or some other high 

official, was obviously a Christian and begins his letter with the Christian cross. 

According to the History of the Patriarchs {Patr. Or. v, 52), quoted by me in JEA xn, 

273, n. I, el-Asbagh ‘forced many persons to become Muslims, among them being Peter, 
governor of Upper Egypt’, and I suggested that, since ‘the other dukes knowm to us, 

all later than 705, were Arabs’, this may mark the introduction of a new policy, whereby 

all the higher local officials were required to be Muslims. Basil, the pagarch of 

Aphrodito (not a very important pagarchy) in A.D. 709-11, was a Christian, but by 

the end of the second decade of the eighth century Muslims begin to appear as pag¬ 

archs. I have proposed {JEA xii, 272) to bring down 'Atiyyah, who occurs both as 

pagarch of the Arsinoite nome and as duke of the Thebaid, from the nineties of the 

seventh century' to the indiction period begirming in a.d. 702, \vhich would make him 
duke in a.d. 712 at latest and pagarch as early as A.D. 709-10. Heracleopolis had a 
Mohammedan pagarch in a.d, 719 (P, Grenf. ii, 105, to6 = UKF 258, 259) and 

another in a.d. 722 {UKF 1195; cf. UKF 1083, jP. Stud, x, 197), Yahya b. Hil^, who 

occurs as pagarch of the Arsinoite nome {UKF 260, 1199, 1200), wrote a letter {PERF 

608) dated in a.d. 745; hence the indiction period from which date the documents 

bearing his name just referred to may be either that beginning in a.d, 717 or that 

beginning in 752.' 
When even pagarchs were increasingly Muslims it is hardly thinkable that as late 

as A.D. 779 a Christian should be found in a post so important as that occupied by 

Jordanes, Even the language of this document makes against Prof, Norsa’s date. 

* The reasons for the identlRc^tion of oU these oRidak as pagarchA arc g^ven in the erticle in tht Pro^eedmgi 
of the American Philosophical Society already referred to* 
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The latest dated bilingual protocols in Grohmann's collection are of the period a.d. 

720-4, the earliest purely Arab protocol is of the year A.H. 114 = a.d. 732. .All the 

evidence points to the increasing disuse of Greek in favour of .Arabic for official pur¬ 
poses, and if this was the case even under the X^mayyads it seems inconceivable that 
under an *Ahbasid Caliph, as late as A.D. 779, the governor would be corresponding 
with a local official of high rank in anything but Arabic. Grohmann in de Pap. i, 

79 and in CPR in, Ser, Ar., i, 1, p. 20, argues against Becker that the use of Greek 
went on even for official purposes into the 'Abbasid period, but the documents he 

cites are quite irrelevant to the present issue and certainly give no support to the 
supposition that as late as A.D. 779 the governor would write to a subordinate in Greek. 

Wadih may, then, be dismissed from the picture, and the Christianity of jordanes is 
an argument for placing the letter not later than about a.d. 706. The writer of A 

may, even if we reject Wadih, have been the governor, but for the reasons stated 
above this is improbable. It cannot be objected to the view 1 have expressed that 

6 evKAeArraTos- apipds, without the name, ought to refer to a familiar figure, either the 

local or the central governor, for the writer of A would of course give his name and 

probably also his title, which it was therefore unnecessary to repeat. How SioSui or 

SittSu; (see note ad he.) is to be interpreted and completed 1 am unable with any con¬ 

fidence to suggest. 
The subject of the letters has been sufficiently discussed by Prof. Norsa. The 

‘fugitives’, who play so large a part in the Aphrodito papyri, were doubtless In the main 
peasants who had abandoned their holdings, in the manner traditional in Egypt when¬ 

ever conditions became intolerable, and had fled to other pagarchies, but in P. Lond. 
1433, 323,401, we hear of sailors who had fled and been sent back to Babylon, There, 

too, the fugitives were required for naval purposes, but in the present case they are 
caulkers, not sailors. The mentioned ini. 3, on the other hand, were presumably 

of the same class as the of the Aphrodito papyri. The amount of the fine to be 

imposed on defaultci^, no less a sum than 1,000 shows the importance attached 

to their services, which were indeed essential if the fleet was to be serviceable; cf. 

P. Ross.—Georg. 6+P* Lond. I39t> 3”7t xpf®’ro«>iJpi;€[lfa rtitnvtis KaJ ftaXa^ras Aoyijgij 
^iXoKaXic.tas TeSi' Kapd^v K[a}i fomiTUuv Mai hpofu>vapua>^ Mizi] t[T^fpittv Siadidpwv imTaYlitaTtuv rov 

&T}f»ovif>v. Tjpiflwr ecfrt aiw QrVrwsr tq Ttiutih|[a] ittfmYftti'n- eujti.' Se Mat 

Afts ToijF riff Prof- Norsa remarks that ‘non risulta come doveva essere ripartita 

la multa di mtlle nomismata*, but concludes, ‘parrebbe che i v" ,a dovessero esser 

pagati dal MaAa^TTjf stesso e con lui [these last three words in PSL XII, p. 89, not in 
the editio prtrjceps) Kfutrwv i} (jif) iav tirropil; e in tal caso la multa sarebbe molto 

forte*. But surely the meaning is clear; twi w(^.) says the writer of A, 

addressing Jordanes and his colleagues, and the whole tenor of B goes to show that 
o xpariLv irrA. IB either the pagarch who defaults or his -mfvnjpffrqf. The caulkers them¬ 

selves would obviously be unable to pay such a fine; it was the pagarchs or their agents 
on w'hom the penalty fell, though that does not exclude the possibilit)' that some 

(corporal?) punishment would be exacted from the fugitives also. As explained in the 
note ad the words fov evno^wZ no doubt mean *if he has the means’. What would 
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happen if he had not does not appear. At the end Jordanes declares that he will not 

accept the pagarch’s property' tn lieu of lus life, but these threats were common fonn 

at the period; quite possibly defaulters would in fact suffer nothing more than a 

crushing fine. 
The word is explained by Prof. Norsa (citing Mile Rouillard's UAd¬ 

ministration civile de r^gypte hyzantute, and ed., 49, 151 f., 210) as the representative 

of the pagarch with the duke, and she appears to assume that each pagarch had his ow*n 
Toironj/wjn^s. In both views she is probably right. We know from the Aphrodito papyri 

that each pagarch had his representative w ith the governor {awoif/jiawi^Mos or d « Ttpoadmov, 
e.g. F. Lond. 1360), and it is not unreasonable to suppose that he might have another 

with the duke; Prof. Norsa suggests that the same agent may, according to the exigen¬ 
cies of the case, have been stationed now' with the governor, now with the duke, but 

this is less likely. The words ufitnpto TommjpvfTf} are thus an inexactness of expression; 

more properly the plural might have been used. It appears from P. Lond. 1360 that 

in case of default by the pagareh his might be held to account; hence the 

question whether d upartLif tn-A. refers to a pagarch ora tihtoti}/m)T4s does not affect the 

gist of the order; either might have to pay the fine in case of disobedience. There is, 

however, a possible alternative explanation; vtuTtfw in 1. 6 was phonetically equiva¬ 
lent to and it may be that Jordanes means 'our Iieutennnt^ The context, 
especially ko! irpot iftas, oAAd d KparcLv ktA, makes against this, but it cannot 

be excluded, if we suppose a certain clumsiness in the wording. 
It remains to determine the exact bearing of the orders given by Jordanes. Some 

uncertainty is caused by the phonetic equivalence, at this period, of ij and « and the 
consequent confusion of and It is probable, how'ever, that in I. 7 uftdy should 

be 7/id; and in 1. 9 vfiu/ should be t,e, the caulkers were to be sent by the pagarchs 

or their agents to Jordanes for despatch to Babylon. It is more doubtful whether in 1. r i 

should be This is very possible, but it is not out of the question that the 
pagarchs had their own o^cd^, to w'hich offenders could be sent. 

Lastly, a word is called for about the dots which occur frequently on the papyrus. 

Such dots (sometimes varied, though not in this document, by an apostrophe) are a 
regular feature of ofiicia] letters in the Arab period. When 1 first began to work at the 

Aphrodito papyri I assumed that they w'erc accidental blots, but I soon found that they 
were far too definite and purposive to be so explained. It is, howx;ver, hard to find any 

principle in their use. They occur at the division of two words {«Mi‘SaK7aTe, 1. 2), over v 

(ihre/i, ibid.), over a combination of tw’o consonants (ttp'os, Kp'aTwi^f, L 7), over t, either alone 

(vfiivf I. 8) or as part of a diphthong 1.7), but there is no systematic canying out of 
these practices; the dot may come over a single consonant (^cwpijoai, 1. 9), a single vowel 

other than v or * (efoAewrvfa, 1.11), at the end of a word several times, itaTwru^', 1. 12) 

or in the middle. The scribes must have had some object in the practice; perhaps it was 

merely aesthetic in its purpose, like the patches w'om by beauties in the eighteenth 

century. 
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ALEXANDRIAN COINS ACQUIRED BY THE 
ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM, OXFORD 

Sv J. G. MILNE 

Since the publication of the Catalogue of Alexandrian Coins in t/te Asfiniolemi Museum 

in i933>' the collection has been increased by the addition of nearly 600 specimens, of 
which the greater part come from college cabinets which have been deposited on loan 
at the museum. The most important of these is the Christ Church cabinet, the Greek 

section of which is of special interest as having been virtually founded by the bequest of 

Archbishop Wake in 1737:* it provides evidence of the classes of coins which were then 
in the English antiquity-market, and there is no comparable evidence, so far as Alex¬ 

andrian coins are concerned, to be found in Oxford earlier than that of the Douce 
collection, w hich was bequeathed to the Bodleian almost a century later. The contents 

of the Wake cabinet suggest that there were few hoards of billon tetradrachms coming 
from Egypt at this period, such as have poured into the market during the last fifty 

years; the Christ Church collection is strongest in bronze, particularly the large bronze 

drachmas, which were not hoarded to anything like the same extent as the billon. The 

best specimens of these drachmas, now at any rate, arc obtained from old rubbish 

mounds and the like: the Cairo dealers of the eighteenth century' probably drew their 

supplies from the casual finds of the fellaheen. 

Most of the coins in the collections lately added to the Museum cabinets arc of types 
already included in the Catalogue; but these collections, together with smaller donations 

and a few purchases, have resulted in the entry of over 100 new varieties on the list, 

some of which are w'orth detailed description, especially in connexion with the light 
they throw on the procedure of the Alexandrian mint. As their chief importance lies 

in the reverse types, and nearly all the obverse types fall into the classification used in 

the Catalogue, for the sake of brevity this scheme has been follow'cd as regards the 

obverses wherever possible. 

Augustus. JE dichalcus: ofrc., Fa; G ce bact OC Capricorn 1.,headr.,below, : 

16 mm., 2*13 g.: (Grantley sale). Plate XIII, i. 

This coin w'as attributed by the late owner to Corcyra; but it is certainly from the 

Levantine area, and almost certainly Alexandrian: there is no other series into which it 

can be fitted. The surface of the coin is damaged at the bottom of the reverse, but there 

are traces of the year-symbol L before the S; and, if this reading is correct, the date 

is a year earlier than the first hitherto unquestionably recorded for a Roman issue at 
Alexandria. According to the classification in Tlie Alexandrian Coinage of Augustus^ 

t References In the neies lo the Aahniolean Catalo^e are given as A.M.C., to the British Muieiim CataJdgftii;^ 
to G. Dmttflii's Numi Ahxandrim as D. 

* See C, H, V* Sutherland on the Wake Collection in Ox{mi€iu^, v 140. 
■ J.E.A. us* 
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there were undated coins, falling into three groups, which can be assigned to the first 

half of his reign, up to his 22nd Egyptian year: these were followed by a group of rather 

mixed character, including a few coins dated in year 28, together with a larger issue 
w'ithout a year “date, but bearing the title Pater Patriae which was conferred on Augus¬ 

tus on February 5 in his 28th year. This coin of year 27 resembles in its style the 

coins dated in year 28, which are all small bronze pieces, presumably reckoned as obob 
and dichalci: the Pater Patriae coins are larger, mainly diobols, and of better workman¬ 

ship. This group may be associated with the change-over from Ptolemaic to Roman 

standards of currency in Egypt; the first issues of Augustus are shown by the marks of 

value to have been struck in continuation of the coinage of Cleopatra, which was on the 

standard of the Ptolemaic bronze drachma with an exchange value of 500: i against the 
Attic silver drachma or the Roman denarius;’ sometime between year 22 and year 27 

the currency was reformed and based on the Attic silver standard, Thereafter state¬ 
ments of accounts were normally expressed in silver drachmas, not in bronze: even at 

the end of the third century, tvhen the metal content of the coinage had deteriorated so 

far that the tetradrachm, nominally of silver, had only the merest trace of silver in its 
composition, it was still called an ‘Attic’ tetradrachm. 

Nero, diobol; ofrtJ., J NEPiiNoc ckaieapoc Head r., laureate; rev., Nike advancing 
1-, (a'^), in field, L A; 23 mm., 10-50 g.: (Evans bequest). Plate XIII, 2. 

Like the coin last described, this is a novelty in the Alexandrian series, but it can be 
assigned to that mint on grounds of style and fabric. There was very little bronze 

struck at Alexandria in the reign of Nero: except for this coin, the earliest bronze 

known is one of year 6, and from year 8 onwards a few tj'pes appeared each year, but 

not more than three in any year till 14, the last of the reign. Specimens of all these 

issues are rare, in marked contrast to the abundance of Neronian debased silver 

tetradachms. A measure of the relative amounts of billon and bronze in circulation 
can be obtained from the finds in the rubbish-mounds of Oxyrhynchus, which pro¬ 

duced 8 billon and 3 bronze coins of Nero, in contrast to i and 25 respectively of 

Claudius: from the whole period of Roman rule down to the cessation of re^ar bronze 

issues under Marcus Aurelius the numbers are 20 and 316.* The policy of the Alex¬ 
andrian mint in this reign provides an economic problem: there had been fairly large 

issues of both metals under Tiberius and Claudius, but in years 3 to 6 of Nero there w-as 
increased output of billon, with practically no bronze, follow ed by a pause of tw'o years 
without any billon; then, after a small issue of billon in year 9, the ootput swelled 

enormously for the next five years, reaching a peak in year 12. The billon tetradrachms 

of these five years were so abundant that they form a disproportionately large part of 

the contents of the hoards which have been found and of which the burial can be dated 
in the next hundred years after Nero; and even a hundred years later again they some¬ 

times appear in quantity.’ There is no allusion in contemporary documents to any 

economic reason for this specialized activity of the mint: it may be that the government 

had taken alarm at the signs of a decline in prosperitj^ which became very evident soon 

afterwards, and tried to counteract it by pouring out vast quantities of coin. 
' For the equation, see Featua, p. 492 (ed. Lindsoy). ' JfS.A, Vlll (1922), 158. 1 Sec Appendix. 
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Nero. M diobtjL obv., Eb; rev.^ tuewA ^TOY Hawk standing ^a-): 24 mm., 
7*95 S-’ (Christ Church). Plate XIII, 3. 
This is the first bronze coin of year g to be recorded, though a few are known from 

years 8 and 10. The type of the reverse recurs in year 10, and became a stock type for 
small bronze under the Flavian Emperors. 

Vespasian. Bi. tctradrachm: obv.^ Bjb, to r. El cut over IS: rev., o aytokpatjiptitos- 

KAISAP Head of Titus r.; 25 mm., la-gy g.: (don. Mrs. Hunt: from Bebnesa). 
Plate XIII, 4, 
The alteration of the date on the obverse of this coin can probably be explained as 

due to a change in the policy of the mint at .Alexandria in year 4 of Vespasian. There is 
in the British Museum a single tetradrachm dated in that year, with the head of Titus 
on the reverse and a legend giving hts name in the formula, without the title of Impera- 
tor, which had been used in tiie three previous yearsbut no other specimen is recorded, 
nor are any other billon coins of year 4 of Vespasian knowm. Here the head of Titus 
recurs, but with the legend usual in years S and 9; and the date of his father's reign is 
altered from 4 to S. It may be suggested that the mint officials had prepared a die for 
striking tetradrachms in year 4, and had actually struck a few proofs: then orders came 
to stop the issue of billon, and they put away the die, but sent the proofs into circula¬ 
tion. No tetradrachms were struck in years 5, 6, and 7; but when in year 8 it was 
decided to resume the issue, the old and little-used obverse die was brought out and 
redated by a rather clumsy recutting. A new reverse die was made, though the type 
was again the head of Titus: his official title was altered, and a fresh portrait Introduced. 
Probably the authorities at Alexandria realized in year 3 that the currency was over¬ 
loaded with tetradrachms, and decided to adjust the balance by coining bronze alone:* 
in the next twenty years there were only small issues of billon in years 8 of Vespasian 
2 and 3 of Titus, 2, 6, and 8 of Domitian, and i of Nerva, though there was a steady 
flow of bronze except under Titus and Nerva. 

Trajan. M diobol: obv. Djb: rev.. Bust of Alexandria r., (a*), in field L lA; 24 mm., 

7*00 g.: (Christ Church). Plate XIII, 5, 
This coin may be noted as the last bronze diobol which has as the reverse type the 

bust of Alexandria. This had been a stock type for tetradrachms of Nero, Galba, and 
Otho: when the bronze coinage was revived and organized under Galba and Vespasian, 
there seems to have been an attempt to appropriate special types to certain denomina¬ 
tions: in year 8 of Vespasian Alexandria became the regular type for the diobol, 
replacing Sarapis and Isis, who had figured on earlier diobols, and so continued into 
the first years of Domitian. In year 10 of the latter emperor, however, there was a 
complete reorganization of the mint, and the appropriation of types w'as abandoned: 
Alexandria reappeared as a tetradrachm type, and thb coin is a solitary instance of its 
recurrence on a diobol: it is found once more on bronze, but on a drachma, at the end 
of the reign of Antoninus Pius.^ The method of distinguishing denominations by the 
reverse tviies, w'hich tvas common enough in Greek coinages, does not seem ever to 

‘ B.M.C. Altiaiitiirta, p. ?8. no. 124. » S« Appendix. 
^ See the chranQlo^cnI list of t^pea in pp. 
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have been favoured at Alexandria; one reason for this may be that the Ptolemaic 
denominations of bronze had usually been distinguished by their size rather than by 
the types, and the Egyptian peasants would understand size as a test of value more 
readily than h’pes or legends. 

Trajan. drachma; obv., Djbsi reo., Sarapis standing r. in quadriga (b^), above, 
LI A; 33 mm., 2077 g.: (Christ Church). Plate XIII, 6. 
The earliest mstance of the type of Sarapis in a quadriga published hitherto is dated 

in year 17 of Hadrian,^ after which it recurs several times on bronze drachmas, and 
under Antoninus Pius on billon: the coins of Hadrian show a preference for placing 
the group to front, with the homes prancing. It is not surprising, however, to find 
the type in the reign of Trajan, when the artists of the mint at Alexandria busied them¬ 
selves with designing fresh varieties of types for the drachmas, probably prompted by 
the example of the mint at Rome, which was dealing similarly with the types of tlie 
large bronze sestertii. There was a purpose in the practice at Rome in the use of the 
coinage for Imperial propaganda which would not apply to Egj'ptian conditions, and 
it is unnecessary,' to seek a difference in meaning between the walking horses of the 
type under Trajan and the prancing horses under Hadrian.* 

TttAjAN. /E drachma: oU\f Dsh: re®., Nike adN'ancing 1., wearing long chiton, holding 
in r. hand wreath over trophy of helmet, cuirass, and two oval shields, in 1, palm ; 
to 1. of trophy, man standing 1. pinioned, wearing pointed cap; to r. of it, draped 
female wearing mural crown kneeling r.; in centre of field, LIZ: 35 mm., ZZ’2J g.* 
(Christchurch). Plate XIII, 7. 
The reverse of this type was illustrated by Vogt from a specimen at Berlin,^ and it 

was referred by him to the victories of Trajan ; but it may be questioned whether he was 
right in identifying the kneeling female as representing Armenia. He gives as the 
ground for his identification the statement that she, as well as the pinioned man, 
wears a tiara of Armenian style; but this is not clear from his illustration, and on the 
Christ Church specimen her head-dress looks more like a mural crown, W'hich would 
not be appropriate for Armenia. A figure, presumably the same female kneeling in the 
same attitude by the same trophy, appears on another Alexandrian drachma of this 
year, where she is kneeling before Trajan, who is in military dress and is seated on what 
resembles a seih cuntHs, but was probably meant by the artist for a sella castrenas: the 
British Museum Catalogue takes her head-dress on its specimen of this coin to be a 
mural crownMoreover, it is not probable that a reference to the conquest of Armenia 
would be found on a coin struck at Alexandria in year 17 of Trajan: the Armenian 
campaign can hardly have been concluded before Midsummer 114, and the news would 
not be likely to have reached Ale.\andria by the end of August, the last month in 
Trajan’s 17th Egyptian year; the conquest of Armenia was not announced on the 
Imperial coinage at Rome till two years later,^ and the Alexandrian mint w-as not in the 
habit of anticipating the Roman. It seems better to take the reference on this coin as 

* pL jv% no. 1371+ 
^ J. Vogt^ Dh Aifxandriniichtii pL I, 3, 
* B-M-C- Raman Empire^ pL xUi, not. 6^ 7^ 8. 

* On the choice of o-pw. pp. jcaav-*!. 
* Alensandria, pL xxvii, no. 532, 
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to an earlier victory, possibly to the settlement of the province of Dacia after the 
second Dacian 'war, which seems to have been completed in 113/14: then the kneeling 
female might be Dacia wearing a moral crown in token of the grant of some form of 
civic organisation. 

Hadrian, IS. drachma: obt}., Gb*: r^o., Two canopi standing to front between two 

Corinthian columns with a cun'ed arch over and curving steps below: in field, L H; 

34 mm,, 20-17 B*' (WcUdon sale). Plate XI11, 8. 
Dattari’s attribution of a coin of this type to an uncertain year of Trajan can be 

corrected; he illustrates only the reverse, the date on which is illegible, but it agrees 
othenvise with the Oxford specimen, and from his text there seems to be little to be 
made of the obverse.^ The setting is peculiar: if the columns and arch are meant to 
represent a shrine, it is of a sU'lc which is not found on any other Alexandrian coin, nor 
does it resemble any building of the Roman period now* known in Eg)*pt. It looks as if 
the artist had seen a sestertius of Trajan of the Roman mint, which show's the Aqua 
Tratana as a river-god reclining in a grotto,^ and thought that such a grotto would be a 
suitable frame for the two Canopi; unintelligent copies of Roman types occur several 
times in the Alexandrian series. It is doubtful whether the representations of buildings 
on coins of this series can be taken as a guide to the appearance of those buildings, or 
indeed as evidence that such buildings existed, except in the case of the Pharos: 
certainly the porticoes or facades of temples and shrines with a statue or two inside 
them cannot be trusted as even summary sketches of actual buildings, and they are 
probably mere frames of conventional kinds for the statues. Some of the statues figured 
are of deities who are not known to have been worshipped in Alexandria,^ and it is 
quite clear that the men who designed the dies for the mint knew nothing of Eg^'ptian 
worships outside the capital. If there was a temple of the Canopi, at Alexandria or 
elsewhere, the coin-tj-pcs provide a choice of styles, Greek and Egyptian, for anyone 
who hopes to identify' it: the most attractive is the pylon-frontage depicted on coins of 
Marcus Aurelius/ 

Hadrian. M drachma: obv.^ Jsk.: rro,, >CASeiNA cceSACTH Bust of Sabina r,, draped 
and wearing necklace, hair rolled over head; in field, L ka: 34 mm., 23-76 g.: 
(Christ Church). Plate XIII, 9. 
This coin, the first of the Alexandrian mint with a bust of Sabina and a date after 

year 20 of Hadrian to be published, may give a clue to the date of Sabina’s death. It is 
generally accepted that she died in a.d. 136, but there is no exact evidence: as Hadrian’s 
zist Egy'ptian year began on August 30, 136, it would appear that either her death w-as 
after that day, or the news of it had not then reached Alexandria. As only this one 
specimen of one type is known, it may be held to indicate that she died shortly before or 
shortly after August 30. ^ 

Antoninus Pius. IE drachma: oit?., Ajj-; ret;., t6T o > v c, to r. b Nilas seated 1., with 
crown of lotus and drapery over legs, holding in r, hand two ears of com, on hippo¬ 
potamus walking 1.: 35 mm., 25-68 g.; (WcUdon sale). Plate XIIl, 10. 

* 1 tyz- ^ B.M.C. R^inaii Empire, pL xicxiii. 3, 

1 See for irutance the bat com described belo^. ^ D- 
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Specimens of this coin have been described in Dattari’s, Feuardent'sj and the British 
Museum Catalogues,‘ but no satisfactory illustration of the reverse exists; that in the 
British Museum Catalogue shows that the date has been misread in the text as c instead 
of B, It is interesting as an example of the pictorial tendency of the Alexandrian mint 
at the beginning of the reign of Antoninus,^ though the artist does not seem to have 
been successful in his representation of the hippopotamus. 

Antonincs Pius. drachma; obv.^ Ajh: rev.., Temple-front with pap}Tus columns, 
lotus capitals, and rounded pediment in w'hich disk wth uraei: within, figure of 
Harpokrates standing to front, head L, wearing skhent, himation over 1. arm and 
round legs, r. hand pointing to mouth, cornucopiae on 1. arm; before him, altar: in 
exergue, Le: 33 mm., 2518 g.: (Christ Church). Plate Xlll, n. 
Another type of Harpokrates in a temple-front, of the same year, has been published 

and illustrated by Dartari :^ it differs from this one in the fact that the. altar is replaced 
by a ram, which marks the deity as Harpokrates of Mendes. The artist seems to have 
designed a general type of Harpokrates and then localized it by minor adjuncts: a coin 
of Trajan shows a similar temple-front with a figure of Harpokrates of Herakleopolb,* 
a type repeated under Hadrian. 

Appendix 

The conimued drculation. of tetradrachms 0/ the period from Nero 10 to Vespasian 3 can be 
illustrated by statistics of a few hoards of later date. In the table, ‘last date' is the year of issue of the 

btest coin in the hoard: 'total content’ the number of coins (all of them tctradjachms) in the hoard. 

Last date 
Tots] content 

. 137/8 
62 

15^/7 
362 

1*4/5 
4.3+3 

169/70 

98 
IQO/I 

2.238 
276/7 

2.147 

285/6 
3.393 

Vest 63/4 Nero la . 9 IZZ 319 6 190 76 12^ 
1. H!s .. «i ■ « 10 130 5*5 10 I4S I4S 339 
„ 65/^ .. ■ 14 TCX^ 612 £ 299 223 444 

66/7 „ 13 . 7 505 11 164 171 355 
,, 67/8 „ 14] 

Gslbs 11 
. 1 49 jSx S t86 79 173 

„ 68/9 ,, 2 to 1 
VespastBA IJ 4 17 iSg — 27 67 

.• 69/7® M a * J to 176 4 83 zS 60 
>p 70/1 „ 3 I — 17 •— 7 J 6 

The first four of th^e hoards fall within the period during which the standard of the Alexannirian 
tetrad rachm was fairly constant, and there was no reason why the Issues of one year should be 

preferred to another for purposes of hoarding: the figures may thus be taken as 3 guide to the 

composition of the currency at the rime of the burial of each hoard, approKiniately the date of the 

latest coin in the hoard. (I can vouch for the accuracy of this as regards the third in the table, as I 

was present when it was dug up and counted the coins as soon as they were poured out of the jars 

in which they had been buried.) The normal rate of wastage of Alexandrian coins in circulation w'as 

calculated by t^rofessor Petrie to have been about one-half per cent, per annum; in view of this, as 

the issues of Nero ii, 12, and 13 still supplied each about one-eighth of the drculation a hundrtd 

years after their striking, the original output must have been extraordinary. 'l*he fifth hoard, 

' J5. 2774; Feuttrdent ISJO; B.M.C. Attxandria, pL icxi, ne, !i57. 
s XXIX (19+j), 65. » D. U35. £>. I0S3. 
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deposked soon after the standard bad begun to depreciate under Commodua* agrees generally with 
this conclimion: the two last, of much later date, are more puzzling. Under ordinary coinditions of 
wastage^ the tetradracbms of Nero should have almost vanished from circulation in the course of 

two centuries: yet m these two hoards they form almcist the same proportion a$ in those of a century 
earlier. The explanatton was suggested to me by Professor Petrie—^that when the depredation 
began under Commoduss, old tetradrachms of the better standard were hoarded and rctnained in the 

hoards for indefinite periods while they were passed domi in the families of the first owners: the 
composition of the two hoards tn question w'ould therefore furnish evidence, so far as the undepre- 
dated coins in it went, of the cirraladori in the reign of Cofnroodiis. This is supported by the fact 

that hoards which appear, from their composition, to have been formed from the coins in circulation 
during the third century^ contain very few' of the earlier tetradiachms: for instance, a hoard probably 
accumulated between 235 and 269, in which were specimens in unworn condition of nearly every 

year between those dates, had only one coin, of 163/4^ earlier than Commodus* (The hoard is 
described in full in Univ, of Michigan Studies, Humamsde Ser. xxx, p. 60.) 

A clue to the modve$ which prompted the expansion of the currency in the reign of Nero may 
perhaps be found in the fact that the period of expansion w'as almost coincident with the prefecture 
of Tiberius Julius Alexander: the exact date when he took up office is not known, but it must have 

been before June 3,66j when King Agrippa ivas absent from Jerusalem on a vbit to him (Josephus* 
B.J, H* 15, i)* and he presumably vacated the post in the spring of 70, when he went to Judaea with 
dr^ts from the legions in Egypt to be chief of staff to Titus (Josephus, B.J, yi, 45). He was an 

Alexandrian JeWp and his probable prcdeceasor^ Ponticus, was an Oriental freedman, who may 

hav-e succeeded C, Caccina Tuscus, another Oriental, who was prefect about 63. All three might 

be expected to represent the business interests of Alexandria, and so to have been led to attempt a 

remedy for financial depression which might have been of temporary service to shipping merchants, 

but w'ould be quite ineffective in the country'. At any rate, it is clear that the cetradrachm issue faded 
out speedily after the departure of Alexander: and the process may have been speeded up by the 

economic sense of Vespasian* who knew .Alexandria. 



LA CONTRIBUTION DE LA SYRIE ANCIENNE A 
LTNVENTION DU BRONZE 

Par CLAUDE F. A. SCHAEFFER 

A LA $uite d’une suggc&dan cie Mf, Lucas selon laquelle le bronze en taut qu’alLiage de 
cuivre et d'^tain fut d^couvert accidentellement a Toccasion de la fusion d’un melange 
de minerals des deux m^taux, ' Mr. G. A. Wainwright a formula Tint^ressante hypoth^ 
qu'un tel melange avait pu etre rencontr^ dans la rdgion de Gebeil, I’ancienne Byblos 
sur la cote syrtenne.^ En effet, deux torrents, le Nahr Feidar (I’ancien Phaedrus) et le 
Nahr Ibrahim (I'ancien Adonis) atteignent ici la mer ^ environ z km. respectivement 
6 km. au Sud de Byblos aprb avoir traverse les montagnes d’Esrouan (Kesrwan) con- 
nues pour oontenir d’asscz importants gisements de minerals de cuivre et d’dtain.* 
Dans le lit et a I'embouchure de ces deux torrents, les graviers pouvaient fort bien 
renfermer pele-mele des galets provenant des deux minerais, lesquels, apr^ fusion, 
auraient foumi un bronze pour ainsi dire spontan^ ou naturel. 

De son c6t£ le professeur Battiscombe Gunn sugg^re que ce bronze nature! avait pu 
etre connu des anciens figyptiens sous !e nom de ‘cuivre d’Asie' (W/ Su), expression 
qui, sous une graphic I^gerement difKrente se rencontre dans des inscriptions pouvant 
remonter jusqu'k la fin de la sixieme dynastic,* en chiffres ronds, vers 3400. C’est 
J'epoque a partir de laquelle, il semble que le bronze avait commence a etre utilisd en 
Eg>4»te.* 

Des ddcouvertes faites k Ras Shamra-Ugarit aussi bien qu’i Byblos viennent, tr^ 
heureusement, appuyer ces diverses suggestions. 

Dans les couches supdrieures du niveau IH de Ras Shamra, nous avons trouvd des 
pointes de lance a soie,® PI. XIV, fig. i, d’un type frequent en Syrie aeptentrionalej 
nous I’exposons ailleurs, il avait atteint, au Sud, la Palestine et en direction du Nord et 
Nord-Est le Caucase et la Perse septentrionale. Selon la chronologic de Ras Shamra, ce 
type d’armes peut, avec certitude, etre attribue a rUgarit Ancien et au ddbutde TUgarit 

* A. Liicds, AHtieni ^gyptiari Maltttiab and Indnttriet, S' 6dit., London, 1934, p, 175. 
* G. A. WainwrighT, Tht Ocairrftue of Tin and Copper near Sybtof, dzMisJEA xx, £9 et #uiv. 
* G. A. Wainwright, op. cit., p. 29. 

* G, A. Wainwriabt, fwsant etat d’unr suggestion du pirufcsseur Battisc<Mnbe Gunn, Antiouitv 10^2 n tA 
(Egypiiati Bronse-Afaking), “ ^ 

» .A. Lucas, op, dt, p. 177. 
* Cc tii'Pe d'amnes a parfois conaid^i^ Coinnte oyani servi de poignard b cause de rcstrdniti recourb^ 

dc la wit qui semblait indiquer un miinchc assti coun. A propoa du poignard chypiiote, nous avons 
monti^ dis 1936 (cf. nw .IfutioiM en Chypre, p. 42 tt *uiv., fig, 16 ct pi. Jtsiii) que la soie courte « tecourbee 
pouvait fort bien rirt late au wnnntt du manche d’un javeloi ou dW Janet. Des diicouvcrtes faitts depuis 
h Tepd Hissar (E. F, Schmidt, E-Tcatntiom at Tepe Hitiar^Damgftati, PJiiladctphie, 1937, p 203 pi li) nous 
ont doimd raison: ce Otjc d’a^es a effccrivMnent stni de pout it de lanct conune les piMe* manias dcs 

du rnauidw rccueilUes sur ca sita le d^riKinrrent. 



Plate XIV 

Fic. 1 

Fic. 2 

Fiq. ir h d« Ra;3 Shanira (2300-2000 av« C.)- Scion dcs dcs^ins dc 
G. CKcnct, 

Fig. 2. Croquis dcs tj-pe* dc bronze trouv^ dan* Jes sepulture* dc rUgani Moycn [ 

(2100-1000) de Has Shamnir 

Fig. 3. Sfihigki d^pdt dn Jfmd^ur Myhhi. (a ^pioglc inachev^c pn^icntimi los 

ba\aircs ct Ic champignon dc couM; 6 cl f tcrminccs,) Photoifraphic dg My$;dc 

National Libonais, Beyrouth. 

OBjE'rs DE BKOXZH 
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Moyen i, en chifEres ronds entre 2200 et 2000. L’analyse chimique 2 r£v<5y que ces 

armes sont faites d’un bronze k teneur en ^tain ^lev6 (jusqu’^ 9>^%); constituent, 
en fait, Tun des plus anciens types de bronze jusqu'id connus de Syrie. 11 y fait son 

apparition prdctsdment a I'^poque ^ iaquelle, selon les references cit^ ci>dessus, on 

releve dans r^plgraphie ^gyptienne Texpression ‘cuivre d’Asie’ et on observe Tutilisation 
des premiers objets de bronze dans la valine du Nil. 

Dans des couches l^geremeitt plus r^centes de Ras Shamra (niveau II, i}, nous avons 
mis au jour des sepultures contenant trois types de parures en bronze bien connus 

depuis leur premiere d^couverte en Syrie par M. Montet, dans un d^pot du temple 

de Byblos le torque ouvert k corps Ussc et extrdmit^ ourld^, r^pingle a habits a tete 
en forme de massue et col perc^ et uo Element de collier en forme de pcrles biconiques 

et de fils de bronze ressemblant a des ressorts, voir croquis, PI. XIV, fig. z. 

L’on sait que la date ^lev^e initialement attribute a la Jarre de Byblos (I’Ancien 

Empire) a, depuis, contesi^e. Se basant sur des considerations diverses, plusicurs 
auteurs ont fait des propositions dans ce sens.^ La d^enuverte, k Ras Shamra, de 

tombes contenant in situ sur les squelettes, des torques, dp ingles et dlements de collier 
identiques aux bronzes correspondants de Byblos, me permet de confirmer et de prd^ 

ciser les estimations proposdes par les avitcurs mentionnes ci-dessus. Ayant, grace ^ 

I'amabilitd de I’^mir Maurice Chehab, pu dtudier k loisir et faire analyser les bronzes 
de la trouvaille de Byblos, maintenant au Musde de Beyrouth, je suis en mesure de les 

attribuer, eux et Tensemble du contenu de la fameuse Jarre, a I’epoquc coniemporaine 
de rUgarit Moyen i, entre zicjo et 1900 en chiifres ronds. 

Devant la nouveaute des types de bronze en question qui jusqu’a leur decouverte par 

M. Montet n'avaient jamais etd rencontrds dans aucune trouvaille s^Tienne, les 
auteurs prdcitds ont admis qu’il s'agit d’objets anciennement importds k Byblos. Cette 

conclusion est battue en breche par la trouvaille des memes bronzes a Ras Shamra 

signalde plus haut et ausst dans une tombe au Qalaat-er-Rouss k 25 km. au Sud de 

notre site^ et k Hama,^ ou ils se rdvelent etre les offrandes funeratres d’une population 
instance sur la cote syrienne et dans la valine de I’Oronte le temps de TUgarit Moyen 

I (2100-1900). 

^ Lc^ analyses ont dona les kboratoires des Forges et Ad^des dc In Marine^ Homteourt 
(France) sous la direction de M. Leon Brun. Voici, k titre dVxcmplep deux des r^ultats: Imice Elas Shejuru 
Nr. 6zS7p fig. I (anikjyse A), Innce Raw Shamra Kt* 4+J&P * (aiiai>'se B) 

CuivTC . . (A) 92.98% (B) 88,90% 
^tain . . 4.4 

plomb H - - 1.50% 0,61% 
zinc ■ o,i6% 

fer . oM% 0,85% 
amjfre « . . o,oz% 0.09% 
nickel « ^ ^ traces .6,15% 

^ P. Montet^ BvWfij ef Pods, i^iS^ p. iii ol suiv,, p!, ixJ-bas. 
> H. Hubert: 2000-1700 (cf, p* jS)j H. Dus^udt aooo au plu$ tard (cf, Syria^ p, 172); 

G, Coiurtiau: sjoo?-tSoo(d* Manud d'Arch. Ownf.p 11, p. £70)5 W. F. Albdghc: paa Ofitdrleur a igoo-1850 
(cf. AASOR, i933h p. 74; 1938, p. 25); M. Dunnnd: T900-1&00 {cf. FoaiHes df Byblot, 1. Pans^ 1939, p, rjfi), 

* E. ForrerT rapport sur sea bondages au (la!aa!'C^-Rous^t, cf, A. M. H. Ehdch, Early of 
Region^ dana Alrmmrt Amrr. FhHoj^ Sac,* voL xiii^ Philadelphic^ >939. ng c! fig, z, 

* Hr liigholr, Rnppari iw irpi tampagtKS df fotdllts d Hama en Syrte, Copenhzgue^ >94d, p+ 64, 
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Du meine coup, une observation de M. Montet rapport^ dans sa publication defini¬ 
tive, et qui semble avoir dchappe aux auteurs s'etant occupes, depuis, de sa trouvaille, 
gagne toute sa signification. Le fouilJeur de Byblos signale que Tune des epingles en 
bronze contenues dans la jarre constituc *un rate avec des bavurea latdralcs et temiine 
par une masse infonne’,’ PI. XIV, fig. 3. Comme j'ai pu m’en assurer par Texamen, il 
s*agit, en effet, d’une ^pingle encore pourvue du champignon de coule, telle qu'elle 6tait 
sortie de reparation de coulage avant [’enlevement des bavures. 

La presence parmi les bronzes de la jarre de Byblos de pieces inachev^es s’oppose a 
I'hypothese de leur origine etrangire jusqu’Ed adniise. 11 est, en effet, improbable qu’on 
aurait import^ a Byblos, et import^ de loin, du Caucase selon H. Hubert,des bronzes 
dont r^tat de fabrication n’dtait pas achevdA De toute Evidence, il s’agit de 
bronzes coul^s en S3'rie, probablement dans les environs de Byblos si non dans la ville 
meme, et dont tout un lot ^ T^tat neuf ou inachevd avait ^t4 d^pos^ en offrande au 
temple,* 

Cette conclusion en meme temps qu’elle acheve ma demonstration selon laquelle les 
parures du type de la jarre de Byblos ^taient distinctives d’une population install^e k 
demeure en Syrie centrale et septentrionale le Bronze Moyen (ai 00^1900), appuie 
1 hypothec de 1 utilisation dans la region de I’ancien Gebeil des mincrais cupriques et 
d’^tain provenant des montagnes voisines d'Esrouan, hypoth^e avancee par MM. 
Lucas et Wainwright. 

Par contre, je suis obllgd d’exprimer des doutes quant une opinion de I’un des 
auteurs pr^dtfe. Selon Mr. Wainwright, le bronze technique, r&ultat de Talliage in- 
tentionnel et non accidentel du cuivre et de retain n’avait connu qu’i partir du 
temps de la mil* dynastie ^gyptienne; selon cet auteur la date de I'invention tomberait 
entre 1580 et 1370 avant notre ^re.^ 

Nous avons vu que b Syrie ancienne et cn particulier, le site de Ras Shamra, a 
restitu^ des armes de bronze attribuables k h p6ri^e entre zzod et zooo qui contiennent 
jusqu’a pr^ de io% d’^tain. Selon I’avis des technidens,* pareille teneur est I’indice 
d’un alliage intentionnel et non accidentel des deux m^taux. Les bronzes du d^pot 
contenu dans la jarre de Byblos, lequel Von pourrait dor^navant appder ’depot du 
fondeur de Byblos’, ainsi que les bronzes analogues trouv& a Ras Shamra de k p^riode 

' P, Montet, op, oit,, p. ] 23, p], Isi*, fig. 588, pi^cc dVn haut. La photographic incite public 
ici, fig. 3, A mse & ftotre disposition par I'fimir Maurice Chehab, dircctcur du Musie de Beyrouth et d« 
Service dea Antiquity du Lib^t. ce dour nom le remercians id^ 

* H. Hubert., op, cit., Syria^ 1925, p, 

i Nous revirndrun* sur Is question avec plus de d^edk dans notre voltime en preparation: Str^ti^a^ikie 
ei chfanol^t I'Atii: Occidentals. 

^ Noire h>'poth^ selon lnquelle 1r bronzes dc k jrnre de Byblos constitueni iine offrande d'lm fondeur cst 
renforcAe par d’autm trcuvsilLes pmveitfuit du m&me site (cf, les nonibreuz d^p6t$ de statuettes a brut 
ou ii«ehc%'d trouv^s par M. Dunand, op. du p. ijj et suhr., pi. Ivij-l™; Irviii-tiaii. D'autre part, ka 
uouvailtes de Byblos conatituent un paralleJe au (Updt des soixante-quatoize broruea en pame inacheves et 
accompagn^ de motceaux de mital brut d^uvert it Ras Shamra *ous le dallage de ta i^idence du gnmd- 
pretie dUgarit. Parmi «s bfonzea, il y cn a plusieur* qui sont gravfa d'une tkdioce an nom de ce dignitaiie. 
Cf, rro* Ugfzritiai, l. Paris, 1939, pL xitjv et Syria, iqap, p. 295, p|, k. 

* G. A* WftifiwrigJit, dans AHtufuity^ 1943, ^ et 97, 
^ Ct pftf cKempie A- op. cit.j, p. 174 tt suiv. 
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entre aioo et 1900 contienncnt, seSon )es analyses,^ une teneur en ^tain atteignant 

meme jusqu'^ 1^%- 
De ce qui precede, i) r&ulte, prcmiferement, que ta fabrication du bronze au moyen 

d*un alliage d^lib^r^ de culvre et d'^ftain a it6 connue dcs ancicna bronzicra au moms 
d^ la fin du ill' mUl^naire et, deuxi^mement, que les fondeurs de la region de By bios et, 

d’une fa^on g^n^tale, ceux de la Syrie anctcnne^ ont, de toutc Evidence, apport^ unc 
contribution importante Ji cette d^couverte st riche de consequence pour les anciennes 

civilisations, 

^ Lea analyses ci-dessous ont aussi cxi^cut^cs dAna le& labomtoifcs des Foiges d ’Hom^Durt. La a\aiij;re 
des bronzes de Bybloa a abLigeamment mlse b ma disposition par k conscrvateiir du Mus^e de ^yrouth^ 
rjfmir Maurice Chehab; la mati&re des bromsef dc Rb$ Shamra a M c^d^t par !a Mlaaion de Ras SharmaH 

Bronzes du d£p6t dc Byblos par M. Montet: Bronzes de Ras Shamra de L'llgarit Moyen i (zioo- 
19QOJ: 

CoTquc k cztriimt^ ourl^es: jingle h col perc^: 

cuivee 1 > . &7,30% cuivre ^ 86.73% 
dtain . . i * iipSaTs ilein - 9M% 
plomb •k 4 ^ o,s»% plomb ^ >.S»% 
fer * . • o,5a% fer >,44% 
soufre . . « non dos^. rinc 0,58% 

^pingk k col perci : anumoine tnua 

cuivre 1 ■ 8s.«3% ars^ic tnces 

^tain . . « . i3.«+% autre 4ping1c du mime : 

plomb . . . i • 0,^% cuivre * 81.80% 

fer ,1 <^3B% £tain » iS,ai% 

aoufre * , nan dos^. plomb - 0,54% 

spiral en forme de Tcaftort: fer _ o.a7% 
cuivTc . **1 . 83,80% zinc maces 

i^tain 4i * . 15,00% argent - traces 

plomb - . ■ 0,45% 
wufre . . 0,145% 

* Divers autres gisements de culvre et d'^taxn ont signal^ cn Syrie^ certama reatent k confirmer* comme 
oeu3E de la region d'AJep, 



THE ORIGIN OF EARLY COPPER 
By A. LUCAS 

As a result of experiments in simple methods of smelting copper ores to produce 
metallic copper, Mr. H* H. Coghlan suggests that copper was first produced acci¬ 
dentally, not in a camp fire, hole in the ground, or other open fire, as is often supposed, 
but in a potter}' kiln, that is, in a closed chamber,' This, of course, presupposes that 
malachite (w'hich was almost ccrtainJ}' the ore from which copper was first produced) 
was used, either accidentally or intentionally, as early as the Badarian period in con¬ 
nexion with the firing of pottcry^ in a kiln, since metallic copper is known from the 
Badarian period. There is no evidence, however, that kilns were employed for burning 
pottery as early as the Badarian period, the first direct eridence of pottery kilns being 
from the Vth Dynasty, at which date they are depicted in the tomb of Ti at SakJtarah, 
and, though evidently they must have been well established at that time, it is most 
improbable that they were in use some 2,000 years earlier, 

Mr. Coghlan summarizes his suggestions in the fonn of two conclusions as follows: 
r. 'The malachite may have been made up with a flux to res^t the tendency to 

pow^der off. Applied to the pottery in this way as a slip, or even painted on, the 
result would be a smooth black decoration,’ 

2. ‘The malachite may ha’i'e been made up with a glaze. Analyses of Egyptian blue 
frit show that it is coloured by a copper compound. Hence it would seem possible 
to associate copper, and most likely malachite, with glazes as early as the 1st 
Dynasty in Egypt, and, if the art was intrusive into Egy'pt, the origin of the 
practice would have been still earlier.’ 

These conclusions may now be considered : 
I. The black colour of early pottery has been analysed by me and by others probably 

hundreds of times, and no evidence or suspicion of a copper compound has ever been 
found. 

z. This paragraph consists of three sentences, which will be considered separately- 
(o) 'The malachite may have been made up with a glaze.’ This can only mean that 

malachite may have been the colouring materiail in a glazing composition on pottery 
which w’as being fired in a kiln. But, as already shown, pottery kilns almost certainly 
were not in use until long after the discovery of copper. Also, pottery was not glazed 
in Egypt until a very late date, and even then the glaze was at first not a copper glaze 
but a lead glaze.* Is Mr. Coghlan making the very common mistake of thinking that 
Egj'ptian faience is glazed pottery ? Faience is not glazed pottery but glazed quartz 
frit (pow'dcred quartz),* 

■ H. H. CoghJui, Stnrte Exptrimtnls oh the Origtft cf Early Copper, in Man, Jttly i^ig. No. 
* €is:^id Wart in Egypt, India and Mciopof4mUi, In JEA, xsil, 141 fF. 
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(6) 'Analyses of Egyptian blue frit show that it is coloured by a copper compound.* 

Here manifestly there is a tacit suggestion that blue frit, during either making or using, 

may have pven rise accidentally to metallic copper. This, however, is excluded by 

the comparatively late date at which this frit was first used, the earliest example known 

to me (and I have searched for earlier ones) being from the IVth Dynasty.' 
(c) ‘Hence it would seem possible to associate copper, and most likely malachite, 

w'ith glazes as early as the 1st Dynasty in Egypt, and, if the art w'as intrusive into 

Egypt, the origin of the practice would have been still earlier.’ But, if the firing of 
a glaze gave rise to copper, then glazing must have been known as early as the Badarian 
period, which was the case, though not glazing on pottery, but glazing on steatite 

certainly,^ and possibly also glazing on solid <^uartz and glazing on quartz frit, since 

glazed solid quartz and glazed quartz frit (faience) are both knowTi from the Pre- 

dyaiastic period.^ 
However, as Mr. Coghlan has proved by his experiments, metallic copper cannot 

be produced in an open fire, but only in a dosed chamber, and with reference to 

faience I wrote some years ago* that 'whatever the precise details of the ancient method 

of giazing were, there can be little doubt that the firing was carried out in a closed 
chamber of some sort, though probably only a small one, since it seems impossible 

that this should have been done in an open fire with the objects to be glazed in contact 
with the fuel. The modern forgers of faience at Kumah have evolved various ways 

of solving the difficulty: sometimes an earthenware pot is employed.^ sometimes a 
copper box, and sometimes a box of steatite, the objects in the latter case being stood 

on cubes of steatite.’ 
Although the evidence is, and can only be, circumstantial, it seems to me to be 

proved that, as suggested by Mr. Coghlan, metallic copper was first discovered in 

connexion with glazing in a closed chamber, the glazing being that of steatite or quartz, 

the latter either solid or powdered. If this is accepted, then it follows that metallic 

copper was an Egyptian discovery,* since, on present evidence, both glazed steatite 

and glazed quartz were EgjTJtian inventions.’ 

* A. Lucas, Aneient Eeyption Materiab attd Indutiriis^ ig34. P- 
» C. Brujiton A G. Citor-Thcmpaon. Tfcc Badttn'an CwSiwtiett, 27, 28,41. 
» W, M. F. Petrie, Prdnfloric Egypt, 44. 
* A. Lucas,xxii, 156. 
* This was the method used bjf Mr. Coghlan in his eiperimcnt*. 
* A, Luca*, Artcunt Egyptian Maimalt and Muitrifi, 403. 

^ Op. dt.p +07^ 

O 



COLONEL SIR HENRY LYONS, F.R.S. 
By SIR ERNEST M. DOWSON 

The death of Sir Henry Lyons at Great Missenden on August lo, 1944, is recorded 

here in affectionate memory of a great personality and of solid work quietly done for 

Egyptology, Few men have given longer or more single-minded devotion to the fur¬ 

therance of science, its spirit and its service to man. At eighteen he had collected a 

series of fossils for the Natural History Museum and been elected a Fellow of the 
Geological Society. In his eightieth year his last illness found him correcting the proofs 
of the Administrative History of the Royal Society to which he dedicated his closing 

years. Appreciations of his many activities have been expressed elsewhere by better 

informed pens; and the recognition accorded to his service to science, to Egypt, and to 
our own country needs no repetition here. This brief memoir seeks only to trace against 

that wilder background the thread of his uninterrupted interest in this Society's special 

scientific field, and the contributions he was able to make to it. This has only l^en made 
possible by the generous assistance of many friends. 

Henry George Lyons, the son of General T. C. Lyons, C.B,, was bom in London on 

October 11, 1864. He was educated at Wellington and Woolwich, gazetted to the Royal 

Engineers in 1884, and posted to Cairo in 1890, where he was allotted quarters in the 

Kasr en-Nil Barracks. There bis curiosity was aroused by a black stone inscribed with 
hierc^lyphs which he passed daily on his way to mess. Fired with a desire to learn 

something of the language and people of ancient Egypt, he wrote to England and Ger¬ 

many for books and guidance, and devoted his spare time during the hot weather to 

studying these things. It was necessary to look abroad for help, as in Egypt, true to her 

character as the land of paradox, Egyptology was still an exotic. Even the rich nucleus 

of the present museum, collected by Marlette, lay ill housed, confused, and uncared 

for, a thicket without pathways for the student. It Is not, indeed, fanciful to see in this 
early experience the seeds of the attraction and clarity' which characterized the British 
Science Museum later. 

In 1891 Lyons w'as attached to the Egyptian Army for engineer duties in Nubia and 

then for a number of years to Lord Kitchener’s Staff for frontier aen,'ice from Haifa 

against the Dervishes, at that time lymg near Sarras, thirty miles southward. This 

brought him knowledge of the desert and its ways, and opportunities of exploring 
desert sites. In 1892 he cleared and surveyed several temples of the Twelfth and 

Eighteenth Dymasties at Buhen on the west bank and recovered a number of important 

inscriptions, one being the lower half of a stela of Sesostris I celebrating his Nubian 

campaigns, which completed the upper half lodged by Champollion and Rosellini in 

the Florence Museum over sixty yearn earlier. From the Dakhla oasis, too, Lyons re- 
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covered several important stelae of the Twenty-first Dynasty, now in the Ashmolean* 

While at Haifa he also rebuilt the Nile gauge which he had found in pieces, 
A permanent addition to the Nile’s summer supplies had in the meantime become 

necessary, if Lord Cromer’s long struggle for the development of Egypt’s natural 

etrononiy w'as not to be strangled. This could only be provided by a great reservoir 
dam on the granite barrier forming the first cataract; but the archaeological world 

arose in arms, for, just within the basin, threatened with destruction, stood the Temples 

of Philae. A large reduction in the capacity of the reservoir was suggested, coupled with 

constructional protection against seasonal immersion of the lower portions of the 
temples. But a thorough examination of the buildings was called for, as they had long 

lain choked with rubbish and neglected. The work was entrusted to Lyons, whose 

interest in archaeology had been observed. During the winter of he cleared, 
surveyed, and recorded the buildings, investigating and when necessary giving first aid 

to the already doubtful foundations, and outlining the more pemanent protective 
measures subsequently adopted. While doing so he discovered a trilingual stela record¬ 

ing local Roman victories, which aroused great interest when published by him and 

Borchardt. _ • j u- 
During the following summer Lyons was married, which necessitated his return to 

normal duties with his owm Corps, as only unmarried British officers were at that time 

allowed to serve in the Egy-ptian Army. But the effective discharge of his delicate t^k 

at Philae, followed by personal contact, led Lord Cromer to advise the Egyptian 
Government to ask him to undertake first the geological and then the cadastral survey 
of the country. The successful conduct of these t^vo formidable enterprises and the 

establishment of the national Sun-ey of Egypt and its associated scientific organizations 

during the forthcoming years (1897-1909) constitute his outstanding achievement and 
service to Egypt, They left little time and energy for other activities, but his interest 
in Egy ptology remained keen and he became a member of the Comite consultatif d*ar- 

ch^i^ie on its formation. Unfortunately the friction then existing between Britain and 

France over Egypt vitiated the usefulness of this body and set a barrier against much 
\^lLable collaboration which Lyons and other like-minded British officers could have 

given to Egy-ptology. . ■ l 1 , 
By 1905 the agricultural development of Egypt was again outrunning the low-stage 

river suppUes; so the reach between Haifa and Khartoum, which had been in Dervish 

hands previously, was carefully surveyed to locate and explore any further foible 

reser\'oir sites. This showed that there was no reasonable alternative to increasing the 

capacity of the Aswan Reser^'oir, thus threatening a revival of the earlier controversy 

But the problem was no longer a new one to Lyons. Traces of ancient burials which 

he had found on the east bank ten years earlier, while working at Phdae and pondering 
no doubt on that unsatisfactory compromise, had implanted in his mind a worthier and 
a more effective reconciliation of Egy-pt’s archaeological responsibilities with her well¬ 

being. The plain economic need to provide additional water-storage could not be 

denied; but this should, he suggested, be preceded by a concentration of the resources 

of science, learning, and experience not only (i) on the presen-ation of known ancient 
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structures 'tvithin the reservoir basin, but also (ii) on the discovery, record, and study 

of every evidential fragment of its buried history. This policy was adopted by the 
Egyptian Government, the execution of (i) being allotted to Sir Gaston Maspero and 

of (ti) to Lyons, who, in pursuance of his basic idea, organized this work in three com¬ 

plementary sections each under specialized direction, charged respectively with archaeo¬ 

logy in its more restricted sense, study of the anthropological material, and the map¬ 

ping of ancient sites in detail and their setting in the general topography of the basin. 
This was the genesis of the Archaeological Survey of Nubia, judged, in the objective 

pages of the Society’s 1907-8 Report covering the first season’s progress, as the finest 
piece of scientific work done in archaeology in its widest sense in so short a time and 

with such remarkable results. 

Lyons retired from Egypt in 1909 to take up his further period of distinguished 

public service in England. He continued to serve the Societ}\ joining its Committee in 

1912 and being Treasurer for 1925-30 and a Vice-President for 1931-40. Of his quali¬ 

ties as a man it is impossible for the writer to speak dispassionately. His insight, 

administrative capacity, energy, and drive are known. His complete sinking of himself 
in any task he undertook can be seen in his Cadastral Sttrtjeyof Egypt, his Phydographyof 

tite Nile, and his introduction to the first Bulh^n of the Archaeological Survey of Nubia. 

He expected from everyone the same unqualified and unself-regarding service that he 

himself gave to any sincere work, whether his own or another's. His authority was sure 

but human, and incalculably aided by his unfailing cheerfulness and humour. He d^t 

inflexibly with inefficiency and could be gniffi from disapproval or the shyness which 

so often accompanies self-confidence in generous natures; hut underlying all was a deep 

kindness which salted all his dealings with his fellow men. 
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GREEK INSCRIPTIONS {1941-1945) 

By MARCUS N. TOD 

The following Bibliography, which conunuea that for 1939-40 puhlwhcd in thii umiy i53--6j 
iTgistcrs the nrlcv^t hooka and articles which came to my knowledge between the bi^inning of 1^1 and 
the close of July, 1945; Thai k can lay no daim to coinpleteneas I am well awartp for, though the Europran 
War ended in May, 1945, communications with the Continent are not yet imnstrictcd, and the German and 
Austrian books and periodicals of the w^-yeara, as w^eJl as many of those published elsewhere, arc stilly 
with but few cxcepiionSp inaccessible In Bridsh Ubraries. The number and the importance, however, of the 
kerns here noticed may be held to justify the issue of this brief re™w^ provisioiial as it must needs be, in 
which I indicate by an asterisk those works which I have been unable to consult directly and of which my 
knowledge depends in most cases upon the summaries of recent work on the Greek Inscriptions of Egypt 
and Nubia enntamed in J. and L, RoaeRT*a indispensable * Bulletin ^pigraphiquc', of which three insuU 
ments have appeared during the period under review (iin?* /n gr. uif, ^33-5, UV, 366-7, lv, 363). 

Of F* BlLAML^a continuation of PftEtsiGKie'# Smnmd^rh gru^is^her (Jrktmdfft am Agyptm no fresh 
fasdcule has been ^ued since 1938, but attention may be called to review’s of the Egyptian section of 
Hondius^s Suppkmtnttim Epi^aphinim Otffcjwn, viii, by F. HALKtX in *Amkcta Baifmdiatutf lde, 3o6-7p 
and by A. PcEcH in J^urn. Sav. 1940* 1S4. 

A number of laluable diacuasions of Graeco*Egy^rtian history and institutions have appeared in which 
the epigraphical evidence plays an important part. Among these 1 may note R. Taube.>^hiac^s Latp of 
Grfco-Roman Egypt itt th€ of thr Papyri a0,-6*/0 AJ>r {New York, 1944), in which the Greek and 
Latin biscriptions utiliaeth notably OGIS 669, are indexed on p, 465; R, S. ROO^V revised List of the 
prefects of Egy-pt in the reign of TiL>eriii3 (Trsitr. Am. PhfL Ass. LXXtl, 365“7i); H, Henne^s article "Sur la 
titulature aulique dcs strateges de nomea k Fdpoque ptoIZmafque' en anc. srit, 172-6; cf. J?et3. iL 
LiV, 238); reviews by W, W, TaRN (JMS lis, 3^3-4) and H. VoljcxtanN {PhiL TI'bcA. Lli, 1007-16) of the 
work of W* Otto and H. BeNOTSON on the decline of the Ptolemaic Empire {cf.JEA xjHiUT, 153): a republi- 
cation among the collected articles of Al. Holleaux, *£tudes d^ipi^aphk rt d*fiutoir€ grecqurst iii (Paris, 
1942), ch* I, of that scholar's interpretation of the Lkle ijyf^jdiv iw cfoi rd^tutv as 'eomiimndant *'a ta dk- 
pQ8itioii"i n'ayaxii pas de service actif' (JEtf. fLgr. xxxv, igS-aio), and I L Kortenbeutel's articles on 

and i^povpapxps in PAtLV-Wi^!SOWA--Kjit>LL, Ri^I-encychpddie, xx, 1 (Stuttgart, r94i). 
In the sphere of religion 1 mention A+ Rowers mvestigation of certain 'NEwly-identUied Monuments in 

the Egyptian Museum showing the Ekificaiion of the Dead, ti^fher with brief Details of similar Objects 
elscw'here* (-^nrt. Sttv. XL, f’-5o, 291-6), in which the Greek evidence examined {pp* 26-71 3+3 comprises 
the epigrams on the tomb of Isidora at Hetmopolis Magna (SEG viii, 473-+), ihe epitaph of Asclepias from 
Memphis, now in the Loum (SB 1935)* and the inscription on the tomb of Petosirk (SEC vtii^ 624) ^ 
W. G« Waddell's note xl, 297) claiming that 'in the light of all the evidence of Mr* Rowe's 
article, the delinjtion of kmi/s in the 9th edition of Liddell and Scett, Gretk should be emended to 
read; “used of the drowned dtzd from theXXXtk Dynasty onmtrds" "1 A. Reiim 's discussion of the widespread 
use of die term MNHXSH, especially common in Greek graditi from E^pt {*Phi!ol. xctv^ 1^30); G. W, 
Elderkin's article on 'The Hero on a Sandal' [Heipma^ x, 381-7)^ which includes a discussion and illtistra- 
don of a sandal-shaped vase of the second century ad. from Lower Egypt bearingtheinscription 
(cf, DARE^rao^<3-SAOLJO-FoTTIER, Dkt. Ant. HI, tSaS* iVj 13S9), and a reconsideration by F. CHAPOirmiEit 
{fUv. £l Aft£. XLir, 58^3) and by R. Goossecs (CAfon. xvi, 279) of tbc inscription on a gold cop, 
DOW' in the Cairo Museum, dedicated in A.D, 58 by Plutas 'to Helen, sister of AphctKlitc' {SEG viii^ 500)* 
ITie formex interprets this unexampled reference to Helen as Aphrodite's 'sister as due to the frequency 
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with which the«r two were asscxiiatcd on account of their beauty^ Avhile the latter thinks that the surpassing 

loveliness of Helen led to her being considered as a daughter of Zeus and thus a sister of Aphrodite (cf. 

it gr^ UV, 366), 

New light has also heen thrown by inscriptions on the economic and social life of £g>'pt, M. Rostov- 

rzEFf's masterpiece^ Tfw Sodai amf Ec^aomk Histt^ry of tho Ileilmstk WofM (Oxford^ careful 

aitention to iheac aspects of Egyptian life tn the Ptolemaic period (see especially pp. 255-423, 705-3 

870-^929, and the notes on these passages) and supplies an index {pp. 1761-72) of the ep^graphicaL evidence 

cited or diseussed. W- F. Sntoer^s inquiry into the inscriptionSp both Greek and Latin, relative to the 

observance of public anniversaries in the Roman Empire during the first three centuKes (Yale Ciassicni 
Siudki^ \1f^ 223-317) includes the collection and analy'sis of a Urge amount of evidence from Eg)'pt and the 

repuhlicatbn of six inscriptions (pp. 234^.^ Nm. 51 iS* 22, 25, 35^ 52) from Abydiis {IGRom t, iibi)^ 

Mons Porphyrites {SB 4383), the TTieban Oasis {OGIS 702 = IGBom 1264)^ Ptolemais {OGIS 703 = 

IGRom J. 1156), Cananis (SEG it, S72). and OrnbM (IGRom h i28S)p ranging from a.d. 49 to 214. Among 

the materials used by N. I-Iohlwtin for hJs Jong and interesting essay on "D^placements et Toirrisme dans 

rfigj'pte Romaine' (Chran. d^£g- are the grafBtif of which immense numbers have survived, 

painted or scratched on Eg>43tiaii temples and tombs. M. Tod’s note on ^ Big Game Hunters in Ptolemaic 

and Roman Libya’ (JEA XX^'ir, 159-60) cites the evidence of OGIS Bz and g6 and cf SB 7306. 

I now turn to inscriptions, other than those already mentioned, which have been edited, republished, or 

discussed during the period covered by the present survey, following a geographical order^ 

The Times of January' 6,1945# reports from Alexandria the discovery, at the S. W, comer of the Serapeum, 

of ten plaques, one of gold and the rest of silver^ bronze, mud, and glass, inscribed with bilingual tccts in 

hierogU'pt^ and Greek, establishing beyond doubt that the temple W'as founded by Ptokmy ill ; these 

plaques were in better condition than those discovered at the S.E. comer in August, 1944 (cf. Arn^joum. 
Arch, XLVI11^ 86). M. N. TOO re-ediu {yEA xxviu^ 53~6) a similar bilingual inscription on a gold plaque 

unearthed by G. LUMaaoso in 1885 (SB 2136}+ R- S- Rogers refers the .Alexandrian inscription SEG vtii, 

457, not to Marcus Magtus Maximus but to Gaius Vibius Maxtrnus, prefect of Egypt in a.d. 103-7 

Am. Phil. Ass. Udeit, 370-1); S. Dow' and F. S. Ul»sox's article on *The Foot of Sarapis’ described 

XIII, 60^4) a BCulptumJ example from xAiexandria, dating from the jAnlonine age and bearing an inscrip¬ 

tion (SB 1326, E. Breccia, her. greche e laiinft No. 128, Alexandtea od Aegyptum (1914), 224, Ko. 33)1 

A, MOrVfJOLLAN'O^s review' of CAM x (J^RS xxxiv^ 115) discusses an Egyptian tc.\t from Hawata {JUS UetJ, 17) 

showing that the .Alexandrians, as Avell as the Jews, had a yc^vtnai and G. Lofusizanskj in his detailed 

examinatiQii of‘La transformation du corps des offiders superieurs dans Tarm^e romainedu an 111^ s. 

ap. J.“C/ (MIL Rom4f lv, 131-^3) seelts to solve (pp. 151-5) the chronological difficulty raised by an 

j^exandtian inscription in the Biblioth^ue Nationale, Paris, recently published by L. Robert (CoUection 
T, 119-20, No. 75) by emending Irotf^ a" 10 To the reviews of C. E. Visser’s GSlltr und 

Kiilic im piolemdischm Alexandrien mentioned in my previous Bibliographies (JEA xxv, go, xxvii, 154) 

must now be added that by F, PFiSTER iq •iViiY. H'WA, UC, 3S3-7. 

L, HABAcnf3 account of "Sais and its Monuments' Serv. XLIJ, 369-407) niaintams that the Rosetta 

Stone came from Sals (pp. 376, 390-2), and discusses two inscriptions bund in the ruins of Abu MandUr, 

now preserved in the Graeco-Roman Museum at Aje.vandria; of these one (SB 1526) 15, to judge by the 

dialect and the content, probably of Rhodian origin,* while the other {SB 647), in which rd wAijffos: otto 
Toif [Kh]€mciTp{fiQv) honours its high priest in A.n. 4-5, is of uncertain provenance. 

J. Leibovitch publishes {Am. Sm?. xli, 41-51) three inscribed stelae, now in the Cairo Museum, from 

the cemetery, already so prolific, of the Jewish community settled at Lcontopalis (Tell eJ-Yeh'Qdij'ah], 

together with a useful bibliography (pp. 46-^7) of previous discoveri^ on that site; one of them is the 

metrical epitaph of a w'oman, who died in childbirth (A^moip;), w^hile a second coraraemorates 

Mapew pwfptt wacipi^ Ats Irwv Another epigram^ now* in Gdttingcti (SB 5765)^ ts discussed 

by L. Robert (Ilelknkct^ 1, 18-24), explains the term as indicating headship of a Jewish 

mXiTtv^ and assigns the inscription with practical certainty to die same cemetery. An epitaph from 

* Habaciii does not refer to M. SECBk'a artide in Bud. Soc. arch. d^Aiex^ x, 131-5 (cf- Rev. ii. gr^ Lit, 485* 
No. 249* JEA XXV. 90), in which the Rhodian origin of this dedication, previously suggested, is tinally 
demonstrated. 
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Tercnuthia (istill unpublished) is discussed by A, D* I^ock m his exajumatbfi of the Christian idea of the 
ivclcome of the soul by angeISp ffiartyra and confessors {H^rtrard TAeoL iief?, xxxt\\ 104). 

L. Robert argues {H^lienka, i, 23, rote 8) for the retention of the form in an epitaph [SB 6127) 

found at Demirdash^ near Cairn, and Picard gives a brief account (Rev. itre/i. svii+ 269-^0) of the 
"Moniunent of Agrios", fuily discussed and restored Ln a recent article by Q* Cu^haud (cf. JEA i^xvir, 154)- 

M. R0ST0VT2EFF dcils {Rev. ane. iLii, 5i2‘-i4; cf. Rev. A. u\\ zt% No. 173) with the hymns from 
MedInet-MadT tn the Faj-yOm addressed tn Ists-Hcrmuthis [SEG virt, 548-51, especially 550, (. 15), and 
A. KaKkrt nrpora the discovery of four sherds bearing Greet letters, three written in ink, and one incised, 
at MedEnct-Qata (Ann. Serv. xl, 90S, *Receni Exphmlhm in the Oasei qf Ate Desert^ 236)^ 

One of the two inscriptions which form the starting point of M. Holleaus^s abovc-rnentioned article on 
the tide 1$ SB 599, 4 long list of names from Hermopolis Magna, and C. *Sh£AJ 
re-edits in jfEA xxvnip 6S-9, an epigram of fourteen lines from the same city cornmemorating Harpalus, an 
architect and builder, and his son Achilles, first published by W. C, Waddelc. in *Foui!ki de VVnmrnti 
Fouad el Awa! d Ifermvapotu Quest '"Touna el (Cairo, 1941)+ 107-9. inscription of Antlnoopolis 
{OGIS 70 j = ICRom I, 1142), in which Hadmn records how he constructed tASpienv^y dm 
Beptvttcr^S eiV xal HVipa tijf *Epu&pdv SdAdumv ^Sptvfunnv di^ddvoiS 
Kill crrafl/£Dcs xai ^pouptai^ IS discusscd by *H. C. PtT_AUA!^ 'Essai sur Id cursus pubikus sous 
le Haul-empire romatn' {Memokes pr/sentdt fyur dkerj saPantsdrAend^ie des Immpftotfs, SR'), 32-3^ j6i-2. 

A votive uiscription of Coptos (0(7/5 69)p ^'^hich a ThcTaean iJyc^uuF twf /fw rnfetLiv set up as a thank- 
offering to the great Samotbracian gods for his safety after an adventumus sesyage, ia discussed by Hou^iix 
in his article already cited, and another dedication (5^ 8036) fmm the same site, now in Lyons, which played 
an important role in Otto and Ben3JTS0S"’s recent work on the decline of the Ptolemaic Empire (cf. JEA 
XXVI r, 153, 155), is re-examined by H. Volr>i.4.\t^ {Phil. Woeh. lix, 1007-10) and W. W. Tarn (JHS lix, 

333-4)^ 
P- JOUGUET adds a supplementary note, accompanied by photographs Serv. xl, 635^}, the 

dedications to Augustus and Titus fmm Kamak prov^ionally published by Kirn in Serv. xxxix, 
603-5 (^- sxvH, 155), and M. N. Tod supplies (ibid. 99-105) a fuller version of a long sepulchral 
epigram, pmbabJy from ThebeSj already partially edited by T. Reinacji (Rev, it.gr^ xxvijt, 55-7). * Volume 
II of U. VON WiLAMOWm-MoEU-ENDORFF's KMtte Sehft/len (Berlin, 1941)^ demoted to Hellenistic, laic^ 
Cieek and Latin poetry, oontams (ch. ix) a rcpublfcation of that scholar's article i, 219-26] on two 
epigrams of the icign of Euergetes II from Hassaia, south of Edfu (Apollinopolis blagnaj. Various insciip- 
tiona of Pbilac arc referred to in the articles s.v. by IL Kees in PALXV-WisSOW'A, Renl-eTieyThpddiet six, 
2109-13, and by H. Leclercq in the *DkL d^erreh. ehrei. 

\\\ Schi^bart's treatment CArchw^ xiv, 36-43) of the edict of Tiberius Julius Alexander (OGIS 669), 
inscribed in the Temple of Htbis in the £I-Khargah Oasis (cf. JEA xxjtt, loS. xxvfi, 155, iLgr. lv, 
363, No- 1S4) is still inaccessible to me, as is also W. D. van Wjjncaarden's paper on that tempie in die 
*Berieht uber deft VI. internatiomlm Ktmgresf Arfhdoh^f Berlin^ 2S0-1* 

Ffom an unknawm site in Egypt comes an inscription noiv in the Campion Collection in Nottingham, 
edited by F. M. Hejchelheim in xxx, 76-7; ii dales probably from A, d. 621 and invokes blessing on 
one who built toutof tcv /pynarsjpioi' tit dyiav ekkAi^^ov. 

Togo Mina's ^Inscriptions copia et jerques de Nubie (Caim, 1942), known to me only through E. 
Drioton’s review (BuH. Soe. Arch, Copte^ vjii, 227-9), contains a number of inscriptions of the eighth to 
the tenth centuiy^ A^d*^ while Nubian inscriptions figure among the sources of E. Stein^s survey of Chrtsdan 
Nubia hkL eeeHs, xxxvi, 131-42; cf. Rev^ It. gr, uv, 267, No. 176), a review of 0. AIonneret de 
Vjluirip's *Slt>rui deiia Xubia cristlatia (Rome, 1938). 

In the foregoing paragraphs I have had occasion to meniion Greek inscriptions now preserved at Gottin¬ 
gen > Lyons and Nottingham and in the LouvTe. Of the sixty-four Greek inscriptions housed in the Fitz- 
wtlliam Museum, Cambridge^ a useful account baa been published by F. M. Hezckelueim (JUS LXit, 
14-20: cf. Am. Joum. Areh. xlviii, 191); among them are (pp, 16-20) already hnowm texts from Coptos 
{OGIS 53)^ Dongola (G. LefebvTe, Recueit, 641-3), Hawara (SB 5755-6, Btit. Sch. Arch. E^t, xxiv, 19, 
PI. 52), and Ptolemais (OGIS 66S)t as well as a number of texts here first published—z dedication to the 

of Nero from LycopoJis, two inscriptions probably from Alexandria, a dedication to Sampis dating 
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from the late Ptolemaic period, and abrtecn wooden mummy-labels of the second nr third century of 

” 1 end by csdling attention to some references in inscriptions found elsewhere indjcadng the apMd of 
Etrvptian cults in other parts of the Hellenic world. Among a batch of Sicyontan inscriptions publish^ by 
a! Omjlndos ('£W7twi, I, S-i8) is a dedication to Sartipia and fsia {No. 9). The went dismv-enes in 
Asia Minor signalized by G. Rohde include a votive stele from Orta Giimey m the vilayet of Kastamonu 
inscribed Jd "HMtu Zap^-nt&i mil rf «i-p£p Evn&i sat tois owvwhs BitTiS KartiinAt Mdxtp oTrsip^r 
rtpwni? epaxwi' (Turk Tarih, IV, 58,66-7, No. z). A marble stele found S. of Latakii (Laodicea ad mare) on 
the Syrian coast by H. SSTOG and published by P. RousSEt XXtu. 21-32) bears an mtetesting dtenz 
of lyc B.C., honouring three priests of Sarapis and Isis and giving valuable inforrMbon at»ut the Egj^Mn 
cult in that seaport and about the constitution of the city. The Swedish excava^os at hleismaki 
in Ci-pnis hare brought to light epigiaphical evidences of the woiship of Sarapis and of Egypti^ political 
influence: these have been edited by E. Ekman (E. GjEasrai) and others, The Su>eduh CypnaE^t^: 
Finds and Results aj the EsseattaEans in Cyprus, m, 6*1-32. Nos. z, 6. to, ii; cf. J. ^d L- 
RoMRT, Rev. it. gr. lV, 362-3). At Cheisonesus m Crete S. MuiWATOS has found a dedication to Sarapis 
datitig the second or first century b.c. ('Apjt. JfArwv, xv, App. 73 = Jnser.Cret. 1, vu, 3), and the 
iiiAcnptiDna of western and eastern Crete collected bi Imcr^tiDfigi (Roinep 1939^ 
attest the cult of Sarapis at Poedlasium {ii, stxi, r, 7 nS mfpwu rapdm&is) and at Phoenix (ii, J£X, 7, i iott 
Soli Opft«w» Maximo Sorapidt), and indicate the close relations of Crete with Ptolemaic Egypt to referent^, 
mainly from Itanus (for which see ill, p. 77). ^ Ptolemy II Philaddphus (III, tv, 2, 6; 3, 6; +, 3), III 
Eueigetes (n, xii, 25, xix, 2, 2, m. iv, 4), IV PhiJopalor (ui. iv. 18) and VI PhUometor (lit, iv, 9, 41, 43. 

107), as well Bs to the UTOArpaipr^ oiifw (rftid- 97 > xvj, 11, iti, iv, j* 7)- 

1 Another hitherto unpublbhed inscription (p. 20, Xin, 3), containing four groups of 'scrophonie' munerats, 
but assigned by Heiche.heim to the second or third century a,d.. ‘is preserved in the Egyptian Department of 
the Eiuwilliam Museum, but seeim to be non-Egyptian*; this enigmauc fragment calls for fiuiher «ud^ 
On p 16 (X *) ‘Lefebrt* is thrice written instead of 'Lefebvre'. To Mosuclianos treatment of the third 
Hawsrm inscription (p. 17, c, 3> I haw referred above; for the phrase dstar^xP^fsanaru ^idvefftAJior^a 
the words are usually accented), which occurs in 1. 7, cf. M. K, Tod, .4wi. Joitm. Phil, uiit, 197-8. In the 

inscription from LycnpoUs <p. 17, d> is s misprint for not cm S ai^t ^chel- 
MEIm‘5 JWCffap*) ov(iv>Sw) in 1. I, which 1 regard as sflbrding a further example of the faimhar fonnul* i«uow, 
found most recently on two mosaics unearthed at Jekmejch and discussed in detail by D. Levt (R. Stiu-wsix, 
Antioeh on~ihe-OrwUa. Ill, The Exeasiations. rpjy-rpjp (Princeton, 19+1). 34-5, Nos. lac-i, 320-32). 
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The Writing of the Name Second Note 

In JEA KXiv, i28t 1 published a note on the abcn^e-mensJoned subject, calling attention to the fact 

that the god^s name^ from the Twenty-first Dynasty on^vards, was usually written with the sign ii. 
which presumably thereby acquired a new phonetic value in addition to its customaiy value of ph. 
So far as r am a^^-are, no explanation has b^n offered as to how the sign came to play this new 

role, and the object of this further note Is to suggest one. Many years ago Francesco Rossi* pub¬ 
lished a description^ with a lithographic plate, of an interesting funerary papyrus in the Turin 
Museumj which belongs to the large class of pictorial papyri that came into vogue in the Twenty^- 

first Dynasty, consisting of pictures (Avith or without short texts) borrowed from the Book of the 
Dead, the Books of the Underworld, and other compositions, and of which papyri many different 

types are known. In this particular papyrus the principal picture represents the boat of the nocturnal 
sun-god towed along a river fay four jackals.^ The god is within the usual naos in the centre of the 

boat, and three diviniues stand before the naos and two behind iL 'Fhc names of the three gods 

In front are written above their heads, (i) Thoth, {2) Khopri, and {3) name damaged, but apparently 
containing the sign ^ (not Osiris, however)^ The twio gotb at the back of the boat are labelled 

respectively ^ and — Trent" and '‘rca^^ The opposition of these two signs appears to me 

significant, and my suggestion is that the artist who executed this papyrus had before him a draft 
with directions and annotations to serve as a model for draivlng this and similar scenes upon coffins, 

papyri, or the walls of tomb^^ We may therefore suppose that such a draft directed that the three 
named goeb should be inserted in front of the naos, and that two others should be placed behind 
it. As the two giods usually associated in such scenes are SLa" and I;:Iike",^ it is further presumed 
that directions were given in the draft to place the former before the Utter and that their names or 
pictures in the model w-ere accompam'ed by the directions ^ and B to indicate their relative 
positions. I suggest, therefore, that the mark, which was originally no more than a draughtsman's 

indicator of position, was mistaken for and thus became equivalent to the actual name or emblem 
of Hike^ I am aware, in making this suggesrion. that the logic of the situation would also postu¬ 

late the wiriting ^ for the name of Sia", but I have never met with such a form. In P. Ch.-B. be, 

6.9, Sia^ Is said to be ‘in front of the bark of but no significance can be attached to 

this, as the name of Sla^ comes in the middle of a long list of other gods simibrly described. 
W. R. Daw'sW 

* Attideifa R^t Acad. delte di Toriiio, xiv, 1203-24 (A poorly drawn ccqpy i* also in L»n£cne. 

Dis^MitoiogUi,ph. 
* Before Dyn, XXI the boat is rowed by men or by Anthrfspomorphic gods {e.g. Sarcophagus of Sethos T, 

and the many pictures in the Tombs of the Kings), hut thereafter these human figures arc somtlimes replaced 
by jackals B.M. Coffin 22940 and others of Dyn. XXl). Cf. abo the mention in the Chesa-game tost 

(P. Cflim sftD37, 3, 3) of The TUjin duplicate cf this text m damaged, but had a 

similar reading, (3, 4—4, i). The third copy of this text. th*t Jn Thcbin Tomb 

No- 3S9r ds bcfprt thja point is reached. 
> In the Book of Gates, Six' and ijike' *rt usualljf the only attendant gods in the boat. S. inwiably before 

and y. invgrisbly behind the naos (e.g. Bonomi-Sharpe, Alabatter SoreopKagm, pi*. 3, 4, J. 7, and often; 

Davit, Tomt of WlurjrtAflfti, pis. 49. 58. 39, etc.). 
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The Name of the Pyramid-Town of Sesostria II 

In n. 7 oit p. 6 above^ the town given in an Abydus stela as f mendoned 

as occurring in papyri from EJ-LahOn. Its presence in these has, how^everp been much obscured by 

wTong transcripdon. Griffith^ in hb Kaimn Papyri (iSgSjp transcribed 

the first sign in the name oncep in lo. 2, with but everywhere else 

(14, 33. 26. 27. 29. jo; 26dp 26; 32, It; 33p 34) with and on p, 107 

he corrects his ^ of 10, 2 to Borchardt, in an article on the El-L^un 

papyri in the Berlin Museum, ZAS xxxvm (1899), 91 ff., transcribed 

the first sign as ^ without comment, and translated the riame (p. 91) : 

"der Stadt ”Machdg ist der selige L'sertesen" Scharff, in ^Briefe aus 

lUahun', ZAS Lix (i924)p 20 fF., transcribes the sign throughout as 

Jibe Griffith, and notes In an article on the place-names of these papyri^ 

op. cit. 54, that in ^^wA-Sesostris^ somedmes sometimes -^ | * b writtenp 

the difference being without significance "falls man nicht citicn weiteren 

I t2,ii Oitsnamen f A/]p'Sesoatris annehmen wUI, w^ogegen vom Hiera- 

tischen aus bei der grossen Ahniichkeit von mit den diei Szepter- 

zeichen in der Attenachrift des MR nichts einzuwenden wMrc^ Sethe+ 

in his L€t€stikk^ (*9^4)1 97f 3 (from Berlin 1001 z)p transcribes 

and in hb Erldutemftgeti to the passage gives Name der 
Pyramidenatadt SesostTb*" 

Borchardt and Sethe are certainJy right in thdr reading, against 

Griffith and Scharff, In the ^Kahun Papyri^ the sign read by Griffith as 

^ in this supposed town-name is, w'here it is distinct enough to be 

identified, everywhere clearly f; so also in the Berlin papyri P. 10012 

and P. 10017, f^produced in Mbller, Httrsi. Lfjerf. !. pp. 19, top^ 3; 

20^ topp 2. These are the only examples of the town-name in hieratic 

accesaibie to me. The accompanying figure, showing the examples of 

this sign in the town-name together with some indubitable examples of 

^from the same documents, w'ill show how erroneous b Sduiffs state¬ 

ment as to the siixiiJanty of the tivo hiembc signs, and the indubitable 

examples of | given there from Kak. Pap. wiU show that the sign not 

A- The first sign of only b not ^ but is It can hardly be doubted that the tw'o examples 

in pis. 6 (P. 1Q037) and 10 (P. 10096) of ScharTs tnm- 
hiciatic doeuments, scriptions, as well as the examples mentioned by him op. cit. 53, are 
, B. laduhitabl# examples also to be read with f 

of 4 in the same documents. The only other evidence that has, to my knowledge, been adduced in 

C. Indubitable examples favour of the existence of a place fith-Sfmsri {mir-hrw} is three seal- 

of I in Kah. Pap. impr^ions Nos. ao-a on pi, 9 of Petrie, Illahun, kahttn and Gurob, 

which are all damaged but w hen combined give Griffith, op, cit. S8, ukes 

here to be an abbreviation of the supposed but if that were so one would 

* This stroke does not occur in the town-name in Kah. Pap, 
* See for this attributioa Scharff, KJIS i-ix, 53. 

i Fosaibly J ’/mn-w-A/i, dt \ op- dt. 55, and pi. 8 of the transcriptions, is to be read f ( etc., for which 
name cf. Kah. Pap., p. 88. The only deer examples of the name in Kah. Pap. we the 

two abbreviated writinga ^([ (ric) in 14, 33. 37. 

KAK.PAP. 

A c 

.o,a f i 10.1# L.' 

i4-,as^ ^ I4.IS 11.10 

j 14,l» !«., 

t 1- 
\ «,ii 

i (4-.S7 

— 

31,JS \ 

\ 3i.w 

BERLIN 

A B 

10 f 
-- 

10017 
f 

A. The first sign of tl^c 
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expect to come first, as mth ^ before (clearly for ^tp-Snwsri) Lit the same imprcssiofi, and 

in the abbreviations in Kah. Pap., pi. i4t 2b-37t as also in the full writings of these 

names. Further, the abbreviation of Sn^^l in the papyrus is not a as is as$umed in the sealing, 

Griffith (who probably saw the sealing) suggests, however, op. cit. 83^ that the & may be really 

If we accept this as the true reading our difficulties vanish, for we then have p an abbreviation 

of Hr-Sn-icsTt, a well-attested locality^ at or near El-LahOn^^—for references to it see Griffith, loc. cit, 

—^and the whole inscription reads: 'The Scribe (who writes) under the seal of Hetep-Senwosret 
and Kha^-Senwosret, ‘Ankhiyyeb'; for this personal name cf+ Ranke, Personetmanten, 6a (22). If 

this interpretation be accepted, there seems to be nothing left of '*Anth-Senw'osret\ 
BATTtaCOMBE GUNN 

The Expression for the Recipient in Middle Kingdom Letters 

In the translations given on pp. 6 fF. above of a report containing a number of M.K. letters, 

used of the recipient in the epistolary' formulae ka hm nb w ^ f, ic, r. rrf i, 11; 2, 6; 5, 7; it/r 

sdm ^ r, ti-. j., 1,11: st(?df ift n r, m. j., 3. 8; 6, 9, is rendered 'the Master', as was done* 

by Griffith, the first translator of M.K. letters, and not 'my master' or *my lord", taking the ^ as 

suffix, with Gardinerp"^ Erman,^ SeEhe,^ Scharff^ and, mostly, the IV^rterbuchP The following lines 

will, I think, show Griffith's translation to be the correct one. 
In the formal stjie^ which is much used in the M,K. letters as well as the set formulae, the 

sender is referred to as bik im^ 'the servant the rei.e. 'this seni'ant’. This being in the third person, 

to refer to the recipient as *my master' would be very strange, for to whom could the refer? 
If any suffix were used it should of course be that of the third person, as we indeed find in the 

letter from Smuhe to the Xing: wA pw n bik im n nb-f *it is the prayer of this servant for his lord",’ 

B 213-14. 
Gardiner, however, in his Egn. Grammar^ p. 239^ n, 8* cites, as a reason for translating'^ a$ 'my 

master', the fact that inN.K. ietiersp^yf ni 'my master'is regularly used. This is* 1 submit, not to the 

poinit for in the N.K. letters the sender equally regularly refers to himself in the first person, which 
is in harmony with the fitst person possessivebefore nb; w^hen he speaks of himself in the third 

person in the introductoiy^ formula AW hr stedt £& (n) . . ., using nb of the recipient, follow^ed by the 
latter*$ name, nb is logically given the third* not the first person suffix:** NNhr swdi f6(n) nb[f NNM 
'fhe N.K, pfyd nb is thus not a mere development of a supposed nb'i but is the result of a 

^ Ktih. Pdp., pp. 67 ff., jCwjfjfl. * Or.p e+g. H ^98- 
> Aig. Gramm., | 532 b, * Er/auf. Lfust. to p. 97* iS’-i6- * ZAS Lix, 38. 

* In voL jr, 230 (10) is 'der Herr ... sis Adrewat im BriefstiL', two of the above formoUe being dted in 

the BfUgsiilkn, in ll. 478 (16)* iv, 385 <+), 80 (7) it is 'mein Herr' in all three formulae. 
r It indeed breaka down frequently in the body of the letters, bring repJaeed by '* [' and 'you'* antidpating 

the N.K. Bt>'le. For example? of Icltei^ in which the third petson is maintatned throughout cf. Kah. Pap.^ 

pb. 29. i-aS; 31* 30^49; 31. 1-35; 35. 1-25; 3*. 47-75 wirh 37, 1-4. 
* 'Thcre^ from the slandpoinc of rhe leripienE, m we siy "I am eoming (not "going'') to sec you next w^eek^ 
^ The difFercnce between my translation and Gardiner's (iVotet on , . , 83* 171) does not affect the 

point at issue. 
Nb when followed by a n&me in appoatrion must take the suMx* not^'>'/otpiy-l; for the rule involved see 

Faulkner in JEA xviij^ first para. Probably "ihe master', without sulhx or other gerudve, could n&t 
have been brought over fmm the M.IC in this formula, for the conatmetiom with nbaan tide preceding a name, 
e.g.» ni Afm 'the lord Mose" seems to be unknown to Egyptum at any period. 

P. Leiden 360. 1; 367, i; 368, l: Gardiner. L^U-Egn. Miif., 5, 3. to; 10, 4 and often; P. Aiusl 
IX, 1. The N.K. cpisxolaiy formulae ha^'e been carefully worked out by Abdel Mohsen Eff. Bakir, B.Litt., in 1 

thesis which he hopes to publish before long. 
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change-over from the normal third-person referenoe to the sender in the M,K, to the first person 

in the N.K. 
Further, there b the argument from orthography. is certainly a possible writing of and 

not infrequently stands for this in hieroglyphic; but if this were intended in the M.K. letters why 

do we never find it wTitten the regular writing of nb-i in M.K, hieratic, as the following 

references' show? 

AW written Bi, 53 = R97; SS R i4o;R 191 = T 1401®*. 226.240; 
Bi, 267 = B2, 22; Bi, 290 = B2, 51; B2, 91; Sin., B 261.267, 

Nb>{ written Peas., Bi, 140 = ^ R 191; P. Prisse. 4. 2,» 

Thus in M.K. hieratic papyri other than letters nfr-f is written 14 times and ^ only twice— 

strong additional evidence that ^ is merely nb in the letters. 
The external addresses of the letters must also be mentioned. On one side of the letter when 

folded up is ^ (never the sign written very large, followed by and either the recipient’s 

title(s) and name or the sign on the other side is the sender’s name preceded by mr 'from'. ^ is 

obviously to be taken m the same way here as in the letters themselves; to translate, e.g., ‘My lord, 

l.p.h., the scribe Senwosret, from Sebeknakhte’ is again to introduce a ‘my’ hanging in the air, 

attachable to nobody, Battiscombe GtmN 

The supposed Athribis of Upper Egypt 

Egyptologists are familiar with a book entitled Athribis by Petrie (1908), dealing with his excava¬ 
tions near Wanninah, 3 miles to the south-west of Sohag, where a Ptolemaic temple of the lion- 

headed goddess was uncovered. In the text (p. I) it b explained that this Upper Egyptian 

Athribis had as etjmology for its name Hat-repyt ‘the fortress of Repyt’, whereas the Athribis at 

Benha in the Delta had as etjTnoIogy Hat-her-ab, ‘the fortress in the midst’.i The possibility of 

different etymologies for one and the same place-name cannot be gainsaid, Xififui: being a well- 

known example. Wishing for more knowledge concerning the Upper Egyptian localitj', 1 turned to 

Gauthier, Diet. iv, 108, where 1 found as follows: 

hat Rpit {Masfebo, Rec. de Trev.. iiv, p. 23). GnT>l*lS (D"1£ssy, .4itji. Serv. 

Antiq„^%, pp. 143-144). (Dabebsy, Bullftin /.F.J-O.C., mi, p. 180), *U ehdtroa de \laditsst\ 
bbioglyphique de la ville Adoibis wpdWntre des Giecs (dans Ic IX* nomc dc Haute-Egypte) 

Aipene ct dea CoptfS « 

On looking up the reference?, what my astonishment to find that no origina] sounces are 

quoted for these various hieroglyphic spellings, and further searching has failed to reveal any- 

What is more, the *AthTjlns supMeure des Grccs% if not entirely w ithout foundation, is at all events far 

from a fair representation of the The Coptic KTptn^—this. Crum tella me, is the commonest 

fonn_of course, w^eU known as the name of a locality near tvhich Shendte ^tablished hia 

monastery, the D€r el-Abyad, i.e. ^The White Monastery', west of Sohag, and Am^lineau 

graph'e, 70), like Steindorff before him, not unreasonably conjectured that the Bohairic form 

was influenced by the Lower Egyptian name Athribis. But that is one thing, and it is quite another 

to assert categorically the existence of an Upper Egyptian Athribis. Pauly-Wissowa, knowT& of 

* Parallel passages have the same writing unlcai otherwise staled^ 

^ I omit Pm^., Bjp 26*> = Blp 54. taken as 'my lord" by Gardiner in JEA ir* iS> but (rightly, a* I think) 

as ^Hcrr" (vocative) by Vogelsang in ^oflijnenlar ** d* Klagm d. Boiurn, 18S. 189, and Herr" by Erman in 

Litmtur d. Agypitr,, 170, -11, 

^ The ctywology of the name of the Lower Eg^iitian town will not here be discussed* A recent aitick has 
been devoced to the ffObjecl by M, Hamaiap see Ann. Serv. XXXVEII^ 197 ff* For ft diSmm view see Albright 

in7E/l xaallp aolp in the footnote. 
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no such town, nor is it to be found in Preisigke’s Worterbvcft or Dittenbergcr’a OGIS. A further 
reference in Gauthier’s paragraph took me to hia article ia deesst Triphis in Bull, init.fr., iii, 165 if., 

where the evidence at that time av^Iablc for the goddess Tpu^ts, Opufttt is interestingly set forth.* 

and mention made of an inscription containing the words ^ w/w Tiwt Spei OptirttiaHp which 
may vety well refer to the temple discovered by Petrie a few years later, this, as its discoverer tells 

.US, situated at the desert edge 2 miles south of the Der el-Abj'ad. In the same article Gauthier 

produced testimony to a goddess of EkhrnTm, difFerent from Isis, w hose name was <pr{t)-it— 

the i.wriant g seems less correct—and it is that goddess whose name Gauthier for a time 

strangely supposed to have furnished the origin of the Greek Triphis. However^thc supposition 
quickly ceased to appeal to him, since in the following volume of the same periodical, where he 

dealt with i^Tpime^ under the heading Athribis <[v, yS f.), he stated Tpu^im' {nc) to be ‘la traduction 

de Pegyptien ht-t-r’p' “demeure de Triphis" '. 
This etymology had, indeed, been given already by Stcindorff in 1890 (Z,^5 xxviii, 52), though 

without anal^'sing Triphis into Tt-rpyt as is done in If A. ll, 4^5f 7* ^^Tiethcr the primary' 

meaning vomeftme Frau given to rpvit, rypt by Wb, is correct seems to me doubtful, and since as 

early a document as the stela Ct5 of the Louvre provides the word with the determinative ] even 

when used as the actual name of a gQddcss,^ I am inclined to attach to it at least some tinge of the 
welbknowri secondary' meaning 'female image', 'statue, Could it be the Egy'ptian way of expressing 

what we might render as 'tyTe', ‘model’, or 'ideal' of a woman? Or could it mean simply the 
'female coonterparl’ of a god ? I am not at all sure that either of these conjectures is right, but 

certain it is that Spiegelbei^’s attempt (.-leg, u. Gr. Eigennaifita, 30*) to interpret the rpyt of Atripe 
as connected with the stem rnp, making of her a goddess of vegetation, is altogether wrong. Scharff, 

in an excellent article on a Irautiful stela from Ekhmim of the time of Hadrian [ZAS LXii, 86 IT.), 
brought to light two new facts about Triphis, firstly that she was regarded as the w ife of Min Md 
mother of the late child-god Kolanthes,* and secondly that the name rpr(r).ri, to which attention 

had been called by Gauthier {see above), ivas a mere epithet of hers. If that epithet signified 

* PreUigke, til, 389gives as further reference for Gpims Par- j, col* 42, a ~ \Vilclten, L-rA. <f, Ptolz. n, ifij. 
The bueripdon with peywmjt found by WiUdnaon on the site of Petrie's tempk is given in hu 
MudeTH E^'pt tmd T/ubet, it, too f. Lastly, a decree from Ptolnnais (EI-Miiahiih) dating from the rei^ of 
Ptolemy VII Physcon describes the foundation (there) by a military officer of a shrine 6piiriSt Kohav9a<.*> OWi 
Peoif owHiMs 'to Thripia, Kolanthes, Pan, and the associated deities', Cairo, 4463S = Lefebvre, Ann, Sere. 

Ill, Sts 1^ . -vn • j ^ 1. 
1 Ttie inscription (Berlin, ^o. at84) w completely published by Ivrebs in ZAS edcii, 47, it dales num^the 

38th year of a ruler who Krebs cleelares can only be Augustus. Preisigke. lit, 301, quotes also Spiincfo^ opos 
filoiii his S^inifftilbuch i^7k 

s Crtiin stat>es that is less fre<|tient than and that *LTp«n^ 

occun only once. 
♦ Wh, II* 41 5p a cites this ctample as thotJgh it the epithet of Hithar, But it reprtsente a separate 

dcityj fora photograph of the ilek, ciearl nhowkig not f as give« by Pierre tp see Moteti Myitirtsig^p^, 

frontispiece^ The Munich stela containing another iimilar list (Dyroff Sc Pflrtncr, pL i) subitituxes 

Kees (Z/fS lviit, S4) calls attmtion to the title J ^prophet of Rfipet" held hy an O.Kh high-pri«t of 

Heliopolis^ 3Cv1h 204. Faulkner quotes a curious sentertce from Ch- 99 of the Book of the Dead: 

yarhotpe has here {Urk V, tyi, t?) 

has the ^^imt “C| showing that Ls genitive after rpytr Nane the less^ [ am con%inced it ts 

imposaihle to render 'the hands of the sutue of tlorusV since whenever rpyt signifies an image or statue^ it 
is that of a female^ the comsiMinding word for image of a male being fief* ConAequrently I propose 
as a tentative translation: "its leather thongs (?) arc The haneb of the female coumerpart of Horus\ 

1 Scharff, loc, ctL, 91, n, 3 quote* an insenptioa from Eana (Bmgseh, Dki, 1079) ^ e^iden« of this 
relationshipH It ts strongly suggeawd also by the Greek mscription from Ptolemais quoted above in n. 1+ 
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"supplying the pUce'* {of an othemise non-existent wife), thh would fit in weil with the second of 
my two conjectures above. 

But to return to the supposed place-name {Iftei-tf-rpyt) = Coptic a^Tpiirc. It is 
difficult to account for the initial & except on the supposition that this represents an original 

01^; the dropping of the aspirate is no objecdon, since j jjLul AsfOn, the Latin Asfynis, < Hs/n 

< Ntift-Sn/fw provides a parallel it is possible, moreover, that Maspero'^a conjectural 0 

without the definite article ^ was the hieroglyphic way of writing the place-name, $ince nowhere 

in the temple is the article found, nor do the examples of the word in Wb. ll^ 415, 1-I4 reveal any 

thus equipped. -The Egyptians may have written lipyi and have read T^-rpyi = Juat as in 

the N.K. they very liltely read ^0^ as Thatp in fact, they did interpret hieroglyphic 

Rpyt as Ti-Tpyt is revealed by mummy-tickets where t^rpy appears in demotic as component of 

persona] names.^ Several names are involved, for example (genitive) and ToiTpJ)^?, 

with the further developments Vcvrampt^n^ (genitive) and Vcmirpt^r, see Spiegiclbergp op, cit., 

30*, No. 204; p- 51*, Nos. 355-3550, 3S8a-358; p. 62 f.. Nos. 446^c. For the first of these we 

have a hieroglyphic writing 2^45 Lxii, 94^ recognized by Ranke, Ag. Persenennamea, 

374p 16, but wrongly equated by ScharfF with Tarpufn^; it is not clear, how^ever, whether the ^ in 1 
is simply superfiuous, or whether it is the mispbeed definite articie* to be read before rpyl contrary 

to the usual habit of omission in hieroglyphic above pointed out. As for Tarptifa^, it doubd^ 

represents a theoretical ^virh rpyt read ti-rpyi^ see above, or but 

Ranke quotes no examples of these i MoUer, however, does quote a hieroglyphic equivalent showing 

the definite article Berlin 13318, see his Alumiemchiliierf p, 13, coL 1, n. 6, Theoretically 

also a Tni~^t^tj)-rpyt containing our postulated place-name would be 

possible, see Spiegelbergp op. cit, 27, right, mb 3, but there is no Indication that the locality is 

contained in any of Spiegelberg^s Greek and demotic collection. Even (genitive, p. 55*, 
No. 397) is explained by him as meaning "the woman (servant) of Triphis\ not ^the w^oman of 

Atiipe^, though Steindorff (op. cit. 50) had published a very early Coptic mummy label where the 

owner is described in Coptic as Tpoaxiti^Tpiii^ ^the woman of Atripe'. 

Now the same mummy label b^rs on the other side a Greek version of the woman's name and 

place of origin! and here Tpou-it^Tpiixi^ is rendered by ti™ Tpu^iovi for facsimile sec MoUer^ op. cit.. 

No. 76. In agreement with this Crum has sent me a reference to Grohmann, Ar. Pap, ill, No. 167, 

1, 23, where a man is d^ribed as npuit^v^ptn^ *the native of Atripe"; later on in the same docu¬ 

ment (1. 88) he is mentioned in Greek as am Could there be better evidence that the genuine 

Greek equivalent of the Coptic ikTpine w'as* not Athribis, but for which Prebigke 111, 335 

quotes from his Semmelhuch 1250^ 4 another example of indeterminate date? WTiether this is 

merely a bter writing of ^TptTrccwi^, cf. the earlier SfKTTUi&v already quoted, must be left to Greek 

scholars to decide. However that may be, it seems as though the Coptic form itpint—^w^hieh I, 

like my predecessors, suppose to have incorporated an initial fywt—did ultimately beguile 

certain bte Greek writers into a comparison of the place-name with the Lower Egyptian ^flpcjSt?. 

Crum* to whose valued assistance this note owes much, quotes from the Greek Apophthegmata a 

hermit who dwelt iv Tty rijs (Migne, PC. 65, 344), cf. for the Delta town, 

Zoega^ p. 2S6; he also quotes Hist. Lmr.i ed. Butler, § xxtx (p^ 84) for a large nunneiy^ iv mAct, 

^ ScharfTs dif mil btrfiltirm Sitz docs not convey any seiw to my mind. 
^ I pwc the comparison to Gunn. The fact is certain for the hieroglyphic of the Rosetta stone bs compared 

with the demotic. 

J Daressy 5m.'. xot, 143) asserts that tliese mummy-tictfits, tiauaUv described as coming from 
Ekhmlnij actually emanate from the necTopoUs in the neighbourhood of the temple later excavated by Petne. 
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which Butl«r takes for the Upper Egyptian place in agreement with the Syriac, this adding 'a city of 
the Thebaid^ Crum, however, cqnimcnts that, if so, it is strange that PalJadius should aay nothing 
of ShenDte’a White Monastery dose at hand. As previously noted, Amelineau (p, 70) had earlier 

cited from the eulogy of Macarius of Tkoou a Bohairic form which occurs in the state¬ 

ment, ‘There was a monasteiy in the province of Ekhmim ^uin) facing a village (-^aac) 

which they call AthrEbi’, 
Thus there proves to be a small amount of very late testimony to an Athribis in Upper Egypt, 

as maintained already by Champollion in L'£gypte s&us les Pkaraons, l, 266. It is doubtless from 

ChampoUion that the designation was inherited succ^ively by Wilkinson, by Gauthier, and by 
Baedeker, No Greek or Latin geographer, however, makes any allusion to such a place, so that 

Gauthier’s expression ‘la ville Athribii tuptrifurt dca Grecs’ can hardly be allowed to pass un¬ 

challenged. 
The name Atripe is associated in our minds with ShenQte’s Wlute Monastery, but it is now evident 

that the name was not that of the site on which the monastery was founded, but belonged properly to 
the temple of Triphis near Wanninah tw'o miles along the desert edge ferthcr south. This conclusion 
had already become dear to me when Crum produced a passage from Shenute’s owm works which 

clinches it. In Zoega, p. 567 — Leipoldt, 5i>ik/A« Optra, iv, 120 wx read: nctiKioTC rt< 

sinneiih €TjLi.n«*±gHT nTHuOMC nTpit^io'y ujjsii£Ht cTaanpHc unrti uneneitOT 

jvTii. niyot ‘Our district is from the valley that is on the north of the village of Triphion (or did 

Shenutc call it Triphiou?) northwards to the valley which is on the south of the house of our father 

Pshoi', the latter being the Red Monastery just about as far along the desert from the VMilte 
Monastery in the northward direction as this is from the temple of Triphis In the southward 

direction. The passage is of additional interest as containing one of the only examples in Coptic 

of the Greek form Tpit^lCY5 Crum can cite only one other, an obscure example in Lantschoot, 

CQhphms, I, p. 132, The usual Coptic form always occurs in the phrase n (or 

n&Tpme ‘tn the mountain of Atripe’, where 'mountain’, in Greek opo?, means no more 

than ’desert’. 'Thus in describing the White Moriasteiy as ‘in the desert of Atripe’ the Coptic 

writers use a topographical designation which certainly covered a few miles. In the midst of the 
White Monastery Kees found a naos (Weill had previously seen it, hut had copied it incorrectly) 

dedicated by King Achoris (I?yn. XXIX) to w'ho is in Shen- 

wet(?), lord of Neahau’ or ‘Shau’ * (ZAS LJav, loS f,), and in view of other fragments of granite in 
the vicinity deemed it probable that the naos was on its original site. If so, the early name of the 

place in which the White Monastery was subsequently built may have been Neshau or Shau. 

The foregoing note deals admittedly with very minor issues, but the discussion may serve as 

an object-lesson in the way in which the Pharaonic geography has in the past been ueated. This 

branch of our studies requires revision from top to bottom. 
Postscript, My typescript w'as already in the hands of the Printer when an authentic example 

of Hiet-rpyt came to light in an unpublished Ptolemaic list of divinities of which Faulkner has 

been good enough to show me a copy. Here (P. Brit. Mus. 10569, 18, 5) we find, written in 

hieratic, the words HtoURpyt’} note the absence of the definite 

article. There is nothing in the adjacent entries to confirm or to contradict the identity of the 
place here named with the Atripe near So hag. In conclusion, let it be noted that both Sethe 

{Soanetiauge, 37) and Junker (Onuriskgetuie, SS) refer to the Upper Egyptian locality as Athribis; 

the latter scholar in particular has interesting things to say about its goddess. 
Alan H. Gardiner 
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Squaring the Circle: Suggested Basis of the Ancient Egyptian Rule 

In the figure, radius OK = 9 units; 4^ide>of-square CM = OM = 8. Q's are J-poims of the 

sides; QM = 4. By Pythagoras, OQ^ = 8*-j-4* = 80; so OQ = 8 944 = 9—0 056; defect only 6 in 
1000. Thus Q is practically on the circle. The 
Egyptian, dra^ving q-unit circles on squared surfaces, 

would discover point (S, 4), i.e. 0, on the circle, aa 

apparently he discovered point (3, 4) on a 5-unit 

circle (vide Nature, 3807 Oct. 17,381 z Nov. zi (1942), 

The Saqqara Graph). Thus he would find the 9-unit 

circle to be the J-point circle of a square. 

Now area of circle (OQ^Xrr = 3oX 22/“ = ^5*'4' 
or OK^Xtt = 81x22/7 = 254*6) approximately 

equals area of square (16* 256). This fact would 

come to the Egyptian by intuition, possibly checked 

by counting squares; segment QKQM and square 

comer QCQ are obviously about 6 squares each. 

Thus he would get area of circle — CD^ = MjV* — 
(JIlL—KL/g)* = (d—d/gy, the rule, in modem terms, 

found in the Rhind and Moscow papyri. The 

method illustrates well the Egyptian 'scientific’ attitude, combining intuition with concrete 

experience. R, S, Williamson 

One more Duplicate of the HcM>d Papyrus 

On the tern) of P. Brit. Mus. 10474, famous for its recto, which is entirely occupied by the Teaching 
of Amenemope, there are written four compositions, the first of ivhich, as yet unpublished, is 

described by Budge* as follows: Three columns containing fort>’-nine lines of hieratic text, very 

badly written in a large, coarse hand by an unskilled scribe. The first line of Col. 1 is written in red 

ink, and reads the author of this “Twching" (or "Insiniction’*) 

in solving problems of the heart seems to have been an official called Amenemipt, 

(Col. 1,1. to), like the author of the "Teaching" written on the Obverse. He appears to have been 

connected w-ith the offerings and treasur)- of the god Amenem^pt, after whom he is named. The 

last line but one on Col. Ill seems to contain the name of the scribe. Parts of the text are of a poetical 

character, and the Moon, Orion, 

mentioned.* 
This description agrees with that of the Hood Papyrus.* The titles of the two books, as well as 

the names of their authois, are the same. The moon, Orion, and the Great Bear figure in both 

texts and are enumerated in the same order. The onomasticon, already knowm from the Hood 
Papyrus, the Golenischeff Glossarj', the strip of leather Brit. Mus. 10379,* fragments of 

papyrus found in the Ramesseum, and one or two ostraca,* was indeed 3 popular composition, and 

there would be nothing surprising if a new copy were to be forthcoming. The comparison is, there¬ 

fore, tempting and probable; it must nevertheless be checked up; this task I leave to my English 

friends. G, P(JSENER 

‘ Facsimdei of Egt Hierat, Pap. ii, p. iS. The oihers are two h^nni and a Calendar of Lucky and 
Unluckj’ Days, ef. op.etc. i, pp. xvi-xvii, pk. xxxi-xxxiit and 11, pp. iSr-19, 

' Brit. Mus. 10202, cf. MaspetOfX-dr- 1888. 2S®~8o, * ClanviUe, fBA, xii, J7i“S* 
♦ The title of the book figures also on the vena of Pap, Boulag TV'. 
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The Original of Coptic iii^T *Bee’ 

Wb* II, 221, 20 registers a rare Middle Kingdom verb which it question!ngly 

assigns the meaning ‘watch over* {beteathen). A passage from the Kapata stela of Tuthmoais III 

proves this to be none other than t he old writing of the common Late-Egyptian 0^ «>■ see 

‘look’, the Coptic^ n*-\\ The passage in question {ZAS, iJtix, 55, jj) says of the defeated 
enemy, 'not one of them recovered the power of (lit. 'found',his hand,^^^^-=-^© 

ii nit-/ T ft! nor looked behind'. In another inscription of the same king (l/r*. iv. 6^7,13) we find 

in an cMctly similar contest " "«'*« ^ M behind 
himself’, it is needless to dwell on a difference so slight as the substitution of hff for r in; 

suffice it to add that of Wb,'9 two earlier examples of itai 1^,^, ^ l3 ^'S* ^ 
be rendered ‘the [Ennead?] which beholds Ret when he goes forth from the horizon ’ and the other, 

less instructive, also illustrates the use, unknown for hm, with direct object, 1 do not think 

this discrepancy grave enough to invalidate the thesis here maintained. Alan H. Gahdineh 

A Footnote to the Civil War of a.d, 324 

Among the group of Vienna papyri published by E, Bosw inkcl in the second volume of Papyrologica 
f,f.g4i,ti/i^Rat/n;fi (Levdcn, 1941; I hope to review this publication in xxxil) is one text 

(P. Vindob. Bosw inkel 14.) whose significance has, I think, escaped its learned and acute editor, The 

substance of the text is a letter from a procurator to the exactor of the Hermopolite tiome informing 
him that the OoirdAios has brought to his attention the Goii'cmment's urgent requirement 

of box and acanthus wood for the repair of the men-of-w-ar lying in the arsenaU of Memphis and 
Babylon. The document raises a number of points of interest; hens I am concerr^d only with its 

date and its occasion. The editor remarks that the rathnalis of this name is otherwise unknown, but 
OvirdAwf is the transcription of Vitalis, and a Vitalis is known to us as the sender of a letter of 
introduction for one Theophancs to AchilHus, praeset of Phoenicia (and was clearly an official of 
some standing) (P. Lat. Argent. I, published by H, Bresslau in APF, Jli, 16S sq.). From unpub^ 
fished pap)!^ in the Rylands collection it appears that Theophancs’ journey to Phoenicia and Syria 
took place some time in the third decade of the fourth century (Wilcken in Aui det IV Catigresro 
Intemasionaie di Papird^ia, p. 120, note t, had already assigned Vitalis’ letter to a date before 

A-D- 34+)- But the date can be fixed with greater precision, if we assume, as I think we may, that it is 
the same Vitalis who appears in both texts. In the spring of 324 dvU war broke out between Licuiius 
and Constantine which ended in the latter’s decisive victory at Chrysopolis, a victory itself only 
made possible by the destruction of a large part of Licinius’ fleet in the Dardanelles (see N. H. 

Baynes in C,A.II. xii, 695)- Both sides had built up powerful fleets and Egypt contributed no less 
than 130 ships to the losing side. If much of Licinius’ fleet consisted of such old tubs as are do 

scribed (1.3 ?roAiJj«i«ra troAnuu&W) in the Vienna papyrus (which I should assign to a,d. 323, when it 

became apparent that war was inevitable), it is hardly surprising that it proved no match for the 

numerically inferior squadrorks of Constantine. H kobekts 

A Note OD P. Argent. Gr. 1, Verso* Col. 1 
Professor Angelo SegrI w-rites, in reference to the communication by Dr. Hcichelheim, JEA 

XXIX, yfif., that he considers the remains of line 7 of the column here in question too scanty to 

justify restoration. In any case, he adds, the reading given is impossible, because ‘gold noummia 
never existed, and while nummi and gold nummt as aurei did exist, and numml are mentioned in 
Greek papyri of the fourth centuiy, nummia, as far as I know, appear only much later'. If the 
denarius in line 20 is a silver denarius, the value given to it, he holds, would seem to suggest that 

the account was wriitcn in the last years of Constantine. He sets no reason to change anything in his 

remarks referred to in note i on page 79. ^ SEGRt] 



REVIEWS OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS 
77fj Sl^in Soldiers of Neb-f^epei-rir Mfntu-hotpe. By H. E. WinlOck^ The Mctropoliiain Mus4^um of Art, 

Egyptian Expedition Publicalions. val New York, viit+40 pp.. zo pis. 

In the season of 1^25-6 the expedition of the Metropolitan Museiim found at D£r tl-Bahri a catacomb 

containing some ekty bofUes of soldiers who had been slain in battle. A first summary account of this find 

appeared in the expedition's annual BuLlctin, hut in the present volume we welcome a detailed record of this 

remarkable find. 
That these soldiers marched in the army of that Meniuhotpe who finally brought the mj-al house of 

Hcntdeopolis down in ruin and extended his sway over all Egypt is proved not only by their buriai in the 

precinct of his ov™ funcraiy temple—a signal honour—hut also by kik marking on the linen w rapping their 

bodies. Wjnlock sbow^ from the nature of their wounds that these men fell in an assault on a fortresSp 

pcksaiblyv as he suggestSp Hcracleopolis i^lf: the somewhat gruesome photographs on pis, 11-12 show that 

some of the corpses lay out long enough to be torn by \iiltures before being recovered for burisl. 

Some interesting pointa emeigc in connexion with the militaiy' equipment of the period. A few of the 

leather bracers or wTist-guards wom by archers to protect their left wTbts from being flayed by the bow¬ 

string have been preserved and arc shown on pi. 4 (one actually in place on the wfiit): they are much smaller 

than that ivom by King Tut^ankhamOn (two different aspects, Nina de G+ Davies, Anfieni Egyptian Faini- 
ph* 77-^)! which appears to have encasird the wrist and extended right up the forearm. The arrows 

from the wounds wcrc^ as often, ripped with ebony, but curiously enough were all dc™id of the chisel¬ 

shaped flint head usually found with contemporary arrow's; two fragments of boiv-staves showing the 

methods of attaching the bow-strtng appear on pfi 5, None of the weapons borne by these soldiera were 

buried with them, bo proaumably they were either looted by the enemy or returned to store. 

A chapter is devot^ to the linen wrappings with their ink-written marks and propirr names, there are 

appendixes dealing with bone-measurements and body-wrappings, and useful indices- Altogether this is 

a study of importance to those interested in Egyptian military affairs. 
R. O, Faulcstr 

The Tomb of Rekii-mi-Rer at Thebes. By DE Garis Davies, etlited by Ludlow Bull and Nora 

Scott. New York, Metropolitan Museum (Publications of the Egyptian Expedition, voL xi), 1944- 

ix+118 pp., 122 pis. 

In this posthumous publication the late N. de G. Davies has crowned the unceasing labours of a Lifetime; 

at last we have an adequate publication of the tomb of the Vizier Rekhmir^, Thra is one of the most im¬ 

portant, if not the most important, of all the Theban tombs, for its many scenes and mscriptions abed light 

on secular snd religious matters alike; on the one hand we have a mass of information regarding the adminis¬ 

tration of including the famous texts on the rnstallation and the Duties of the Vizier—of which 

a valuable coOation is given on pis. 116 ff.—and on the other hand there is a depiction of the funerary rites 

unrivalled at this date- The many plates display alike the author's w^elUknown skill in delineating the scenes 

before him and his patience in extracting the last detail from the walb of the tomb, while the letterpress 

bears evidence as to the amount of study he devoted to the tnterpreUlion of what he drew. The rolumes 

before us mamtaio the standard of appearance we have come to expect from the publications of the Metro¬ 

politan Museum. 
In a work of this nature and extent there arc bound to be points here and there upon which a difierence of 

opinion is possible, and a few altcmative suggestions are offered below- 

F, 9 = pL 74. There seems no obvious reason why the god J ^ should be regarded as a corruption of 

*Hcbcd-ro* (p- 9, n. 30)^ 

P- 19,1. 13, for hm hj read k// km. 
P. 31. D. questions the usual view that the 40 im laid before the Vizier in his audience-hall are roils of the 
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law: ht thinks that the>" may be leather batona or lictors^ rods belon^iii]; to the 40 heads of districts. This 

opinion is based primaiily on their appcaranocp but u supported by a passage from the Louvre writing-board 

text of the Inatruction of Douaf (referred to by D,* P- 3*^ 0+ 74)1 w^herc the alack weaver is beaten with 

50 Jfm. ]t must be admitted that the im in the scene in question do look much more like rods or thongs 

rather than rolled documents of leather^ but the difficulty is to explain why such rods should bt laid before 

the Vizier j he is transacting the regulai^ business of hia office, not conferring degrees of rank, and there is no 

mencton of the issue of batons in the aa^mpanying inscription regarding his duiicSp whereas one would 

expect the Vizier to have law-books at hand for reference^ Here the matter must be left, with the remark that 

at present there is nothing but an opinion to set against D.'s \iewv 
P, 71. There are errors of referenoe here* Episodes Nt3s. 2. 3. 4. are not on pL 76 as indicated, but on 

pL 83, with No. 5. 
K fiq* The rendering of inp (pL 26, 1) as 'chain of office (?)" seems more than doubtful Fyr. 2044P 

referred to by D* in n. 55, tells us no more than that inp was an article of wear; the dct. J suggests a tassel 

or fringed garment, and the n of Rekhmirft may oonceivably be a corruption of this. From the fact that in 

bte limes inp is used of a mat on which the mummy Iks { Wb, iv, 514, 10) it seems likely that it was some 

kind of woven vestment worn by the Vizier, w hence doubtless the usud view that it wias a garment; curiously 

enough, the with which it is associated in P>t. 2044 {An Bnistlatz, IVb. \\ Sh 9) ^ kind 

of mat. 
D/s translations of the inscriptions adequately convey their sense^ but he is at times apt to render with 

2 freedom which comes as something of a shock to the purist, and here and there he seems to have erred 

a little. Space does not permit of detailed discussions of hk renderiugSp but one <Mr two points may be noted. 

For instance it b doubtful if amsistently translated as 'regem'p is really best rendered thus; etymo¬ 

logically the translation may be defenaible, but in point of fact the Engibh w^ord 'regent' has acquired a 

sense of 'acting as substitute for a king* which is tn no way implied by the Egyptian ttnn+ Againp the aub- 

stantivc (pi 16, 8) is uansiated on p. i8 as "status (?)' while the derived epithets and 

^ are trambted respectively as 'the sccepied one' and ‘accepted by". But in fact this stem implies 

s degree of honour due to a perison. so that in the first instance I believe im/A/ to mean 'the respect due to 

him’ (the Vizier), and that the epithets quoted refer to the 'honour' in which the deceased is held by the 

gods on account of his virtues. 
These differences of opinion on matters of detail do not, however, detract from the importance of this 

invaluable publication, which is a fitting monument to one who selflessly dewted his whole lime to that 

Cinderella of Egyptological science, the recording of standing monumenU. 
R. O. Faulkssw 

Papyroh^iich Handboek. By W. Pemmans & J. Vergote. Katholicke Universiteit te Leuven, Fhilologischc 

Studien, Ser. 11, Panl. Louvain, 1943. Pp,K+i3o: ifi plates; i map. 135 franca. 

This new introduction to Papyrology will be of mtereat even to those papyrolpguts who know no Flemish, 

because extensive bibliographies mention boobs and articles on many subjects which were accessible on the 

Continent in ig+E, but have not all reached this coimcry yet. The different subjects treated and extensively 

indexed arc as follows; definition of papyrology, the sources, the writing materials, Fabrication and con* 

servation of papyri and ostraca, deciphering and editing, history of papyrology, political history and topo¬ 

graphy, the languages, govvmincnt and administraticm, civil and criminal law, religion, national and social 

developments, economic life, culture and morals, private life, hfsuiy of the plates show photographs of 

unpublished papyri beloniging t» Louvain Univeraity Library which were destroj'cd in 1^40. The authors 

are to be congratulated for having completed a standottl work under difficult conditions. We conclude with 

the hope that a second edition will supply the omisslorts down to the conclusion of the European War, 
F. M. HeiCKELHEJM 

Teraipw Aal Eimnnjweiff Toi? 'Pti>iimKov By G. A. PETftOimoS, Athens, 1944. Pp. ucx+iaji. 

This is a book of enonnous size, in one volume, published during the difficult occupation period in 

Greece. It treats the history of Roman Law, Rotnan Private Law, and Roman Criminal Law. Its existence 

should he known to papyrologisis, because it is the most recent general survey of this kind in which the 
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Ltgal importance of die papyri h dealt with in many well-reasoned notes. That a Bumbei' of books published 
in England and America duxing the war make occasional revisions necessary is not a fault to be laid at the 
author^s dooTp The mam outline qf his instriictive survey is in ng way affected by Auch minor blemisbes. 

F. M- Heicheuieim 

Papyri and Ostr42iit from Caroms {Mich^on Papyri, vol. vr; Oitra^a voh ll}* By Hereebt 
Chayyim Youtie & Orsamos Merrill Pearl. Ann Arbor; the University of Michigan Press. 19441 
xat+asa pp,* 7 plates- 

A double name has been given to this volume, Fap. Mich, vr and O&tr^ Mich^ 11. ft presents 63 papyri 
and z*jz QStraca in a reliable and instructive edition vouched for by the names of its two well-known editors. 
The ostraca will be commented upon in Ostr. Mich. Ul together with those of Ostr. Mich, and can best 
be discussed after this volume has appeared. A number of these documents have already been published 
separately in TransatL Am, FhiL Assoc, UDEt-iJESiii (1940-2}; Class. Phiiot, xxivjz (1942X (1944)1 
and in Amtr.Joum, PkUoI, LXiii (1942) with a fuller discussion. Above all^ tax problems of Roman and Bymn- 
tinc Egypt will be further illustrated by these texts. Among the papyri 1 mendon especially No. 372 with 
new informadon on the large estates of Caranis; Nos. 42!“^^ petidons which illustrate the hardships and 
accidents of life in the Egyptian country-side and clear up many genealogical tables. Nos. 423-4 will doubt¬ 
less be discussed many times as testimony to magic and folk-lore during tbe period of Sq^timlus Sevenis^ 
This documentp in two idcnticaJ copies whidi supplement each other^ appears to relate to the magical use 
of a “ embry^o* to preveot justice being done. This is an unpretentioiiA^ but extremely useful and 
reliable publicatioiL 

F. M. HElCHItHEtl^ 

Additions ^nd Corrections to 'Homs the Behdetilc/23 jf. 

Of the four corrections here, the two of intrinsic interest are due to Dutch friends. P. 28^ n. i, 

1. 4, for names read nom^. P. 29^ n. 3. De Buck points out that the old reading of ][l{} was 

cf. Coffin JVar/j^ 184 f.; the reading I/ftf in Wb* 34, 3 was on the right lines, but i$ 

not quite correct. In ZAS utxvii, 24 ff., not yet receiyed in this country, there is an ardcie by 

H. Kees, entitled *litd und zwti Kdni^insignien ak Gottheiten^ P. 33, n. 6p 1- 3^ delete 

above and after reproduced insert on p. 34. In the great dedicatory inscription of Amenophis 111^ 

Varille, Kamak^ i* pL ^xvi* ^ stands as the word for "grand total/ P*36t L 17^ Strieker points out 

that the god of Letopohs was* not y!ar-meiti, but a HaroffriSt the eyeless god; Har^merti 

was of course^ the god of Sdmo, Pharbaethus. 

/Jr"" 
|k(nbii DelVt\« 
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